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C O N T E N T

Changes in the market open up new 
opportunities - Andy Green saw such 
an opportunity ten years ago, and he 
seized it, launching Xgen Products

SHOTS and Perfect Fit Brand build 
on their existing business relationship: 
From now on, SHOTS will be the 
exclusive distributor of Perfect Fit 
in Europe 

Christoph Hofmann, founder and 
CEO of Mystim GmbH, is thrilled to 
finally present Opus E to the world 
– a new masturbator with electro 
stimulation features 

Taylor Means started working in the 
erotic industry at the tender age of 
18, and from day one, her career has 
followed a steep upward trajectory

Our interview with Elsa Viegas, 
co-founder of Bijoux Indiscrets, 
revolves around aroma therapy, 
astrology, lithotherapy, and self-love

Simple but ingenious: 'The Femme 
Fountain‘ offers clitoral stimulation via 
a jet of water. Inventor Justine Naiman 
tells us more about her product

Michele Brookhaus has 
created a homeopathic 
lubricant named YoniBliss

Attila Dobor is the 
owner of the 
Chambers of Love 
boutique in 
Stockholm, and 
he knows the local 
fetish scene like the 
back of his hand
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Wellness for your Vagina – that is the 
mission statement of Quim Rock, a 
brand launched by Cyo Nystrom and 
Rachel Washtien

Raj Armani and Salim 
Rajan, the founders 
of IMbesharam.com, 
have ambitious plans 
– and now, they also 
have the support of 
two investors to make 
these plans a reality
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A distributor of Perfect Fit 
Brand since 2017, this 

new deal will give SHOTS 
customer access to the com-
plete Perfect Fit Brand catalog 
of over 120 products, all of 
which will ship within 24 hours 
of ordering. The Perfect Fit 
Brand catalog includes numerous innova-
tive classics, such as the award-winning 
Buck-Off Offi cial Buck Angel FTM Stroker, 
the patented Zoro one-piece molded strap-
on, the Play Zone Kit and Xact-Fit cock 
rings and The patented Bumper Thrust 

Buffer™. Available now and for 
the fi rst time in Europe is the all 
new 2019 line of the brand’s 
popular Fat Boy sheaths 
(six models), featuring new 
textured surfaces and reusable 
vertical storage packaging. 
Coming soon are two all new 

product lines: ROCCO by Perfect Fit Brand, 
a collaboration with gay adult superstar 
Rocco Steele, and The Nina Collection by 
Perfect Fit Brand, designed in partnership 
with adult industry legend, educator and 
sex positivity advocate, Nina Hartley. 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - SHOTS is pleased to announce the signing of a 
long-term exclusive distribution agreement with North American sexual wellness product 
manufacturer Perfect Fit Brand. 

SHOTS enters exclusive distribution 
agreement with Perfect Fit Brand
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We already addressed it in the 
previous issue of EAN: a pro-
duct test by German consumer 
organisation Stiftung Warentest 
is causing a whirlwind of turmoil 
in the erotic industry. In case 
you missed it, here is a short 
summary of what happened. 
Stiftung Warentest presents 
independent reviews for a host 
of different product catego-
ries, from foodstuffs to health 
products to household tools. 
They buy the products anony-
mously in stores and then have 
them tested by independent 
third-party institutes. After that, 
they publish the results of these 
tests for everybody to read 
in their consumer magazine. 
Recently, they tested a number 
of sex toys and published the 
results of these tests in their Fe-
bruary issue. Long story short, 
not all products lived up to the 
expected quality standard. It 
should be noted that some 
parties have been quite vocal 
in criticising the tests and how 
they were conducted. Also, it 
goes without saying that a test 
of 18 sex toys should not be 
used to make wholesale state-
ments about the sex toy market 
in its entirety. It is not up to us 
to pass judgment about these 
things, but we certainly noted 
how quickly the media jumped 
at this topic once Stiftung 
Warentest had published their 
review. Things such as these 
always spread like wildfire on 
the internet, as we all know, but 
even renowned news magazi-
nes who usually focus on world 
politics covered the story, and 
some German TV magazines 
dedicated 15-minute slots 
to this topic. As objective as 
we are trying to be about this 
whole thing, we can’t help 
but wonder: Would there also 
have been this much fuss had 
Stiftung Warentest been testing 
mineral waters, gardening 
gloves or tooth paste?

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl 

 letter from the editor
Both companies agreed on long-term cooperat ionDear Ladies and Gentlemen

Berlin, Germany - WOW Tech Europe 
announces that SCALA 2.0 has been 
selected as a new master distributor for 
We-Vibe in Europe. We-Vibe is now repre-
sented by two master distribution partners 
in Europe, SCALA 2.0 and ORION. Both 
distributors carry the full We-Vibe product 
line, POS and promotional materials, and 
will launch the new Moxie by We-Vibe, 
wearable Bluetooth vibrator, in the market 
this spring. “The review of our European 
distribution model for We-Vibe is now 
complete, and we are pleased to bring 
on Scala 2.0 as a master distributor for 
We-Vibe. Our new model brings maximum 
visibility to the We-Vibe brand throughout 
Europe and ensures prompt, professional 
service for our retail partners,” said Thuve 
Bremen, WOW Tech, chief commercial 
offi cer. “Scala brings over 40 years of 

expertise and a deep understanding 
and history of working with the We-Vi-
be brand.” Yvet Kuiper from SCALA’s 
marketing team commented, “This master 
distribution agreement is just one of the 
prime examples of how SCALA goes the 
extra mile for its customers. Our company 
strives to provide retailers with a carefully 
curated assortment of top brands, making 
We-Vibe a very valuable asset in our 
portfolio. The brand’s impressive focus on 
innovation matches perfectly with SCALA’s 
aim to always be on trend. This partners-
hip once again solidifi es SCALA’s position 
as your go-to address for everything erotic 
and we’re thrilled to share We-Vibe’s quali-
ty products with our valued customers.” In 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia, the full 
We-Vibe product line is available through 
City Realex. 

SCALA named We-Vibe master 
distribution partner in Europe



The medical oil noticeably improves the gli-
ding ability during sexual intercourse and 

as a full body massage oil the oil pampers 
the skin with an extra portion of moisturizing 
care. In love as well as in organic products, 
the highest standards apply. Like all pro-
ducts from the extensive BIOglide range, the 
vegan BIOglide lubricant & massage oil offers 
gentle support for a carefree natural sexuality. 
Free of parabens and synthetic fragrances, 
it is absolutely skin and mucous membrane 

compatible. Oliver Redschlag, CEO of 
JOYDIVISION international AG, is pleased 
and reports: „For more than 20 years, 
JOYDIVISION has distinguished itself 
by optimizing BIOglide according to the 
needs, attitudes and wishes of the users. 
The repeated awards from ÖKO-TEST 
and the positive feedback of the consu-
mers confi rm us in our work and reward 
the use of unique recipes and high quality 
raw materials“.  

Hanover, Germany - Couples want to let themselves fall completely and have the right product at hand for every situation. The 
new BIOglide combination product was developed for this purpose: a soothing massage as foreplay and then, in the heat of 
the moment, not having to reach for the second bottle. 

New: BIOglide lubricant & massage oil
Gl id ing and massaging perfect ly  combined



 „Our staffi ng needs change as our 
products become successful at 

international level. At pjur, we rely on teams 
of experienced long-term staff and emplo-
yees who join us from other companies. 
Getting the right mix is the key to success! 
In the important areas of procurement, 
quality management and sales, we are very 
happy that we can draw on the expertise of 
employees who have been at the company 
for many years,“ explains Alexander Giebel, 
CEO and Founder of pjur. Two of the Silver 
Awards were presented to colleagues from 
the sales team. Stefan has been advising 
and developing business customers with 
calmness and composure for ten years. The 
award was an unexpected but pleasant sur-
prise: „Receiving this amazing award gave 
me a real sense of satisfaction. It is also a 
brilliant incentive for me to keep channelling 
all of my energy into the brand. Being able 
to work for this premium brand makes me 
extremely proud and is a great source of 
motivation,“ he ex- plains. Katrin was also 
surprised. She has been part of the pjur 
team for twelve years and currently provides 
support to customers in Australia and Asia. 
„It felt a bit like Christmas. I love working 
for pjur and have been able to experience 
and help shape the many stages in the 

Wadgassen, Germany - Vibratissimo is 
bringing new verve into the lovelife in March 
because the brand is releasing the new Lena 
Nitro Edition. Because of the shapes the pro-
ducts are very easy and comfortable to use. 
Developed as lay-on vibrators, the products 

company‘s development. It‘s great to know 
that the company values my work,“ she 
enthuses. Gabi has been at pjur for thirteen 
years. She has already experienced many 
changes and has settled into the position 
of Senior Coordinator Change Request in 
Quality Management after taking on several 
positions in the company. She does not 
regret her decision. „I love my work and am 
looking forward to the next thirteen years,“ 
adds Gabi. The fi rst Gold Award was pre-
sented to Sandra, who has been at the pjur 
group since 2004. In her role as a Purcha-
sing Manager, Sandra keeps a careful eye 
on stock levels and delivery deadlines. She 
negotiates and coordinates with suppliers 
and ensures everything runs smoothly right 
up to the point when the premium personal 
lubricants are manufactured, packaged and 
ready for shipping. She is delighted about 
the recognition and is looking forward to 
many more interesting and exciting years 
with the company. „We would like to thank 
the award recipients for their many years of 
valuable collaboration. They always have 
been, are, and will remain an important part 
of the pjur group. We are already looking 
forward to the coming years and more anni-
versary milestones,“ explains Patrick Giebel, 
CFO/HR at pjur.  

can also be used for massaging the vagina. If 
you have further questions about this unique 
product, please do not hesitate to contact 
ST RUBBER’s customer service on +49 
(0)6834 4006-0. It is also worth taking a look 
at the online shop www.strubbi.com. 

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Four pjur employees who have worked at pjur for a partic- ularly 
long time were treated to a special surprise last week when the company awarded three 
Silver and one Gold Award for special services and loyalty to the pjur group. 

pjur – gives you more expertise 

The new Lena Nitro Edition by Vibratissimo

N E W S

pjur  group honours long-serv ing employees 
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Stefan, Katrin, Sandra and Gabi (left to 
right) with their pjur Team Awards

Lena Nitro is a famous porn star in 
Germany and she is now releasing her 

own toy line 



The new 
partnership 

will introduce the 
curved, colorful 
massager to a 
wider audien-

ce; the Melbourne, Australia-based company 
is set to offi cially unveil the full MIMIC line to 
attendees of 2019 ADULTEX, the Southern 
Hemisphere’s largest B2B Adult Trade Exhibi-
tion, April 1-3. “Mimic is a truly innovative and 
unique design and we at Calvista are excited to 
partner with Clandestine,” says Calvista’s Ge-
neral Manager Roger Sheldon-Collins. “Mimic 
is a wonderful addition to Calvista’s portfolio 
and we look forward to the product range 
being showcased at Adultex for the fi rst time.” 
Representatives from Clandestine Devices will 
also be in attendance at the three-day event, 
set on the picturesque oceanfront of Australia’s 
Gold Coast. “I’ve known Calvista from wor-
king with them with my other brands, and to 
have them support our pleasure products from 
Clandestine Devices is a tremendous honor,” 
says President and Founder Jules Jordan. “I’m 
looking forward to accomplishing a lot with our 
brand and Calvista’s support. Adultex is the 
perfect opportunity to introduce our amazing 
products to a variety of retailers and I am 
excited to see how we can expand our reach 
with this remarkable partnership.” The rechar-
geable, ergonomically-designed MIMIC and 
MIMIC + PLUS collection is made of premium 
grade silicone and offers six speeds/intensity 
levels, eight vibration patterns, a glowing LED 
light and 90 minutes of powerful pulsations on 
a single charge. 

Chatsworth, USA - Clandestine Devices, maker 
of the versatile MIMIC and MIMIC + PLUS adult 
pleasure products, has entered into a distribu-
tion agreement with adult wholesaler CALVISTA 
for distribution in Australia, New Zealand and 
Southeast Asia. 

Clandestine Devices 
partners with Australia’s Calvista
For Down Under  d istr ibut ion of  MIMIC
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands / Statham, 
USA - OhMiBod and KIIROO strengthen 
their international collaboration with the 
release of Esca2, a Bluetooth-enabled, 
wearable vibrator that can be control-
led from anywhere in the world. Esca2 
now boasts a larger battery capacity 
to support longer playtime. Its durable 
construction also supports professional 
use in the webcam industry. Just like its 
predecessor, Esca2 takes advantage of 
OhMiBod and KIIROO’s award-winning 
technologies to deliver a fun, inter-
active experience. It also maximizes 
intimacy with a G-spot-centric design 
and an LED display that syncs with 
the massager’s vibrations to provide 
visual feedback.Esca2 connects to the 
OhMiBod Remote App where users can 
enjoy customized and pre-set vibration 
patterns, music driven vibration, along 
with in-app chat and photo sharing on 
both Android and iOS devices. Users 
can also take advantage of the OhMi-
Bod Remote App on their Apple Watch 

and send vibrations to their partner with 
the beat of their heart. “Esca2 is a great 
addition to any long-distance romance,” 
said OhMiBod founder Suki Dunham. 
“The Esca2, with its abundance of inter-
active features, helps to melt away the 
miles that may separate two lovers. The 
watch app’s ability to drive the excite-
ment with a heartbeat allows couples 
to create a true heart connection at 
any distance.” Esca2 not only connects 
with OhMiBod’s Remote App, but also 
connects to all KIIROO interactive 
products and the KIIROO FeelConnect 
App.  “We have had fantastic reviews 
from our product testers over the last 
four months,” KIIROO’s CEO, Toon 
Timmermans noted. “Not only is Esca2 
great for couples in a long-distance 
romance, but it is also a great 
addition to webcam performances. 
The illumining LED light adds a more 
visual aspect to interactive shows that 
you do not get from any other device 
on the market today.”  

Esca2

N E W S
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Great service is not just a curated 
assortment, and excellent shipping 

options, it’s also giving retailers marketing 
tools to boost their sales. The SCALA mar-
keting team is continuously on the look-out 
for new opportunities to cater to B2B retail 
needs. This new online marketing portal for 
the MaleEdge & Jes Extender is, therefore, 
a great example of how they try to help re-
tailers succeed. The new MaleEdge & Jes 
Extender marketing portal is accessible 

via the following link: https://bit.ly/2SrlUvb. 
When entered in your browser, you’ll be 
instantly redirected to a great overview of 
the brands’ marketing materials. Available 
in the marketing portal are all kinds of POS 
items and brand information, including 
high-resolution product images, handy in-
formation sheets, and videos. The content 
can easily be downloaded, giving retailers 
direct access to a plethora of useful mar-
keting materials. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is excited to announce a new, digital marketing portal 
for MaleEdge & Jes Extender. SCALA always aim to accommodate their customers in every 
way possible.

New MaleEdge & Jes-Extender 
Marketing Portal via SCALA
POS items & market ing mater ia ls 

Esca2 is a Bluetooth-enabled, wearable 
vibrator that can be controlled from 

anywhere in the world



The Holland-
based whole-

saler offers a 
wide selection 
of lingerie from 
LeFrivole in diffe-

rent styles, its mysterious designs and excellent 
premium quality brings a unique feeling and all 
expectations about premium quality. LeFrivole is 
a fast-growing brand from Russia, with a branch 
in Estonia, that specializes in gorgeous lingerie 
and top-of-the-range accessories. LeFrivole is 
aimed primarily at self-confi dent and strong-wil-
led women who know exactly what they want 
and are not afraid to live out their passion. At the 
same time, LeFrivole encourages shy, submissive 
women to explore and expand their erotic fanta-
sies. For this reason, LeFrivole has paid particular 
attention to creating a collection of classic to 
seductive lingerie to meet every need. Lingerie 
stands for sensuality, eroticism, and seduction. 
Seducing the art and arousing passion requires 
high wearing comfort so that the wearer also feels 
erotic and seductive. “EDC Wholesale is one of 
the biggest distributor companies in Europe,” said 
a representative from LeFrivole. “And LeFrivole 
is one of the biggest companies in Russia. We 
are very proud that EDC Wholesale expressed 
their trust in our quality and decided to implement 
our collection to the assortment. Within the fi rst 
month of collaboration, we saw great mutual 
success, not only in establishing LeFrivole as a 
product but also in great communication. Ho-
wever, if we look from the side of the customer, 
EDC Wholesale is the company to go for! We see 
great future plans between our companies.” EDC 
Wholesale is exclusive distributor of LeFrivole for 
retailers in Holland, Belgium and Germany, and 
offers the range to all partners in other areas.   

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale is 
distributing LeFrivole lingerie, a new brand to the 
European market, and available for retailers to 
order now. 

EDC Wholesale is
distributing LeFrivole 
Linge r i e  f rom Russ i a 

NEW
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Now the Dutch distributor has high 
expectations of Oxballs’ new hünky-

junk line and its incredible designs that 
appeals to a wide part of the consumer 
market. “The full hünkyjunk range will be 
in our warehouse soon and our custo-
mers will be very happy with the success 
that this line will bring them!” says Dennis 
Jansen, General Manager DUSEDO. 
hünkyjunk is a modern take on men’s sex 
and the toys that make sex more fun. All 
new hünkyjunk toys are creative toys with 
a focus on style, function, durability and 
color. The used PLUS Silicone silicone/
TPR blend feels smooth, it has a velvety 

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg / Oslo, Norway 
- Kondomeriet, a boutique retailer with ten 
stores all over Norway and pjur, a leading 
manufacturer of premium intimate products 
have been in business for more than 20 
years. With Kondomeriet celebrat- ing its 
30th anniversary, Stefan Daniel, Senior 
Key Account Manager at pjur takes a trip 
to Norway to personally deliver his best 
wishes. “Kondomeriet is defi nitely the best 
customer in Scandinavia. They have ma-
naged to establish boutique stores where 
men and women feel equally inspired. pjur 
products specifi cally designed for women 
are our top sellers in Norway”, says Stefan 
Daniel. For his two-day visit, Stefan Daniel 
plans on training sales personnel on pjur’s 
“gives you more” cam- paign, including the 
new displays and the newly launched POS 
materials. Using appealing and con- sistent 
imagery at POS has been a key success 

rubbery feel with incredible stretch and 
strength. “Our designers were joined by 
a stylist from Europe who added a clean 
sparse style to hünkyjunk— our toys are 
Euro cool and USA sturdy, functional 
and sexy,“ the company says. A booklet 
packed with info is stashed in a pocket 
on every clamshell packaging, it has tons 
of pics and care/material info, including 
an introduction to hünkyjunk and why the 
designs are cool and fun to use. hünky-
junk is the premium product choice men 
looking for sex toys with clear function, 
great design and quality, toys that make 
sex fun.  

factor to draw more people in stores. In 
order to boost recommendations in store, 
pjur’s Try It Kit will be available to Kondo-
meriet’s sales personnel.  “pjur has been a 
reliable partner, delivering premium intimate 
products for over twenty years. We ap- pre-
ciate their dedication to quality and we love 
having their products in our stores. Together 
we improve the quality of people’s (love) life 
by creating joy and enhancing sensations”, 
says Merethe Sarris, CEO Kondomeriet. 
Next to all-time favourite pjur ORIGINAL, 
pjur WOMAN Nude and pjur med SENSI-
TIVE Glide make it into the top three most 
sold pjur lubricants in Norway. The latter 
two being glycerin, parabene and preserva-
tive free, catering particularly the needs of 
women‘s sensitive skin. Apart from personal 
lubri- cants, the co-branded, alcohol-free 
We-Vibe cleaning spray for sex toys ranks 
high among Norwegian consumers. 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands - DUSEDO has always been a main European distributor of 
Oxballs products by offering a large part of the range on stock at all times. 

Available at DUSEDO: 
The all new hünkyjunk line

Happy Birthday, Kondomeriet!

N E W S

The ful l  l ine wi l l  be avai lable f rom the Dutch d istr ibutor  soon 
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hünkyjunk is a modern take on men’s 
sex and the toys that make sex more fun

Stefan Daniel, Senior Key Account 
Manager at pjur, in the Norwegian 

boutique Kondomeriet 



The super-
brand in adult 

novelties has 
proven one of 
the most popular 
choices amongst 

consumers, and SCALA is proud to now call 
themselves a preferred partner of this innovative, 
trendy market leader in erotic fun. The renewed 
partnership gives SCALA customers special ac-
cess to We-Vibe products including couples toys 
such as the We-Vibe Sync and We-Vibe Unite. 
It also covers the brand’s popular solo toys such 
as the Wish, Nova, and best-selling Tango bullet 
vibrator. This distribution agreement is just one 
of the prime examples of how SCALA goes the 
extra mile for its customers. The company strives 
to provide retailers with a carefully curated assort-
ment of top brands, making We-Vibe a valuable 
asset in their strong portfolio. The brand’s focus 
on innovation matches perfectly with SCALA’s 
aim to always be on trend. This partnership once 
again solidifi es SCALA’s position as the go-to 
address for everything erotic.  

Zwaagdijk, The 
Netherlands – The 
JO Misting Toy 
Cleaner is a gent-
le, fresh scented 
cleaner provides 

consumers with toy care option that is guaranteed 
to eliminate any trace of chemical aroma. Simply 
spray the cleaner on the toy, let sit 60 seconds, and 
rinse clean. The spray toy cleaning formula works 
quickly to keep sex toys ready for play.                

Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is thrilled 
to announce that the company secured master 
distribution rights on We-Vibe. 

SCALA enters distribution 
agreement with We-Vibe

System JO now has 
a Misting Toy Cleaner

Complete We-Vibe l ine avai lable 
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Veendam, The Netherlands - Pornstar 
Signature Series selected EDC Wholesale 
as their exclusive distribution partner for 
the European market. EDC Wholesale 
will now service European retailers with 
strokers, molded directly from some of the 
hottest stars in the industry. The strokers 
are molded to mimic the vagina, anus, and 
mouths of a large roster of adult performers 
including Anna Bell Peaks, Kleio Valentien, 
Jayden Cole, Zoey Monroe, Olivia Austin, 
Alexis Monroe, Nina Elle, Jessica Jaymes, 
Jada Stevens, Alexis Amore, and Holly 
Hendrix.  The Pornstar Signature Series is 
available for preorder at EDC Wholesale and 
will be shipping in April.“What we love about 
Pornstar Signature Series is the full expe-
rience that comes with the products” said 
Eric Idema, CEO at EDC Wholesale “The 
strokers are a perfect replica of all the sexy 
screen starlets and each purchase comes 
with a 30 day free membership to watch 
the sexy movies of the models and make 

the experience of the product complete. We 
are extremely excited to offer our customers 
these amazing products and we are con-
vinced that our customers are as excited as 
we are. We can’t wait to see these products 
instore.” The Pornstar Signature Series of-
fers several different types of toys for indivi-
dual tastes. From single vibrating pussy and 
anal strokers to bundled themed packages. 
The strokers are made from realistic and 
environmentally friendly materials and come 
with a mesh carrying bag, renew powder 
sample and a unique cell phone stand for a 
hands-free experience.
“We are VERY excited about our part-
nership for Europe with EDC Wholesale.” 
Said Cousins Group CEO Dennis D. 
“When we met in Germany we knew right 
away we wanted them to represent us out 
there. We love the owner, Eric Idema, and 
the whole staff that work there and we are 
confi dent they will do a great job with our 
amazing line.” 

Pornstar Signature Series selects 
EDC Wholesale as exclusive European partner

N E W S
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“We have been in talks to the ma-
nagement of Beate Uhse since 

last year to see which shop location fi ts in 
our portfolio”, Heike Susemichel, CEO of 
ORION Fachgeschäfte, says. The contract 
was signed in mid-February. The Beate 
Uhse shops in Augsburg, Böblingen, Düs-

seldorf, Handewitt, Leipzig, Ludwigsburg, 
Mannheim, Pforzheim, Ulm and Weiter-
stadt will now be transformed into ORION 
Fachgeschäfte shops. Last year, ORION 
Fachgeschäfte already acquired fi ve retail 
shops from the Magic X Retail GmbH in 
the southern part of Germany.  

Biebertal, Germany . In an offi cial press release the German retail chain ORION Fachge-
schäfte GmbH announced the acquisition of ten Beate Uhse shops. The acquisition should 
be completed by middle of the year. 

ORION Fachgeschäst e GmbH has 
acquired ten Beate Uhse retail shops
Acquis i t ion to be completed by middle of  the year

This photo shows the ORION 
Fachgeschäfte shop in Augsburg

)) Eric Idema (CEO EDC Wholesale), 
Dennis D. (CEO Cousins Group) and 

Andre Visser (International Sales Director 
EDC Wholesale) 





“We saw many adult retailers often 
not begin clear on what they were 

selling and sometimes directly misleading 
clients as to what works for what for the 
penis,” Klaus Pedersen, Managing Part-
ner, says, “putting it mildly the confusion 
was and is widespread. Adult penis pro-
ducts are very often sold in a big bundle 
under irrelevant categories at best or 
even misleading categories at worst. As 
a sample from our own category of ‘Per-
manent Penis Growth’ the issue of ‘what 
does this do for me’  was never actually 
addressed very well. We were and are 
being bundled with sleeves, pills, pumps 
etc. on the same product promise! And 
each category is losing out on not being 
sold clearly for what it actually does”. So 
MaleEdge and Jes-Extender decided to 
try to help sellers and consumers ‘get it 
right’ in the sense of what-is-this-penis-
category-for? First they identifi ed a range 
of typical penis categories, then identifi ed 
the ‘do/do-not´s’ of each and then setup 
a general ‘category info board’ showing 
what the individual category actually of-
fers. This category-board has been used 
for some time now in the trade, and have 
helped sellers clear up their own and their 
client´s misunderstandings. They then 

Wadgassen, Germany - The Vibro 
Spreader Analplug is a true innovation for 
stimulating the prostate because of the 
unique ergonomic design. The plug co-
mes with a removable vibro-bullet which 
is powered by a motor 10 with different 

followed up on this by introducing their 
‘Instore’ and ‘Online’ sales tutorials for 
the MaleEdge and Jes-Extender brands, 
with specifi c details on how to best 
differentiate and upsell their category, as 
well as other penis categories. These they 
launched at the last eroFame show in 
Hannover 2018 with good response from 
the trade. And since then retailers and 
resellers have seen their tutorials having 
effect across websites and in stores with 
very good sales results. Clients report that 
sales have gone up for both single-cate-
gory products and well as resulting in new 
cross-category upsale. A sample of how 
this works is mixing the issues of ‘immedi-
ate’ (fx. pills/creams/cockrings), ‘inter-
mediate’ (fx. pumps) and ‘permanent’ 
(penis extenders for permanent growth). 
Sales staff label this as ‘pills, pumps 
and extenders go well together for each 
their own reason’, it´s easily explained 
for the consumer and makes way for 
selling across more than one category. In 
short retailers are seeing more sales and 
happier clients due to this, also since the 
seller delivers on their promise and do not 
oversell/overpromise.
The tutorials are available at MaleEdge 
and Jes-Extender, or via wholesalers.  

vibration modes. If you have further ques-
tions about this unique product, please 
do not hesitate to contact ST RUBBER’s 
customer service on +49 (0)6834 4006-0. 
It is also worth taking a look at the online 
shop www.strubbi.com. 

Copenhagen, Denmark - MaleEdge and Jes-Extender are helping adult websites and stores 
guide clients and achieve upsell across male-categories. How are penis focused adult pro-
duct sold best? What makes a happy client? 

Permanent Penis Growth 
Category sees … growth!

MALESATION Vibro Spreader Plug 

N E W S

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender 
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The said ‘category info board’

The Vibro Spreader Plug comes with a 
removable vibro-bullet













One of the fi rst-ever anal plugs to feature 
rotation at their base – emulating the 

sensation of analingus – Rimmers became 
a fast favorite and, after customer request 
for a more beginner-friendly version, the XR 
Brands team set to work to create Slim Rim-
mers in time for the New Year. Slim Rimmers 
are designed to make insertion easier and 
even more pleasurable. Like their predeces-
sors, USB-rechargeable Slim Rimmers offer 
plugs in a variety of sizes and shapes, all 
featuring remote controls and waterpro-
of premium silicone construction for the 
highest quality experience. Available in three 
models – the smooth Slim R, the rippled 
Slim I, and the curved Slim M – Slim Rim-
mers feature internal rotating beads in each 
plug‘s shaft. These beads provide a unique 
rimming sensation to the high concentrati-
on of nerve endings around the anus, and 
each Slim Rimmers model features a new 
spiral design on the neck of the plug for 
added texture. This unique design provides 
a comfortable sensation of fullness while 
stimulating the sensitive area around the 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Doxy 
Number 3 has already proven its populari-
ty with consumers since its release in 
2018. Inspired by its big, bold predeces-
sor, the Doxy Number 3 has all the power 
in a sleek, compacter silhouette. SCALA 
is thrilled to offer retailers the chance to 
order the Doxy 3 in two new colors: red 
and black. These colors are bang on 
trend and cater to a more unisex, neutral 
taste than the traditional pink and purple 
color schemes often used for wand 

anus, giving equal attention to the region’s 
inner and outer erogenous zones. “Consu-
mers loved the original Rimmers plugs, 
and the one common request we received 
was that customers wanted smaller, more 
beginner-friendly versions – so of course 
we obliged!” XR Brands General Manager 
Rebecca Weinberg said. “Slim Rimmers 
offer the same rim-job-like sensations but 
in a slimmer, easier-to-insert body. Not only 
do they have a sleek shape, but they also 
have new, textured necks that make use 
even more pleasurable. Today’s consumers 
want more from their anal plugs and Slim 
Rimmers really deliver. From the quality 
silicone construction and remote-control 
operation, to the unique analingus-like 
sensation, these plugs are in a class all their 
own.” Slim Rimmers come complete with 
wireless remote control and a USB charging 
cable. Each body-safe, phthalate-free plug 
comes packaged in a sturdy, eye-catching 
box suitable for shelf or slat-wall displays. 
The packaging coordinates with the original 
Rimmers plugs for easy merchandising.  

massager. The elegant Doxy 3 combines 
deep, resonating vibrations with a 
non-intimidating aesthetic. Its modern 
design will certainly capture your consu-
mers their attention. The Doxy 3 has a 
soft, premium silicone head for a touch of 
indulgence, and comes with a 3-meter 
long power cord for maximum maneuver-
ability during play. Users can choose 
between multiple vibration speeds, or put 
it in escalation mode to experience its 
sensational pulsating power. 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is offi cially shipping Slim Rimmers, new narrower 
versions of the anal sensations that fi rst hit the market last year. 

XR Brands introduces new ‚Slim Rimmers‘ 
rotating anal plugs with narrower shape

Doxy Number 3 now available in red and black at SCALA

N E W S
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Slim Rimmers come complete with 
wireless remote control and a USB 

charging cable





In this new role of Global Sales Director, 
Miguel will coordinate the Wholesale 

and Distribution sales strategy of Flesh-
light worldwide – right now the company 
have four warehouses all over the world: 
Austin (Texas, USA) as headquarters 
and bigger locations in Spain (for the 
European market), Canada and Aust-
ralia. The challenge of Miguels new role 
also includes opening new markets in 
South America and Asia. Miguel will work 
close with the sales team worldwide 
and the General Managers of the other 
warehouses. Europe Sales Department 
has been strengthen with the promotion 
of Alfonso Cala as new Sales Executive 
and Rocío Olivera as Sales Administrator, 
both are working in the company since 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The DazzLED 
collection by CalExotics is now ready to 
order at SCALA. Choose between the 
Vibrance, Brilliance, and Radiance, and 
indulge consumers with their futuristic 
functions and unique light-up accents. 
Each design features radiant LED-Lights 
down the shaft, making playtime effort-
less, even on the darkest nights… The 
Vibrance is a classic, curved silhouette, 
whilst the Brilliance and Radiance both 
have an additional clitoral stimulator. 
Though each product has its own unique 
skills and thrills, they all share the collec-

2014. Cala will support customers and 
work closely with them to improve their 
experience with Fleshlight, answering 
any questions about shipments but also 
recommendations about top sellers and 
any other questions clients could have 
about the brand. Rocío will provide any 
administrative document that customers 
need and manage orders with Alfonso. 
Laura Cosano will continue as Marketing 
Director improving strategies, content 
for European market and coordinating all 
catalogue updates with Miguel Capilla for 
all warehouses. Carlos Romero continu-
es as Wholesale & Distribution Supervi-
sor, making changes to reduce shipping 
timings and offering the best service 
possible. 

tion’s special selling-points: 10 functions 
of intense vibration, passionate pulsation, 
and erotic escalation, plus a self-sealing 
USB-charging port at the base of the 
design. They also have intuitive, ea-
sy-touch button controls and include a 
travel-lock function for pleasure on the go. 
Though their biggest appeal is the unique 
light-up LED functionality that truly adds 
a pleasurable glow to intimate adventures 
Packaged in a trendy, contemporary box, 
the DazzLED vibes will defi nitely light-up 
any in-store presentation and are eye-
catchers in any display. 

Seville, Spain - Fleshlight is very glad to announce that Miguel Capilla has been promoted 
to be the new Global Sales Director.Capilla has been Commercial Director for Fleshlight 
EU since 2013. In these six years the company has grown in double digits every year in the 
Wholesale and Distribution market in Europe. 

Miguel Capilla is the new Global Sales 
Director of Fleshlight International

Brilliant pleasure with CalExotics DazzLED 

N E W S
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Miguel Capilla, Fleshlight‘s new 
Global Sales Director

























“Consolidating distribution will allow 
our team to work more intimately 

with select partners. We are confi dent 
that with the reach of Sexy Living and 
Landco, will expand the market for An-
eros, signifi cantly, in the coming years,” 
said Brent Aldon, director of sales and 
marketing for Aneros. “Both companies 
have a fantastic reputation in Canada for 
representing manufacturers. This has also 
been our experience working with them 
over the last 10 years, as they have been 
faithfully distributing Aneros products with 
immaculate service.”
The move gives Aneros the ability to part-
ner with two uniquely-positioned distribu-
tors that will enable greater product reach 

Wijchen, The Netherlands  – The Touch of 
Velvet range by Rocks-Off has quickly be-
come a fi rm favorite in the bullet vibrators 
assortment. To celebrate its success and 
popularity, Rocks-Off has now released 3 
new eye-catching colors, ensuring there is 
a perfect match for every preference. Now 
available at SCALA are the Peach Blos-
som (Orange), Peacock Petals (Green), 
and Sunfl ower Summer (Yellow) hues. The 
silhouette of the Touch of Velvet bullet is 
based on the classic RO-90mm vibe. The 

and more direct access to top retailers, 
further adding to the company’s growing 
footprint across Canada.
“It is with real pleasure that we announce 
our partnership with Aneros. We are con-
fi dent of the standard of quality, reliability, 
and innovation it will bring to our industry,” 
said Michel Dell’Aniello, buyer & sales 
director of Landco.
“Sexy Living is honored to be selected by 
Aneros to represent the world’s most in-
novative sexual health products for men & 
women in Canada. With our partnership, 
this will open up the dialogue and lead the 
sexual health and wellness revolution in 
Canada,” said Michelle Giannas, presi-
dent of Sexy Living. 

appearance of the bullet is slightly different 
though: featuring a trendy, matte-style 
surface that instantly catches the eye. To 
add a touch of shine, the base of the toy 
is glossy, with a chrome-look button and 
high-end fi nish. The Touch of Velvet is per-
fect for pinpoint precise clitoral stimulation 
and allows for pleasure on the go due to 
its compact travel-friendly size. The design 
also features 10 modes of smooth vibra-
tions and comes packaged in a feminine 
box with fl owering artwork.   

Los Angeles, USA - Aneros has announced exclusive distribution deals with Landco and 
Sexy Living in an effort to streamline and grow its market share in Canada.

Aneros streamlines business in Canada

New Touch of Velvet bullets by Rocks-Off  

N E W S

Landco and Sexy L iv ing named exclus ive d istr ibutors
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – The SVR 
+ is taking the TENGA SVR Series to 
new heights. With 1.5x more power 
than the original SVR Series, consumers 
can enjoy even stronger sensations for 

partnered pleasure. SVR+ is made from 
body safe Silicone, PC, ABS and has an 
USB charger (charging time approx. 60 
min/ running time approx. 40 min)). It is 
waterproof up to 50 cm.   

Tenga releases the SVR Smart Vibe Ring PLUS

The SVR+ has 1.5x more power than 
the original SVR



“As the leading manufacturer 
of prostate massagers and 

related wellness products, we are 
pleased to present the innovative Helix 

Syn Trident which replaces the 
outstanding Helix Syn, our most 
successful prostate massager to 
date,” said Brent Aldon, director of 

sales and marketing for Aneros. “Thanks 
to our innovative team of developers, Helix Syn 
Trident is now the most effective and innovative 
non-motorized prostate massager available. It 
is designed with unique capabilities that provide 
added comfort, greater responsiveness, and a 
more ergonomic design to work in better harm-
ony with the body!” The Helix Syn Trident follows 
the highly successful Helix Syn, offering men an 
innovative and ergonomic prostate massager 
that feels great while providing relief from prostate 
complications and preventative measures for 
erectile dysfunction (ED). The Helix Syn Trident 
features a specially balanced body that provides 
a greater range of motion, increased responsive-
ness, and more focused internal stimulation. The 
Helix Syn handle and P-tab have been replaced 
by a dual-tab design that produces a spring-like 
action with a unique “cradling” sensation, for 
more external stimulation, with greater stability. 
This new arm confi guration is more form-fi t-
ting, making the Helix Syn Trident comfortable 
for sitting, standing and walking….the ultimate 
Aneros for all day pleasure. Other upgrades 
include a softer, smoother silicone exterior with a 
slightly fi rmer inner framework and a new red and 
white on black multi-tonal aesthetic. The Helix Syn 
Trident combines the utmost comfort with focused 
stimulation for partnered or solo play, making it one 
of the most versatile products in the Aneros line. 

Los Angeles, USA - The innovative and ne-
wly-launched Helix Syn Trident prostate massa-
ger, from  sexual health and wellness products 
manufacturer Aneros, is the most advanced pro-
duct of its kind on the market, the company says. 

Aneros‘ Helix Syn Trident to 
replace best selling Helix Syn
Trident Series offers advancements in prostate massage
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AQUAglide liquid creates a waterfall of 
emotions. The liquid consistency is 

surprisingly different, yet combines all the 
properties of a lubricant and is very easy to 
use. Thanks to the new feeling, the special 
formula of AQUAglide liquid invites you to 
play. The lubricant produced „Made with 
Love in Germany“ is available in 125 ml 
and 250 ml bottles with a practical dispen-
ser pump and thus enables easy dosage. 

Hauppauge, USA - When it comes to sexy 
lingerie, Magic Silk has it all wrapped up. 
The latest collection under their Exposed 
brand, Unwrap Me, makes for one prized 
package. Women can beautify themselves 
in soft and stretchy point d’esprit mesh 
enhanced with tone on tone satin trim. 
Seductive features include underwire, 
peek-a-bow cutouts with functional satin 
ribbon ties, adjustable shoulder straps, 

Flensburg, Germany - Contrary to other 
announcements, the four new ‚Pillow Talk‘ 
sex toys from BMS are also available at 
ORION Wholesale. The vibrator ‚Racy‘ 
might be small, but its powerful motor 
should not be underestimated. The rabbit 
vibrator ‚Kinky‘ stimulates the G-spot and 
clitoris simultaneously with its 2 motors. 
The massage wand ‚Sultry‘ is suitable 

AQUAglide liquid is naturally water-soluble, 
fat-free and suitable for condoms. Der-
matological tests guarantee a particularly 
high skin friendliness.  For all retailers it me-
ans now again: Access while stocks last. 
Simply send your order to sales@JOYDI-
VISION.de. The offer for AQUAglide liquid 
250 ml is valid for incoming orders from 
01 April 2019 to 30  April 2019. Further 
attractive promotions will follow monthly. 

hook and eye closure, and adjustable 
garter straps with metal clips. Five different 
styles are available: Bra, Garter & Panty 
Set, Baby Doll & G-string Set, Robe, Bra, 
Skirt & G-string Set, and Crotchless Peek-
a-Boo Panty. They come in either beautiful 
black or electric purple, in sizes S/M, L/X, 
and Queen (fi ts sizes 1-3X). Whether she’s 
giving or receiving, Unwrap Me will make 
her one pleasant present.  

for vaginal stimulation as well as full body 
massages. And last but not least, there 
are the love balls ‚Frisky‘. They have a 
silky smooth texture and are perfect for 
pelvic fl oor exercises. All four ‚Pillow Talk‘ 
sex toys are available in two different 
colours and will be delivered in high-
quality packaging with item descriptions 
in various languages. 

Hanover, Germany - Discounts, discounts, discounts!!! In April retailers can look forward 
to AQUAglide liquid 250 ml. For the demanding lovers, JOYDIVISIONS want to try out the 
special kick in their love play, the millionfold popular AQUAglide – in completely new consis-
tency – for even more fun together, is now available. 

25 years JOYDIVISION and every month 
an attractive discount campaign

Good things come in provocative packages

Sex toys ‚Pillow Talk‘ from BMS also available at ORION 

N E W S

Apr i l  =  25% discount on AQUAgl ide l iquid 250 ml
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The offer for AQUAglide liquid 250 ml 
is valid for incoming orders from 01 

April 2019 to 30  April 2019

Unwrap Me comes in 
beautiful black or electric purple

All four 'Pillow Talk‘ sex toys are 
available in two different colours 



Visit us at ADC Expo April 26 till 28 / Booth E96 / Contact +31 (0)70 360 02 48 / rits@clshealthcare.nl

Gift idea 
of the year!

The 360° massage experience

Available at
www.thepleasurelabel.com

www.clshealthcare.nl



The Rostock-based insurtech hepster 
has developed the fi rst sex toy insuran-

ce in the world. This means that customers 
purchasing a Womanizer now have the 
option to also buy comprehensive and ca-
refree insurance for only 20 euros per year. 
The policy works like the now-widespread 
cell phone insurance. The sex toy insurance 
comes in handy for cases of damage, dest-
ruction and theft. For example, this includes 
improper handling and operating errors like 
the use of the wrong lubricant, which is 
protected against just like falls and breaka-
ge. Germany is acting as the test market. 
If success follows, then a global launch will 
be the second step. “The idea for sex toy 
insurance came to us when one of our col-
leagues told us about the unfortunate end 
to her surfi ng vacation. On the last evening 
of her trip, she and her friends were celebra-
ting with another group of girls in her hotel 
room. Once everybody had left, she realized 
someone had stolen her Womanizer. At 
fi rst this made us all laugh, but after looking 

closer, we saw an obvious problem had 
been revealed. Even when the Womanizer is 
covered by the warranty against damages, 
a protection against unforeseen issues like 
theft is missing. The loss of an item can hurt 
a lot, especially with sex toys, which often 
sit in a mid to high price range. So, with 
that came the idea of the fi rst insurance for 
sex toys in the world.” – Hanna Bachmann, 
Co-founder of hepster, on the collaborati-
on. “We often have customers write to us, 
whose Womanizers have met an unfortu-
nate end through external, often bizarre, 
incidents – for example, chewed up by a 
dog. All of these cases were not covered 
by the warranty. We had already been con-
sidering the integration of insurance-based 
protections. When hepster got in contact 
with us, we were enthusiastic about the idea 
and the chance to work together. That was 
the birth of our sex toy insurance, ”Johanna 
Rief, Head of Communications at Womani-
zer, says. For more information, please visit: 
https://womanizer.hepster.com.                

Berlin, Germany - Two companies, as different as could be: one represents sensuality and 
luxury, whilst the other handles insurance topics like protection against loss or damages. 
But how does the saying go? Opposites attract. From now on, women can purchase a Wo-
manizer and insure it at the same time – thus protecting against any contingencies that may 
not be covered by the warranty

Womanizer meets hepster

N E W S

The f i rst  sex toy Insurance in  the world 
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Flensbzurg, Germany - A new, neutral bro-
chure, which can be given to customers, 
is now available from ORION Wholesale: 
the 16 page ‚Men’s Wear‘ brochure is in an 
A5 size and presents a carefully selected 
collection from the product ranges of the 
men’s labels NEK and SVENJOYMENT 
Underwear. The outfi ts are presented with 
their respective material specifi cations and 
item numbers, but without retail prices. 

There is a space at the back of the brochu-
re for the retailer’s stamp. The brochures 
are available in packs of 25  – only while 
stocks last.In addition to this, ORION 
Wholesale can also offer its customers a 
variety of different neutral catalogues and 
promotional material for a perfect presen-
tation at the point of sale. They can be 
found at www.orion-wholesale.com in 
the POS section. 

The ‚Men’s Wear‘ brochure

The 'Men‘s Wear‘ brochure presents 
selected products of the labels NEK 

and SVENJOYMENT
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The erotic specialist will be presen-
ting a selection of its quality-tested, 

best-selling product range. There will be a 
focus on the new collection from Cottelli 
Collection Bondage for example. The 
lingerie has been exclusively designed 
at ORION’s headquarters and is perfect 
for pleasure that’s a little bit out of the 
ordinary. Black is the dominating colour in 
this collection. Trendy wetlook was chosen 
as the main material and it is combined 
with powernet and lace. The integrated 
loops on the lingerie are the collection’s 
hot highlight – they are perfect for gently 
restraining a woman’s hands or arms. 
The exclusive outfi ts provide captivating 
moments of pleasure – in the usual high 
quality at a sensational price. Furthermore, 
the new collection of the exclusive lingerie 
label Abierta Fina by Cottelli Collection will 
be presented at the ADC Expo in Shang-
hai as well. The collection has also been 
designed at ORION’s headquarters and 
stands out from the rest because of its re-

Seville, Spain -. Janice Griffi th is the 
epitome of the young, vibrant, sexually 
expressive woman that porn fans around 
the world fantasize about in this day in 
age. She grew up and gained her street 
smarts in New York City and moved to 
Los Angeles in 2013 where her career 
in porn started and she has spent her 
adult life thus far since. Now men can feel 
what it is like to experience Janice Griffi th 
intimately. Janice Griffi th Eden is the 

vealing designs. The breathtaking lingerie 
has decorative parts and lots of love has 
gone into the detail as well. This lingerie 
provides the perfect opportunity for wo-
men, who like showing off their bodies in 
a sexy and stylish way, to experiment with 
their sexy curves. From the sex toy range, 
not only the bestsellers from Your2Toys 
and Sweet Smile will be presented, but 
also the Power Vibe Collection and of 
course, the sensational sex toy BELOU 
– a remote-controlled vibro-bullet with a 
clitoral stimulator and a beautiful design. 
But also, the men’s toy par excellence, 
the SUCK-O-MAT will be presented. The 
masturbator with its SUCK-O-MAT Hands 
Free Masturbation Technology let’s men’s 
hearts race – not just because of its tech-
nology and how it looks, but above all, 
because of its unbelievable blowjob skills. 
The presentation of bestsellers is fi nished 
by the condoms from Secura and the lu-
bricants from Just Glide, which stand out 
with their quality ‚Made in Germany‘. 

fi rst Fleshlight to be released with a new 
and beautiful medium toned FleshSkin 
sleeve. Matching Janice’s skin perfectly, 
this lifelike stroker is as tight as the petite 
star herself. Featuring a combination of 
highly arousing pleasure points within its 
chamber, Eden envelops the penis with 
mind-blowing rings and shafts that will 
leave men begging for more. Men can 
tighten and loosen the special end-cap to 
control suction for added realism.  

Flensburg, Germany  - From 26th - 28th April 2019, the China Adult Care Expo 2019 will take 
place in Shanghai. For the fi rst time, Orion Wholesale as well will be part of this international 
b2b trade fair with an own stand (B31). 

ORION Wholesale at 
the ADC Expo in Shanghai

 Fleshlight releases Janice Griffi  th Eden

N E W S

China Adult  Care Expo 2019
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Orion Wholesale will be part of the 
international b2b trade fair China Adult 

Care Expo 2019 

Janice Griffith Eden is a high quality 
masturbation device that is an exact 

replica of her Vagina 
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 Suitable for all e-stim power boxes. Wireless with     
Mystim Cluster Buster and Sultry Sub Black Edition.

 OPUS E   
Electrosex Masturbator   

www.mystim.com

NOW AVAILABLE



It’s no surprise the collection has rapidly 
conquered the market for ‘green’ erotic 

care products, as it offers all the all-natural 
essentials for an ‘environmentally-friendly’ 
love life. SCALA has stocked up big on the 
BIO collection by HOT and therefore offers 
fantastic stock availability on all the range’s 
its best-sellers, such as the long-lasting, 
silky smooth HOT BIO lubricants. HOT’s 
innovative BIO range is truly one of the 
most environmentally-friendly choices on 
the market. The entire range of intimate 
care and drugstore essentials is organic 
and fully vegan-certifi ed. HOT even went 
one step further and produced a special 

Ringwood, England - Prowler has launched 
its own range of two essential bedroom ac-
cessories: underwear and douches. These 
neatly packaged items come in clear plastic 
resealable bags. They can be stood up on 
shelves or can be hung on display. What’s 
more, the reusable bag is ideal for storage 
or travel. They can be sold as must-have 
items or quirky point-of-sale buys. Delightful 
douches: Preparation makes perfect, and 
the eight Prowler Douches come in a variety 
of sizes and shapes. Most are available in 
the traditional bulb shape, in varying sizes. 
Or for the more adventurous, the bulbed 
or angled douche adds even more appeal, 
turning prep into play. Most are available 
in black, but there’s also the option of hot 
orange, which will draw attention. The 
douches are available in sizes 89ml, 160ml, 
224ml and 310ml. Underwear upsell: 

ECO tube for the packaging. This tube 
is made of sugarcane, and - therefore - 
100% recyclable. This collection isn’t just 
fantastic for consumers that want to live a 
more conscious lifestyle: it’s also a great 
choice for those that suffer from allergies. 
One of the reasons HOT created the range 
is to offer a gentle, organic alternative to 
chemical drugstore solutions, especially 
for people who are susceptible to allergies 
or have sensitive skin. There are multiple 
ways to market HOT BIO, so regardless of 
your target-audience, SCALA’s convinced 
you can sell this collection to every consu-
mer that enters your store.  

Prowler has upped its game even more and 
just launched its own brand of underwear: 
sporty and sexy; versatile and comfortable 
– this range of underwear has it all. There 
are three styles to choose from, and each 
option is available in crisp white or naughty 
navy. Accent colours in baby pink or aqua 
highlight the cup design and are detailed 
on the waistband. The waistband itself has 
a thick design, making it truly comfortable 
to wear, while the Prowler logo and Prowler 
Paw tag add a stylish nod to the brand. 
Pop on the Trunks for day or night; play with 
your partner in the Jock Strap; or go for 
Briefs if you’re an active type. The Prowler 
Trunks, Jock Straps and Briefs are made 
from 93% cotton and 7% elastane; they 
are available in S, M, L and XL. All items are 
available in white or navy, with a choice of 
pink or aqua detail. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Since it’s launch in early 2018, HOT’s BIO collection has proven 
to very popular amongst consumers - quickly becoming a leading name in organic, vegan 
drugstore. 

HOT BIO 

Prowler products top of the range

N E W S

SCALA has stocked up b ig on the ‚green‘  col lect ion 
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Prowler has launched its own range of 
two essential bedroom accessories: 

underwear and douches. 
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strap-on-me®

www.strap-on-me.com

Extra clitoral
stimulation

Anatomic Design

G-spot 
stimulation

Joint shape
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Bendable technology
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As Sales Director, Kimberly will be 
able to nurture the relationships with 

COTR’s retailers and contribute to a 
booming business while connecting with 
the very foundation of sexual health and 
wellness. “I am really looking forward to 
working directly with retailers and custo-
mizing a vision with our lines for each of 
them that is as unique as they are,” Faubel 
said. “I’m excited to increase awareness; 
not only an awareness of our brands and 
products but how important it is to be 
inclusive and informed when it comes to 
sensual health and pleasure. This role will 
allow me to focus on some of my favorite 
parts of this magical industry, including 
being able to support an effervescent 
sales team and collaborate on how we 
can be the high-quality partners that 
our retailers and consumers deserve.” 
Kimberly Scott Faubel began her career 
on the retail side, or as she likes to call 
it, “the other side of the counter” of the 
pleasure industry in 2003. It was immedi-
ately apparent to her that she had found 
her home in this business. She quickly 
climbed the professional ladder of a chain 
of adult stores in Central Pennsylvania 
and organized monthly special events that 
catered to all walks of life while main-

Amsterdan, The Netherlands - Next to 
the black version, Mister B is adding 
clear coloured cock extenders to 
Weapons of Ass Destruction collection. 
The Rear-end Rocket M + L, Butt 

taining the district manager position until 
she relocated to Las Vegas in 2011. Once 
again, Kimberly found herself assisting the 
public with their most intimate desires in a 
sex-positive company that blossomed into 
the opportunity to help create and sell the 
very products she was endorsing. In the 
summer of 2015, Kimberly moved to Los 
Angeles to help launch a new pleasure 
products brand. With a hands-on position, 
she learned that nothing can be overloo-
ked when you want to do something the 
right way and anything worth having takes 
time and consideration. As the recipient 
of XBIZ’s 2019 Community Figure of the 
Year Award, Kimberly has and will always 
put inclusion and sex-positivity at the 
forefront of her endeavors. This business 
is not about gender, it’s about wellness, 
and she’s incredibly proud to be at home 
with the COTR team who feels the same 
way. “Kim’s passion for inclusive sexual 
and sensual health is undeniable and 
makes her a perfect addition to the COTR 
team,” COTR, Inc. founder and CEO Alicia 
Sinclair said. “I’m so excited to be working 
alongside her and am confi dent that she 
will continue to inspire the pleasure-pro-
ducts’ retail warriors with direct outreach 
and a passion that never waivers.”  

Bullet, Triple Torpedo Battle Axe and 
the Punisher are made of all clear, 
smooth high-quality PVC and are 
compatible with water based and 
silicone based lubricants.   

New York, USA - COTR, Inc. is pleased to announce the addition of Kimberly Scott Faubel 
as the company’s newly minted sales director. Bringing more than 15 years of valuable 
experience in a variety of roles within the adult retail industry, Faubel joins the progressive 
company’s dynamic team of sex-positive and inclusive people.

COTR appoints Kimberly Scott 
Faubel to Sales Director role

New: Weapons of Ass Destruction Cock Extenders Clear

N E W S

Faubel  f inds home at  progress ive ,  sex-posit ive manufacturer
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Kimberly Scott Faubel 

Mister B is expanding 
the Weapons of Ass 

Destruction line 



PLEASURE AIRTM TECHNOLOGY
FOR YOUR CLITORIS

Womanizer’s unique Pleasure Air™ Technology 
stimulates the clitoris with 12 intensity levels with 
gently massaging changes in air pressure that 
lead you to a new kind of experience.

G-SPOT 
VIBRATIONS
Find pleasure that’s right for you – choose from 10 
vibration patterns and 12 intensity levels. 

SMART 
SILENCETM 

The Womanizer DUO turns on automatically 
whenever it is placed close to your skin and 
off when you take it away – for discreet 
uninterrupted pleasure. 

Learn more about the new Womanizer DUO and become the best salesperson possible. Complete the WOW Tech Academy at: 
www.wowtech-academy.com today and get a Womanizer DUO for free!

sales@wowtech.com

DUO
FEEL COMPLETE. DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE.

THE
ORIGINAL



Wijchen, The Netherlands – SCALA is 
thrilled to announce the arrival of ManS-
queeze by Doc Johnson. This spin-off on 
the popular Main Squeeze range is ‘for 
men, who love men’. ManSqueeze offers 
3 different products to get naughty with. 
There are 3 Doc Johnson Man Squeeze 
masturbators ready to order at SCALA: 
the Bear Ass, Stud Ass, and Twink Ass. 
Each design has a slightly different look 
and feel, with different inner textures and 
orifi ce  , yet they all share a premium 
quality standard. Each ManSqueeze 

masturbator is “crafted with a sucti-
on-adjusting end cap and squeezable 
grip that lets you vary the tightness of 
each stroke”, Doc Johnson describes. 
ManSqueeze features a super realistic, 
ULTRASKYN interior sleeve with a hard 
outer case. A tight orifi ce gives way to 
sensational textured stimulation, whilst 
the squeeze plate lets users fully control 
the pressure. Each masturbator is easy 
to disassemble for a thorough clean 
and includes complete care and usage 
instructions in the package.  

ManSqueeze by Doc Johnson arrives at SCALA 

N E W S
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It can be recharged via USB cable and 
offers the full range of stimulation: the 

rabbit-shaped clit tickler has a suction cup 
and 6 different suction modes that provide 
an intense stimulation of the clitoris. Also, 
there are 7 vibration modes in the shaft, 
which is slightly curved and effi ciently 
stimulates the G-spot with its thickened 
head. The pleasure is topped off by the 
velvety-soft silicone surface. The rabbit 
vibrator is waterproof and extremely easy 
to use thanks to the 3-button system. The 
rabbit vibrator ‘Euphoria’ is available in pink 
and purple. The rabbit vibrator ‘Ravish’ 
also offers a simultaneous stimulation of 
G-spot and clitoris and can be recharged 
via USB cable as well. It is made out of 
velvety-soft, double-layered silicone with 
copper-coloured parts for decoration. The 
fl exible shaft is very long and bends at a 
90-degree angle. This way, the extra thick 

tip can perfectly reach the G-spot. The fi n-
ger-shaped clit tickler provides a thorough 
stimulation of the pearl of pleasure. The 
rabbit vibrator has 7 vibration modes in the 
shaft and 7 vibration modes in the clit tick-
ler – they can be controlled separately. It 
also has an intuitive 3-button control panel. 
Waterproof. The rabbit vibrator ‘Ravish’ 
is available in pink and purple. A visual 
delight is also the promotional packaging 
of the Vibe Couture sex toys: it has a 
classic and beautiful design that focuses 
on the most important thing – the product. 
The product can be seen behind a blister 
packaging once the front of the box has 
been opened. The box can be easily ope-
ned, thanks to its magnetic fastener. There 
is a product information in six languages 
on the back of the packaging and a video 
of the product is available via the QR code 
on the front of the packaging. 

Flensburg, Germany - The new models from the exclusive sex toy label Vibe Couture are 
now available at ORION Wholesale: the rabbit vibrators ‘Euphoria’ and ‘Ravish‘. The rabbit 
vibrator ‘Euphoria’ has copper-coloured parts for decoration and looks ‘très chic’, just like 
the other pleasure-givers from Vibe Couture. 

Rabbit Vibrators ‘Euphoria’ 
and ‘Ravish’ from Vibe Couture
New at  ORION Wholesale

ORION is releasing two 
new rabbit vibrators 
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Touted as ‚The cleanest way to be 
dirty!‘ by the company, The Femme 

Fountain is specifi cally designed to be 
used during bath time for direct clitoral 
stimulation. A powerful pump rushes a 
concentrated stream of water through 
a bendable tube, which can be easily 
angled to hit the right spot. Shaped 
almost like a small potted fl ower, The 
Femme Fountain’s submersible pump and 
motor are housed in the ‚pot‘ while the 
fl exible ‚stem‘ directs the water, where 
it shoots out of the fl ower’s ‚stamen‘. 
“Whether you like a little pressure or have 
a hard-to-please clitoris, The Femme 
Fountain’s adjustable trajectory and 
different settings allows you to put it in 
place, turn it on, and then get turned 
on by hands-free stimulation,” explains 
Justine Naiman, CEO of B.O.A. toys 
Incorporated. “It’s easy to use and its 
discreet design is unassuming and femi-
nine. Once it’s set in place and adjusted, 
you lie back and enjoy an eco-friendly 
orgasm!” According to the company, it’s 
a new concept that doesn’t waste fresh 
water from the shower head. The Femme 

Caldas da rainha, Portugal - Orgie has 
created another tool to increase the sales 
force of its customers. In addition to 
workshops/trainings available at no cost 
to retail shops carrying the brand to know 
more about the products, Orgie has just 
launched a wall display designed to exhibit 
its complete line in a reasonably small set 

Fountain™ recycles bathwater by pulling 
water in the bottom, then shooting it out 
the top. Simply suction it to the tub wall, 
try the high or low settings, and use the 
fully adjustable spout to create the perfect 
arc of water pressure. “Anyone with a 
clitoris will be able to achieve a superior 
climax,” says Naiman, “which is especially 
appealing to women who are uncomforta-
ble during intercourse, are self-conscious, 
or just want a better orgasm.” Founded 
by Naiman, a single mother, B.O.A. 
toys – which stands for Better Off Alone 
– is committed to superior quality and 
engineering. “I searched the planet for 
the best pump and did rigorous testing 
with a seasoned engineer to ensure our 
high standards of fl ow capacity, variance, 
battery life and ease of use were met or 
exceeded,” says Naiman. The Femme 
Fountain is assembled using the highest 
quality water pump on the market, and it 
includes 2 USB rechargeable, Lithium-Ion 
batteries. For more information on The 
Femme Fountain, visit www.BOAtoys.
com or email Justine Naiman at 
justine@BOAtoys.com 

up area. The Orgie wall display measures 
1.80 cm height x 0.80 cm width. It can 
be fi xed on any surface, walls of various 
textures or wood panels without the need 
of fi xing screws. To learn more details on 
how to get Orgie wall display in your store 
contact: sales@orgiecompany.com, +351 
966 092 416, www.orgiecompany.com.  

Toronto, Canada - Boutique manufacturer B.O.A. toys is excited to introduce The Femme 
Fountain™, a unique water-powered clitoral stimulator, now available for immediate sale to 
retailers and consumers.

B.O.A. toys debuts ‘The Femme Fountain’ 

New wall display from Orgie 

N E W S

A water  jet  c l i tora l  st imulator
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The Femme Fountain is specifically 
designed to be used during bath time 

for direct clitoral stimulation
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LONG POWER DELAY CREAM + SPRAY MEN - Dieser kühlende und pflegende 
Effekt kann dabei unterstützen, einen vorzeitigen Samenerguss zu verzögern.

LONG POWER DELAY CREAM + SPRAY MEN - This cooling and nurturing effect can help
to delay a premature ejaculation.
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From a medical device to a sex revoluti-
onary, who would have thought that a 

medical device for the treatment of ‘female 
hysteria’ would develop into a popular 
lifestyle product? When FUN FACTORY de-
veloped the fi rst colorful and playful vibrator 
in the 1990s, sex shops still had darkened 
windows and sex toys were taboo for many. 
With innovative designs, the right feeling for 
trends and a large portion of FUN, the Ger-
man company has contributed to an open 
and self-confi dent approach to sexuality. 
150 years ago, in 1869, Dr. George Taylor 
presented the world‘s fi rst steam-powe-
red massage and vibration apparatus, the 
‘Manipulator’. The Manipulator was used 
to treat women with hysteria. Hysteria was 
thought to be a condition that originated in 
the uterus and forced women to behave 
strangely. The Manipulator was used to 
massage the clitoris as it was hoped to 
cure the hysteria by achieving ‘hysterical 
paroxysm’, thus calming the patients. 
A few years later, the British physician Jo-
seph Mortimer Granville developed the fi rst 
electric vibrator for muscle relaxation. Until 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new 
Pleasure Balm Prolong Him by Kama 
Sutra - now available from SCALA - is 
a sensual choice in erotic wellness. The 
premium formula has been developed 
to help him maximize his potential, 
prolonging his physical capabilities. The 

well into the 20th century, vibrators were 
marketed in Germany as massage devices. 
But the fact that the products were used 
for masturbation and satisfi ed sexual desire 
was kept under the carpet for many years. 
It was only with the sexual revolution in the 
1960s that the fi rst vibrators in phallic form 
were introduced on the market and thus for 
the very fi rst time directly and openly associ-
ated with sexual pleasure. At the end of the 
20th century, two electrical engineers from 
Bremen played a major role in successfully 
setting a change in motion to the sex toy 
market. In 1996, Dirk Bauer and Michael 
Pahl founded the company FUN FACTORY 
and slowly but surely revolutionized the sex 
toy industry. With bright colors, abstract 
forms, quality „Made in Germany“ and a lot 
of stamina, they managed to turn sex toys 
into a lifestyle product. Today vibrator and 
co. stand more than ever for self-determina-
tion, sex positivity, a joy for experimentation 
and a mindful, loving relationship with one‘ 
s own body, and for sexual freedom. This 
year – 2019 – is the year to party like there’s 
no tomorrow!                                         

formula contains body-safe ingredients 
with slightly desensitizing compounds; 
delaying his ejaculation, and therefore, 
extending play time for more indulgent 
sessions of pleasure.The very affordable 
gel comes in trendy, mainstream packa-
ging; perfect for in-store presentation.  

Bremen, Germany - 2019 is the year to celebrate! Why? Because this year, the vibrator turns 
150 years old and with it, the Bremen sex toy manufacturer FUN FACTORY celebrates their 
contribution to this history of innovation, development and emancipation. Current studies 
show that nowadays almost 40% of all Germans between 18 and 40 years own sex toys –  
and the most popular is still the vibrator (source: yougov study).

150 years of vibes 

The Pleasure Balm Prolong Him

N E W S

The v ibrator  celebrates 150 years! 
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Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC 
Wholesale offers media packs with online 
promotional banners to download for free 
to support customers in selling the brands 
to their full potential. The media packs 
contain high-resolution product images, 
banners and brand videos of the Hol-
land-based wholesaler’s house brands. 
Retailers can contact their sales repre-
sentative for a free download link to all the 
available material. EDC Wholesale’s cre-
ative artwork department designed many 
house brands and created media packs 
with banners and videos to promote the 
brands on social media and on websites 
and webshops. The media packs also 
contain logos, high-resolution product 

images, website banners and a brand 
presentation with more information about 
the brand’s philosophy, target group, and 
its look and feel. The latest member of the 
companies artwork department is Ramiro, 
a Motion Graphic Designer who creates 
brand videos that show the product fea-
tures, and the look and feel of the brand. 
The videos are added to each brand on 
a regular basis, customers who already 
use the download link to the media packs 
should keep an eye out for the Motion 
Graphics. The newest brand ‘Ryder 
Condoms’ is the most recent addition to 
the media packs, new brands that are 
about to be released will be added to the 
download fi le soon.  

The Hague, The Netherlands - A new year, a new stand from CLS Healthcare at the 
Adult-Care Expo in Shanghai! Last year’s visit was such a success that the brand couldn’t 
pass on this opportunity to appear again.

CLS Healthcare is attending 
the Adult Care Expo in Shanghai  

Free downloads for online 
promo available at EDC Wholesaler 

N E W S

Bringing the Dutch Spir i t  to As ia 
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This year, they’ll be bringing in their 
experiences and inspiration from 

the previous edition to make sure their 
stand shines even brighter than last 
year. The team will be bringing along 
even more products to the Expo. To 
make sure their Dutch Spirit inspires all 
the visitors they’ll be bringing six brands 
to showcase for everyone. In their 
branch, the ADC Expo is one of thé 
biggest annual events. This chance and 

opportunity to showcase themselves 
and their products in the best way is 
something they couldn’t pass on. That’s 
why this year’s CLS stand will be even 
better, more beautiful and even more 
inspirational than last year. To top it off, 
there’ll be a big reveal from CLS Health-
care as a grand fi nale. Would you like to 
book an appointment at the CLS stand? 
Please contact rits@clshealthcare.nl for 
more information. 





The competition was popular with global 
retailers and Lovehoney is excited to 

announce the competition winners. First 
place was awarded to Saints and Sinners in 
Blackpool, UK who showed the full Happy 
Rabbit range in its display and made sure 
that the term ‘rabbit’ was used throughout 
the design! Runners up Erotik Factory, 
Switzerland and The Garden, Ohio, USA 
also did a great job as showing the Happy 
Rabbit range off to their customers, and 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands 
is offi cially shipping Under Control, the 
award-winning manufacturer’s latest sex 
toy tech advancement. Comprised of 
three sleek silicone shapes – two ideal 
for vaginal pleasure and one for anal – 
with four additional shapes in the works, 
Under Control combines the conveni-
ence of remote-control operation with 
powerful vibration and body-safe silicone 
to offer competitively priced pleasure 
at the press of a button. Under Cont-
rol remote-control insertables are fully 
waterproof and are equipped with four 
speeds and seven vibration patterns. 
The line currently features three sophi-
sticated shapes: The Silicone Prostate 
Vibrator with Remote Control featuring 
an ergonomic base for safe and easy 
use.  The Silicone Vibrating Egg with 
Remote Control, which can be slipped 
into the user’s panties or worn internally. 

walked away with a Beats Pill + and Fitbit 
Alta. Sue Judge, owner of Saints and 
Sinners in Blackpool, comments; “We are 
over the moon with winning fi rst place in 
the Happy Rabbit window competition! 
Tracey absolutely loved creating the window 
display, the Happy Rabbit products are so 
bright and colourful so were fun to work 
with. The range is really popular here at 
Saints and Sinners, both the team and our 
customers are big fans”. 

The Silicone Vibrating Pod with Remote 
Control featuring a subtle texture and 
sturdy retrieval cord. “This is just the 
beginning for Under Control; these three 
shapes were well-received at recent 
trade shows and customers are excited 
to have them in stock,” XR Brands Pre-
sident Rebecca Weinberg said. “These 
massagers are sleek and sophisticated 
with user-friendly remote controls, ma-
king them super easy to use solo or with 
a partner. With shapes designed for both 
anal and vaginal pleasure, we predict 
Under Control will have broad appeal.” 
Under Control is packaged in cohesive 
boxes that showcase the product inside 
and can be displayed on a shelf or hung 
on a slatwall. Featuring a black-and-whi-
te color scheme with the line’s signature 
tagline, “Let the pleasure take control,” 
Under Control is fully merchandised and 
ready for retail. 

Bath, England - Earlier this year, Lovehoney launched its global retail competition to cele-
brate the release of the Happy Rabbit Mini Vibes. The competition encouraged stores to 
get creative and design their own unique window or instore display using products from the 
Happy Rabbit range for the chance to win an Apple 32gb iPad. 

Lovehoney announce Happy Rabbit 
window competition winners

XR Brands introduces ‘Under Control’ 
remote control silicone insertables

N E W S

And the winner  is… Saints  and Sinners  in  Blackpool ,  UK
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The shop window of Saints and Sinners

Under Control combines the 
convenience of remote-control 

operation with powerful vibration 
and body-safe silicone
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Hosted by Kal Penn, and produced by 
Adam McKay, journalist Adam David-

son, and actor Will Ferrell, the show takes 
viewers on a comedic, enlightening deep 
dive through some of the most complex 
issues of the global economy, using a 
comedic spin to help illustrate fi nancial 
concepts. Episode two of the series fea-
tures a lengthy segment on Doc Johnson, 
which showcases how, despite the fact that 
many people might fi nd the idea of a ‘dildo 
factory’ amusing at fi rst blush, Doc Johnson 
is a company with a reputation for valuing 
the contributions of its employees, many 
of whom have been with the company 
for decades— and this has been good 
for business. Chad Braverman said of the 
episode: “Since Doc Johnson was featured 
on Amazon Prime’s “This Giant Beast That 
is the Global Economy”, customers from 
all over the country have been calling and 
emailing in strong support of our company, 
and our commitment to making quality 
products in the USA. We are one of just 
a few pleasure products manufacturers 
who still make their own products in this 
country. Most companies, both large and 
small in our industry, have outsourced their 
manufacturing overseas. People defi nitely 

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER 
has been successful with its own brand 
BeauMents for a long time now. The 
culmination of the success, however, is the 
self-developed FLEXXIO, which has not only 
already been awarded with trophies, but 
has been also high in demand for Valentine’s 
Day. According to the company, the pro-

seem excited to hear that they can still buy 
products that are Made in America— and 
we’re truly very proud to be making the 
majority of our pleasure products right here 
at our North Hollywood campus, in the 
USA— since we started in 1976, and to this 
day.” Kal Penn discussed his visit to Doc 
Johnson’s campus for the fi lming of “This 
Giant Beast That is the Global Economy” 
on the Kevin & Bean Show on KROQ, 
saying that Doc Johnson “has a reputation 
of being really good to their employees. 
They’ve retained many of their employees 
through most of their adult lives. It’s a family 
business, and they were saying, ‘look, 
there’s a reason why we cultivate humans 
who we love.’ And the company is very well 
liked, they’re very well rated.” Penn conti-
nued, saying, “On the manufacturing line, 
there were people around my parents’ age, 
who, with no sense of irony (which is good, 
because none of this should be taboo), 
they’re making dildos and putting them in 
the molds and waving them up to dry. This 
is actually pretty great because shouldn’t 
we actually live in this world where these 
things, A., are not taboo and B., people are 
being paid fairly for their work? So, it was 
nice to spend the day with them.” 

ducts has developed into a true bestseller 
for all its trading partners. Innovative, fl exible 
and exclusive – that’s the motto of FLEX-
XIO. If you have further questions about this 
unique product, please do not hesitate to 
contact ST RUBBER’s customer service on 
+49 (0)6834 4006-0. It is also worth taking a 
look at the online shop www.strubbi.com 

North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson’s Chad Braverman and Anjani Siddhartha were recently 
featured on Amazon Prime’s new docuseries, “This Giant Beast That is the Global Economy”. 

Doc Johnson featured in ‚This Giant 
Beast That is the Global Economy‘

Award winner FLEXXIO by BeauMents

N E W S

Amazon Pr ime’s  new docuser ies
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Innovative, flexible and exclusive – 
that’s the motto of FLEXXIO
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SCALA customers can profi t from 
exclusive access to the new BMS 

Roller Balls Massager - now available to 
order. This unique design is perfect for fo-
replay and makes a fun accessory to any 
couples’ love life. The massager allows to 
relax, whilst getting turned on by its enti-
cing stimulation. The design features a fl e-
xible TPE glove that easily slides over the 
hand. The glove itself contains 9 metallic 
balls that can roll and rotate 360 degrees. 

Veendam, Thje Netherlands - EDC Who-
lesale is now distributor of NÜ Sensuelle, 
a collection of the fi nest products made 
from the most innovative technologies 
and material, creatively and stylishly 
packaged. The NÜ Sensuelle collection 
offers products for him and her, including 
vibrators to stimulate the prostate and 
the G-spot, a remote control panty and 
the best-selling Point Bullet to the Point 
Plus collection which is even stronger and 
comes with three textured sleeves. All 
items in the collection are rechargeable, 

Simply move the hand over the partner’s 
body to take full advantage of this unique 
design and let the smooth, stimulating rol-
ler balls work their magic on the skin and 
muscles. Sensually tease the hotspots, or 
apply more pressure for a more intense, 
body massage. This affordable new addi-
tion to the BMS assortment is exclusively 
available to SCALA customers for the fi rst 
6 months after release and comes in the 
colors pink, and purple.  

made of silicone and packed with power. 
The Point PLUS collection is the ultimate 
bestseller, according to the wholesaler. “It 
delivers 30% more power than the original 
Sensuelle Point and features dual controls 
to navigate the intense 20 function bullet. 
The Point PLUS is twice dipped in silico-
ne, to give an ultra smooth, silky, sensual 
feel. It is beautiful to touch but is also is 
mind-blowing intense. It’s not just a bullet, 
it’s a new breed of bullets that will redefi ne 
what a good bullet is. Simply put, it’s the 
ultimate super bullet.” 

Wijchen, The Netherlands  – The new Roller Balls Massager by BMS is now exclusively 
ready to order at SCALA. This unique massaging tool will tease and please the senses with 
its sensual touch and indulgent stimulation. 

The new Roller Balls 
Massager lands exclusively at SCALA

NÜ Sensuelle is ready to ship from EDC Wholesale

N E W S

The unique massage tool 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Despite the 
success of Lush 1, Lovense didn’t stop 
there. In 2018, the newest version of their re-
mote control love egg got an impressive face 
lift. They poured over customer feedback 
and made the changes many customers 
wanted. They redesigned the antenna, and 
the connectivity has been greatly improved. 

Lovense also moved the button to the end 
of the antenna, so user can turn it on and off 
while still being able to wear it. Finally, Loven-
se has a continued obsession with power 
– Lush 2 now has an even bigger motor to 
ramp up the power without reducing battery 
life. Lush 2.0 is now available at Eropartner 
Distribution www.eropartner.com.     

Lush 2.0 Wearable Bullet Vibrator 

The NÜ Sensuelle collection is now 
available for retailers to order 



THE trendy label for the 
confident and modern 
man who knows what 
he wants – without all 
the frills but always 
with style!
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is 
thrilled to announce the arrival of 3 new 
California Dreaming designs: the Orange 
County Cutie, Santa Monica Starlet, and 
Malibu Minx. SCALA‘s customers can now 
take advantage of their exclusive access to 
these colorful, powerful, and lustful vibes. 
And SCALA is confi dent that their non-in-
timidating appeal, ergonomic silhouettes, 
vivid hues, and contemporary chrome-
accents make them exclusive must-have
in any quality assortment. About the 
products: The Orange County Cutie is a 
sensational rabbit-style g-spot vibe. Not 
only does it provide pin-point clitoral and 
g-spot stimulation, but it also features a 
powerful thrusting function. Choose 

between 10 vibration settings and 3 
mind-blowing thrusting speeds. The Santa 
Monica Starlet is an innovative rabbit-style 
vibe with a unique ‘pounding’ g-spot fun-
ction. The tip of the design literally thumps 
and pulsates right against the g-spot, de-
livering toe-curling good stimulation. It has 
10 vibration settings, 3 thumping speeds, 
and powerful clit stimulator. The Malibu 
Minx is an incredible rabbit-style vibe with 
a state-of-the-art clitoral suction stimula-
tor. This 10-function beauty will tease and 
indulge with waves of sensual pleasure. Its 
sleek shaft and bulbous tip deliver powerful 
vibrations, which - combined with the clit 
suction action - are guaranteed to thrill even 
the most experienced love toy users.

New California Dreaming at SCALA

N E W S
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“Following the announcement, we 
have had so many positive reactions 

from customers. Interest in the new pjur 
campaign is really high, thus we are hap-
py to welcome a familiar face to Australia 
to further discuss options with retailers. 
Katrin is such an experienced manager 
and great to work with. Together we will 
strengthen pjur’s brand positioning in 
the market”, says Jo Radnidge, General 
Manager Sugar & Sas. For her ten-day 
visit, Katrin plans to meet major custo-
mers in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, 
Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Perth. 
Her goal is to kick-off pjur’s “gives you 
more” campaign and promote the new 
displays and newly launched POS materi-
als. She will further be ready to answer all 

product- or campaign-related questions 
that may come up. “Sugar & Sas was our 
preferred partner for Australia and New 
Zealand and we are confi dent about the 
development of this strategic partnership. 
For my visit in Australia in March we have 
a tight schedule and I look forward to 
meeting as many customers as possible”, 
says Katrin from pjur. Katrin, who has just 
recently been awarded with a pjur silver 
team award, has been with pjur for almost 
twelve years. She is no stranger to the 
Australian market, where she has been 
involved for the last ten years. Working in 
sales has always been her passion, which 
she combines with the vast knowledge 
about personal lubricants and pjur 
products specifi cally.  

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg / Sydney, Australia - Announced in early February, Sugar & Sas is the 
exclusive partner to grow the pjur brand and sales in Australia and New Zealand. Following- up 
on customer activities and training sessions, Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Associate Business De-
velop- ment is paying Australia a visit to foster good relationships with retailers on site.

pjur gives Australia more Love
pjur pays Down Under  a  v is i t  to strengthen customer re lat ions 



DESIGN YOUR 
PRIVATE LABEL

YOUR BENEFITS WITH US:
Minimum order amount of only 240 pieces

    21 high-quality products from the drug store
Certified manufacturer
An individual layout created by our graphic departement
Everything from a single source: 
the fastest way to your own brand
High quality at a great price
An experienced partner at your site

MEDICAL LUBRICANTS · MASSAGE OILS · TOY- AND 
INTIMATE CARE · APHRODISIAC COSMETIC PRODUCTS

MADE IN GERMANY

Available from 240 PIECES!

21 PRODUKTE

Exclusivity
Stand out from your competition. Develop a unique 
brand with its own barcode quickly and easily.

Independence
Decide on your own promotions and  benefit 
from wider profit margins.

Attention
Use your private label as an eye-catching 
marketing tool.

Repeat purchases
Increased customer loyalty.
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Wijchen, The Netherlands  – Heat up 
your assortment with the Ardore from the 
Caresse by TOYJOY range, now fully back 
in stock at SCALA. This rabbit-style vibe co-
mes with a sensual warming function, that 
will defi nitely ignite the  consumers‘ desires. 
Caresse by TOYJOY is a feminine line of 
adult novelties, aimed at the 21st-century 
woman. Each design in the collection has a 
high-end look and feel, boasting premium 
functions and beautiful silhouettes. The 
Ardore is one of the range its most recent 
arrivals and combines the classic please 
of a rabbit-style vibrator with the innovative 

spark of a sensual heating function. The 
Ardore features two motors for double 
the power, multiple vibration modes, and 
is USB-rechargeable. Made of smooth 
silicone, this beauty is already sensational 
on its own - but the fun really starts when 
turning on its warming mode. The device 
can be heated-up anywhere between 38 
and 42 degrees Celsius, which perfectly 
compliments the body’s natural warmth-le-
vels. The Ardore’s chic design is refl ected in 
its elegant packaging that can also be used 
as a handy keepsake box for the toy before 
and after usage. 

Heat up your assortment with the Ardore

N E W S
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The idea with their campaign was for 
customers to start savory with their 

favorite steak meat and end the night with 
a sweet treat. By sweet treat, they meant 
the three mouth-watering new water-ba-
sed lubricant fl avors are Butterscotch, 
Cotton Candy and Bubble Gum, which 
have proven to have a wide appeal in this 
sexual health and wellness retailer space. 
Each of the new candy lubes are packa-
ged in chunky shampoo-style bottles 

bursting with swirling colors, stylized lo-
gos and images of delicious candy. They 
are a treat, inside and out. The lubricant 
itself is of the highest quality ingredients 
that System JO is known for, formulated 
with a pure plant-based glycerin and in-
fused with natural fl avor extracts. As with 
all JO lubes, they are created to enhance 
ease and comfort of intimate activity, whi-
le ensuring dependable toy and condom 
compatibility.  

Los Angeles, USA – System JO celebrated the Steak and Blow Job Day 2019 with their ne-
wly launched ‘JO Candy Shop Collection’ featuring a great tasting batch of three candy-fl a-
vored lubricants, which sold out within two days earlier this year.

System JO celebrated the 
Steak and Blow Job Day
Release of  the ‚ JO Candy Shop Col lect ion’

Amsterdam, The Netherlands - In the 
last few years Mister B Urban has grown 
into a staple brand in their assortment. 
This spring the newest collection of sexy 
underwear will be released. The collection 
is made in Portugal with a high quality 
mesh fabric. The underwear is named 

after the cities where they have their 
Mister B Flagship stores: the Amsterdam 
Brief, the Antwerp Jock Brief and the 
Berlin Jockstrap. Available in 5 different 
colour combinations they match perfectly 
with the Mister B Urban Football socks to 
complete the look.  

The new Mister B Urban Underwear collection

The new Urban collection is made in 
Portugal with a high quality mesh fabric
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Silicone with a PU coating.
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alcohol-free

JOYDIVISION international AG
Rudolf-Diesel-Weg 10 · 30419 Hannover · Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 511/67 99 666-66 · Fax 67 99 666-888
sales@JOYDIVISION.de · www.JOYDIVISION.de

JOYDIVISION (North America) LLC 
12439 Magnolia Blvd. Suite 400 · Valley Village, CA 91607 · USA
Phone +1 818-508-1296 · Fax +1 818-508-9076
sales@myJOYDIVISION.com · www.myJOYDIVISION.com
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Penis massage cream with 
noticeable XXL depth effect

The top brand now as
whitening cream for the 
sensitive intimate area
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Becky Buffham presented System JO’s new collection 'Bucked‘ in Coventry 

Huda Lutz (EAN) with Werner Tiburtius and 

Adrian Schneider (ST RUBBER)

Adam Durack and Mike Ryan 

(Stark Distribution)

Irina Kramer, Annika Traumann, and 

Nadine Schwalbe (Satisfyer) 

Matthias Poehl (EAN) and 
Klaus Pedersen (MaleEdge & 
Jes-Extender) with Chris Bakker (Eropartner)

There was defi nitely a 
sense of curiosity in the air when the 

visitors of ETO Show 2019 entered the event 
location on March 10. After all, the trade show had 

been on a hiatus for the past two years, and now, it had 
returned with a new location and a new concept. So, would the 
show be able to pick up where it had left off? Yes, it was, as can 

be gleaned from the positive feedback by exhibitors and visitors, and 
the happy faces among the show organisers – who might be particu-
larly pleased with the fact that visitor interest didn’t dip on the second 
day of the event, which was traditionally lagging behind the fi rst day in 

terms of visitor numbers. In keeping with the new concept ‚less show, more 
business‘, the focus of ETO Show 2019 was on making the event as conve-
nient as possible for the participants, including affordable booths, shorter 

opening hours, and the decision not to have fashion shows or similar 
presentations, which had been a big element of past ETO Shows. From 
2005 up until 2016, the event had taken place at the National Exhibition 

Centre in Birmingham, however a return to the old venue was not in 
the cards, so the organisers decided to move the show to hall 3 

of Ricoh Arena in Coventry, just a few kilometres away. The 
smaller size of the fair hall made for a more intimate, 

jovial atmosphere which created a great setting 
for in-depth business talk between in-

dustry and trade members.  
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The successful comeback of ETO Show
Pos i t i ve  fe e d bac k  f o r  th e  l oc a t ion  a n d  n ew  c on c ept  o f  th e  ev en t exclusive

WOW Tech Europe was also among the exhibitors of this year’s ETO Show
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Robbert Hasper and Randal Withers (Swiss 

Navy) thoroughly enjoyed the show 

Tina Carter with Tenga’s new Flip Orb Thiago Valente and Massimo Artioli 

present Orgie’s new wall display

Christoph Hofmann (Mystim GmbH) is super 
proud of the brand-new OPUS E 

The 'Evolved Europe Duo‘: Jeffrey Lenz and 

Raymond Houtenbos 

Kate Hodgson-Egan and Laura Wood 

(Lovehoney)

Monique Carty and Emma Gresko (Nexus)

Gábor Gömöri (International Dreamlove) and the EAN crew 

The team of Cobeco Pharma



Truth be told, I think we can consider 
ourselves lucky over here in Europe 

because there aren’t as many trade shows 
as there are in the United States. Every 
player in the European erotic market knows 
the big, relevant events that draw in the 
industry and trade members, and I hope you 
agree with me when I say that, when it 
comes to b2b, eroFame is one of the 
undisputed highlights in that area. I do not 
mean to denigrate other events in Europe – 
for instance, ETO Show only just proved that 
there is great demand for a trade show in 
Great Britain – but it is a fact that the big 
trade convention in Hanover has become a 
linchpin of the European erotic industry. Over 
the course of three days at the beginning of 
October, the who is who of the industry meet 
in one place, under one roof. Why eroFame? 
Well, there are probably many reasons for 
the popularity and relevance of the show, 
chief among them the range of exhibitors 
from all over the world. In that regard, 
eroFame excels - in terms of quantity and, 
even more importantly, in terms of quality. Of 
course, you could counter my argument by 
saying that there aren’t any real alternatives 
and that this lack of competition is what 
benefits eroFame. There is definitely some 
truth to that statement, but as the saying 
goes: Nothing comes from nothing! eroFame 
has achieved – and ultimately also deservers 
- its position because of constant, untiring, 
hard work. What’s much more important 

than all that, however, is that the industry 
benefits from this development since the size 
and status of eroFame prevents a fragmen-
tation of the trade show landscape in 
Europe. What such a fragmentation could 
mean can be seen in the United States right 
now, where trade shows seem to be 
springing up like proverbial daisies. And 
while some of you might point out the size 
and homogeneous nature of the US market, I 
maintain that we can indeed speak of 
fragmentation in this context. After all, if 
you’re an exhibitor, where do you present 
your products? At this show? At that show? 
At all the shows? Where do you meet your 
target audience? Where do you get the best 
results for your investment? And the visitors 
of these shows, i.e. the retailers, distributors, 
and wholesalers will probably ask the same 
questions. They too have to decide which 
path to take given the large number of 
events. Sooner or later, everybody reaches 
the limits of their capacities, be it in terms of 
time, preparation, budget, etc., and as a 
result, they have to set priorities. This 
development doesn’t automatically result in 
a weaker performance for the individual 
shows, but it’s the most probable outcome. 
And without wanting to sound polemic or 
getting too political, I do believe that, given 
all this, it is a good thing that we are going 
our own way in Europe instead of blindly 
following all the trend and developments in 
the United States.

At first glance, the question 
whether or not there are too 
many trade shows in the 
erotic industry might seem 
unnecessary given the 
current situation in the 
European market. However, 
many of you will probably 
remember that things were 
quite different not so long 
ago when we had heated 
debates about how many 
trade shows this market 
could or should have. Also, if 
you take a gander across the 
Atlantic, you will see that the 
situation in North America is 
quite different from the one 
here in Europe – and that the 
aforementioned discussion is 
very much happening there 
right now.

YesYes

 Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

The  s hows  must  g o  on ?exclusive
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Best show ever!Best show ever!



 Randolph Heil, 
editor

NoNo
‘Never change a running system‘ - that might 

be the lesson to take away from the current 
situation in the US market. Yes, there are a lot of 
trade shows. And yes, from an European 
viewpoint, one might say that the popular phrase 
of ‚after the show is before the show‘ takes on a 
whole new meaning in the United States. But 
what’s much more important than all that is: It 
works, at least in the States, and it has been 
working for the exhibiting companies, the visitors, 
and the show organisers for years. And even 
when a trade show throws in the towel, which 
admittedly happens once in a while, it usually 
doesn’t take long for another to spring up in its 
place. It is true that everybody has to fight to 
secure their place in the market, and that said 
market is not boundless in its size and potential, 
but as the adage goes, competition is good for 
business. Every trade show has to put its best 
foot forward and bring the A game. And while they 
all vie for the attention of the same general 
audience, they pursue a range of different 
strategies and concepts to do so. Be it trade 
shows that are more akin to a congress - i.e. they 
focus on seminars, workshop, etc. - shows that 
are all about one-on-one meetings or the 
traditional trade shows with the big booths where 
the companies present their products and 
services – there is a wide and varied spectrum of 
events. Another factor you might want to take into 
consideration is that the two halves of the erotic 
industry – i.e. physical products and digital erotic 
entertainment – are less clearly separated in the 
United States than they are in Europe, where 

these two areas moved away from 
one another rather quickly. It is up 
to the exhibitors and visitors to set 
their own priorities and decide 
which trade show offers the 
experience they are looking for. It is 
quite often that companies meet a 
certain customer group at trade 
show X that they wouldn’t meet at 
show Y. Obviously, this does not 
mean that companies have to take 
part in each and every trade show. 
Instead, they have to weigh the advantages 
and business opportunities that a show has 
to offer and then make a choice. Having a 
bigger range to pick from is actually a good 
thing in that regard – it is the same principle 
as the familiar game of supply and demand, 
really. Also, the large number of trade shows 
does not automatically weaken the indivi-
dual events. Rather, it results in a healthy 
degree of competition which encourages 
new ideas and concepts. If a trade show 
stops optimising and starts treading water, it 
disappears from the calendar, and maybe 
another will take its place. There are enough 
examples of that in our industry to prove 
that this process works. Of course, I am not 
saying that this is how it has to be everyw-
here. For us in Europe, this discussion is 
pretty much theoretical. The structures here 
are very different, and they have served the 
industry well for years. Consequently, there 
are no major changes in sight.
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Press release Satisfyer (February 22nd) 

Bad Vibrations through Pollutants?

The “Satisfyer Pro 2 Next Generation” is the 
test winner of the world famous independent 
German test magazine, founded in 1964 by 
the German federal parliament in order to help 
consumers by providing impartial and 
objective information based on the results of 
comparative investigations of goods and 
services, called “Stiftung Warentest “test””, 
issue 2/2019, for layon vibrators.One would 
think that manufacturers of sex toys pay 
special attention to the use of pollutant-free 
materials in their products as sex toys are 
designed to come into contact with the most 
intimate and irritable zones of the body. This is 
precisely why the customer will prefer an 
expensive product to a cheaper product when 
buying sex toys, as the expensive product 
suggests quality and safety to the customer. 
The customer is wrong! A recent study of the 
Stiftung Warentest in the magazine “test”, 
issue 2/2019 on the pollutant load of sex toys, 
shows a different and deeply frightening 
picture: Customers who are willing to pay a lot 
of money for their supposedly pleasure-brin-
ging vibrator do not get a safe, pollutant-free 
pleasure, but certainly one for free: a large 
amount of pollutants on the mucous membra-
nes of the most intimate zones and thus a 

great health risk! Some manufacturers simply 
don’t seem to care about the health of their 
customers, and one asks himself: What does 
the customer pay so much money for? Some 
of the sex toys tested were heavily contamina-
ted with harmful substances. The “We-Vibe 
Sync Couples Vibrator” – a couples vibrator 
– was so heavily loaded that it should not have 
been sold at all. The products of the brand 
“We-Vibe” come from the same group as the 
“Womanizer”. With the couples vibrator 
“Partner Plus Remote”, Satisfyer also offers an 
alternative. The test result is particularly 
shocking – just two of the most expensive 
products did poorly. And, both products come 
from the same group. After the test of the 
“Stiftung Warentest” it is certain that 
expensive vibrators do not automatically mean 
quality: The “Womanizer Pro 500” was the 
most expensive vibrator in the test (165 EUR) 
and only received the grade “satisfactory” 
(converted in the American System: C) due to 
its pollutant load. The “Satisfyer Pro 2 Next 
Generation” – with 42 EUR significantly 
cheaper – on the other hand achieved a 
“good” (converted into the American system: 
A-;). With this excellent result, the “Satisfyer 
Pro 2 Next Generation” was the clear winner 
in tested layon vibrators. The “Satisfyer Pro 2 
Next Generation” has clearly defeated the 
more than 100 euros more expensive 

On February 22nd, the edito-
rial offi ce of EAN received a 
press release from Satisfyer. 
Below you’ll fi nd the original 
text. We could not verify the 
content of this press release, 
so we can not guarantee the 
correctness of the given in-
formation. This press release 
is followed by an open letter 
of the WOW Tech Europe 
GmbH from March 7th, which 
is also published unchanged 
in its original form. In this 
case the editorial offi ce of 
EAN does not guarantee the 
accuracy of the statements 
made either.

Responses on the results of a recent 
product test by Stist ung Warentest
Ge r m an  consumer  o rg a n i sa t i on  d i sc ov e r s  subs ta n c es  o f  c on c e rn  i n  sex  toys  exclusive
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“Womanizer Pro 500”! Customers who value their 
health as well as their purse and want a safe 
pollutant-free pleasure should therefore choose the 
“Satisfyer Pro 2 Next generation” instead of putting 
their money in the expensive pollutant-loaded 
“Womanizer Pro 500”. The “Satisfyer Pro 2 Next 
Generation” leads to unique sexual climaxes and is 
made of skin-friendly silicone which is besides easy 
to clean. This makes the “Satisfyer pro 2 Next 
generation” far superior to the expensive and 
polluted. “Womanizer Pro 500”. The test result makes 
the “Satisfyer” team proud and truly satisfied: “Sex 
toys obviously have a lot of contact with mucous 
membranes. This makes it all the more important to 
us that our “Satisfyer” is clean, and that the pleasure 
of our customers does not suffer from any harmful 
substances. The customer is for us the first priority 
and with our “Satisfyer Pro 2 Next Generation” one 
gets clean, pollution-free fun at a fair price” Nadine 
Schwalbe, Senior Brand & Sales Manager. 

Open letter WOW Tech Europe GmbH (March 7th)

Dear valued partners,
Stiftung Warentest, a German consumer organizati-
on, assessed sex toys in its February publication. 

While we greatly value the work of Stiftung Warentest, 
regrettably, in this case, the results are inaccurate, and 
the report is misleading.
Over the past few weeks, the report has been used to 
threaten our business partners, mislead consumers, 
and disrupt retailers’ business. These efforts are not 
grounded in truth, they do not benefit retailers or 
consumers, and they tarnish the industry’s reputation.

Consumer safety and product quality are central to 
our company values, and we stand behind our 
products. Let me make that clear again: “All our 
products meet the high safety, health, and environ-
mental protection requirements.”
We hope that this topic will come to an end with this 
open letter. Our efforts are focused on bringing to 
market new innovative products that grow this 
industry and expand our customer base. Our goal 
remains, working closely with you, our retailer 
partners, to build your business and ours.
Please call us at +49 (0) 30 959 993 817 if you have 
any further questions. For an official statement on 
test results, please email press@wowtech.com.

We look forward to continuing working with you, 
Johannes Plettenberg

F E A T U R E
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In his monthly 

column, Brian Gray 

from Glasgow-ba-

sed erotic marketing 

agency Lascivious 

Marketing offers 

his thoughts on all 

things marketing. This 

month he’s taking 

aim against industry 

ignorance and why 

he won’t be writing a 

marketing book. At 

least for now…

Mar ke t ing  Ma t te r s exclusive

 E
very now and again, I think about 
writing a book on erotic industry 
marketing. And fairly shortly after-
wards, I seem to arrive at the same 
conclusion. Why the hell would I 

bother? I say this for two reasons.

Firstly, the key marketing concepts are exactly 
the same whatever the industry you’re in. 
There’s buyers, there’s sellers, and together they 
meet in a place called ‘the market’. The same 
goes for the entire marketing planning process 
and well known associated frameworks. A 
company selling sex toys and pleasure products 
conducts a SWOT Analysis in the same way that 
a company selling anti-dandruff shampoo does. 
Porter’s Five Forces are as relevant to this 
industry as it is to air travel. Ansoff’s Profit Matrix 
is just as important a tool for an established 
pleasure product manufacturer as it is for a 
company flogging laminate flooring. Need to 
create a great, distinctive brand identity? Yep, 
the same steps are taken (or at least should be) 
no matter what sector you’re in. I could go on 
but I’ll digress.

Secondly, the reality is that there are literally 
tonnes of marketing books already out there for 
any erotic entrepreneur perhaps like yourself to 
pick up and get stuck into and consequently 
apply it to your own business. Try the likes of Al 
Ries for starters. His co-authored ‘Rules’ books 
on branding, positioning and marketing should 
be the go-to tomes for any non-marketers to 

head to. Need to come up with a new brand 
identity? Check out Alina Wheeler’s book: it’s a 
cracker. Then there’s the ‘godfather’ of guerrilla 
marketing: the late, great Jay Conrad Levinson. 
Read him too. And again for good measure. If 
you have to get your head around content 
marketing, buy Joe Pulizzi’s books. It’s the same 
for communications or social media: there’s a 
multitude of books and online resources already 
out here waiting for you to pick up, learn from, 
and apply to your own business.

If reading marketing books isn’t your thing, then 
there’s a bunch of audiobooks you can 
download. Many of the big hitters – some of 
whom I’ve already mentioned – are also 
available on Audible. Or if that’s not your thing, 
then there’s YouTube and a plethora of 
marketing ‘gurus’ to watch. Do of course check 
their credentials before latching onto their every 
word. It truly can be the Wild West out there. 
Snake-oil salesmen – and women – abound. 

You don’t even have to pay to get at least a 
basic grounding in marketing. Your local library 
will have some marketing books, even if just a 
handful. YouTube’s free. Read the articles on the 
Marketing Week website. Then there’s your local 
Business Gateway or support organisation. 
They’ll not only offer pamphlets and factsheets, 
but if it’s anything like the one in my area, they’ll 
also run free workshops in marketing, market 
research, web marketing, analytics, you name it. 
Take advantage where you can.

READING BETWEEN THE LINES
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C O L U M N

If you’ve not already gotten the gist of the preceding 
paragraphs, I’m basically saying there’s absolutely no 
excuse for you – whatever stage you’re at in your erotic 
entrepreneurial endeavours – to not know anything 
about marketing, nor its importance to your business.

Yet this is exactly what I’m experiencing, first-hand.

The amount of enquiries I receive - certainly enough to 
make an impression – from fledgling erotic retail or 
manufacturing businesses who have next to zero 
knowledge of marketing astounds me. Not because of 
the knowledge gap, per se. But because these owners 
in many cases have already chosen commercially 
dubious names, created (usually) nondescript brand 
identities and populated their websites with anything 
and everything that can be sold. All this without having 
any sort of compelling USP, no clue whatsoever as to 
who their target customer is (hello, buyer personas, 
anyone?) and no idea as to why someone should part 
with their cash on their website rather than with the 
hundreds of websites already slugging it out for a slice 
of the pie. But they certainly have their opinions on 
social media and the ‘sexy’ stuff like that. Oh and did I 
mention that they’ve not even established a marketing 
budget?

Sheesh. Honestly, it makes me want to bang my head 
off my desk.

And let me not forget the frostiness – or indeed, 
silence – at the other end of the phone line, or the ether 
of the internet when broaching such considerations to 
said owners. How dare I point out some serious 
potential stumbling blocks on their journey to erotic 
fortune! How dare I apparently quash their dreams!  
How dare I suggest their company/brand name could 
do more harm than good, despite them conducting no 
research or subjecting it to any rigorous scrutiny! Yes, 
to such individuals, I must appear to be the ultimate 
marketing meanie. 

Well, if that’s the case, so be it. 

While I have no wish to personally embarrass or upset 
anyone, if my tough love (aka common sense 
marketing nous accrued from around two decades on 
the frontline) results in someone taking a moment to 
take stock of what’s being said, absorbs it all, puts 
some effort into things and subsequently brings to 
market a genuinely compelling proposition for a 

defined target group, then I’ll keep on doing it. Without 
exception. 

As an aside, I’ll also keep on doing it even if it means 
someone deciding to call it quits, but you probably 
guessed that anyway. And why do I say this? Because 
your time is precious! I’ve already explained in previous 
columns how important your time is, both personally 
and professionally. Make every moment count. Don’t 
bother doing anything half-assed: do it properly or 
don’t do it at all.
The old adage of ‘build it and they shall come’ - figura-
tively and arguably quite literally, in this industry – just 
doesn’t work. There again, from my interactions I’m 
convinced that a reasonable amount of erotic industry 
wannabes are mere ‘shruggers’: someone putting 
minimal time, effort, and resources into it and 
somehow reckoning that success is now assured. And 
perish the thought, if none of the desired outcomes 
comes to fruition, they simply shrug their shoulders 
and pack up, or alternatively blame everyone but 
themselves for its failure. 

I’ve no doubt the erotic trade industry isn’t the only 
industry affected by this: any that have equally low 
entry barriers and drop-shipping facilities can create 
optimum conditions. That doesn’t however make it any 
more acceptable nor any less of a misdemeanour. And 
by the way, this is by no means a criticism of 
drop-shipping. Although I’d similarly wager that if such 
company owners were visibly faced with boxes and 
boxes of stock in a spare room or storage unit that 
they needed to sell, it would certainly lend perspective 
on things. Can’t seem to shift much inventory? 
Hmm…I think the introspection, painful questioning 
and self-analysis would commence much sooner.

So in conclusion, let me be straightforward. Rather 
than me writing a book, why not just take it upon 
yourself to read some of those already available? And 
rather than potentially getting offended by me for 
calling out any shortcomings concerning your 
marketing – specifically those getting all giddy about 
tactics without any semblance of a plan or strategy 
preceding it – why not take it in the spirit it’s given in: 
namely, trying to help you really achieve something 
with your erotic retail business. 

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com, 
found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or phoned 
on +44 (0)141 255 0769.                
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I
n October 2018, the founders 
Raj Armani & Salim Rajan introduced their 
funding campaign with a entertaining elevator 
pitch video (bit.ly/globaladultstore) and web-
site (bigfi shbrownpond.com). The website 

features the founders story, the team and their 
vision, their growth plan and testimonials from 
industry veterans. The Pitch video went viral on 
Linkedin with over 2 million impressions and 
over 151 comments from business veterans and 
professionals in a 3 day time period.
This new webstore will be the 1st Adult Store for 
NRIs (Non Resident Indians) that will educate, 
communicate and delivers world class products 
at Indian Wallet (competitive) prices and FREE* 
Shipping. It will have the Head Offi ce in Atlanta, 
GA with sales and support team in Kiev- 
Ukraine, Lisbon-Portugal and Mumbai-India. 
This Seed Capital will be used to launch the 

Ethnic Marketing Focussed 
Startup & Award Winning 
Brand Besharam 
(IMbesharam.com), raised seed 
capital of over Quarter Million 
dollars from two Atlanta based 
investors and founders contri-
butions, for launching the 
#GlobalAdultStore. The Global 
Adult Store will cater to the 
Indians and South Asians 
outside of India, and will ship 
orders to US, Canada, UK, 
Europe, West & South Africa, 
Middle East, South East Asia, 
and Australia & New Zealand.

Sex Toys Startup ‘IMbesharam’ raises 
funding from Atlanta based Investors
 #Globa lAd u l tS to re exclusive

Raj Armani and 
Salim Rajan with 

investor Peter Chang 
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brand and fuel operations for the fi rst phase, establish 
its sales and support teams, inventory, online and 
offl ine marketing in the US & Canada and for website 
redesign/development.
Raj Armani, the COO & Co-founder says, “We are gra-
teful, honored and humbled to have the support and 
backing of very respected individuals & professionals 
who not only shared our vision but great understan-
ding of the affl uent audience that we will target to. Our 
business model has always been a unique proposition, 
with the initial focus on Indian’s in India, we had setup 
custom logistics, processes and marketing in place to 
ship & deliver American and European brands to India 
in 2013 when the idea of cross border commerce was 
just taking birth amongst the ecommerce industry. 
Now, after 6 years of successful operation & half a 
million orders delivered, we are leveraging the brand 
reputation and goodwill to reach out to 75M Indians 
outside of India, a $400 Million unexplored opportunity.”
Salim Rajan, the CEO & Co-founder says, “In the last 
few years, Adult Products industry has witnessed 
phenomenal growth and entry into FMCG category, 
most innovations in product design & packaging, and 
infl ux of investor funding of over $100 Million dollars, 
including the recent majority stake investment in 
LoveHoney. This makes it an optimum timing for a 
territory expansion and targeted marketing of a niche 
audience, thus a ripe opportunity for the business 
to scale up and expand its geographical reach.The 
GLOBAL Adult Store will apply the knowledge gained 
from analysing the data of over 60 months of buying 
habits of Indians, and the expertise in managing the 
various challenges that come in catering to the laws & 
customs of various countries and culture & values of 
the Indian community.”
Peter Chang who is a co-investor in the brand is 
a respectable & reputable real estate professional 

responsible for bringing Chinese and East Asian 
Investments in Atlanta since the 80’s. As a veteran 
in the Atlanta real estate community, Peter has been 
involved in over $1 billion of assets in multifamily, retail, 
offi ce and industrial sectors. He is also Managing 
Partner of Atlanta Chinatown Investments, LLC. Peter 
obtained his Master’s Degree from the State University 
of New York at Binghamton and a Bachelor’s Degree 
from Hong Kong Baptist University. Apart from being 
an investor, he will also be an on the Advisory Board of 
the company.

Peter Chang said ‘Many NRI’s have access to the adult 
products in the West and have been purchasing it from 
online stores like Amazon.com, Adam&Eve, Love-
Honey, AnnSummers and others, but the undisputed 
fact of sales is based on human psychology which 
says, Considering all other factors being standard 
(like pricing, packaging and service) If a buyer likes 
you and trusts you, they will buy from you. Besharam 
has earned the trust of Indians in India, and now with 
the GLOBAL store, it aims to communicate, educate 
and deliver world class adult products at compelling 
prices to Indians Worldwide. Besharam was founded 
by Indians for Indians, So the NRI audience will be 
able to browse & shop from a brand they can relate 
to and connect with. We are very excited to support 
Besharam’s vision and expansion goals and we hope 
to bring valuable network and resources in their 
early stages”
The second investor is a South Asian community 
fi gure and a Senior Director in a multi million dollar 
software company with presence in USA & India has 
chosen to stay anonymous at the current period. He 
will also be an advisor to the company, and said this: 
“We strongly believe that there is a large potential with 
NRIs worldwide, who are excited to buy from a brand, 
Besharam, that has been able to build trust, value 
and reputation across the Indian subcontinent and 
now ready to expand their wings to spread happiness 
across the world, further advancing its founding motto 
– by Indians, for Indians!” 
The GLOBAL store will showcase world class brands 
like Womanizer, Satisfyer, We-Vibe, Lelo, Fleshlight, 
Kiiroo, OhMIBod, Bijoux Indiscrets, Rocks Off, 
Screaming O, Fifty Shades of Grey, Sex & Mischief, 
Liberator, Amorelie, KamaSutra, Rhythm Toys, System 
Jo, Pjur, Sliquid, Bathmate, Bodywand, Fun-Factory, 
Tenga, Penthouse, Aneros, Baci, ReneRofe, BSwish, 
AutoBlow and many more. FREE Discreet Shopping is 
offered for orders over $25 in USA, over $75 in Canada 
and over $100 Orders to worldwide destinations.  
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Poster: Large and attractive 
These A1 posters are the ideal way to draw 
attention to personal lubricants in shops. The 
large-format prints with attractive images also 
draw people in from a distance and will help 
customers fi nd what they are looking for in 

your shop.               

pjur is continuing to develop eye-catching displays for retailers in 2019. But what exactly 
does the POS kit contain and how are the different materials meant to be used? EAN 
provides a brief explanation.

pjur love – gives you more POS know-how

Flyer: For those who want to know more  
The practical A6 fl yer is a great way to inform 
customers about the different types of per-
sonal lubricants and enable them to fi nd out 
more about pjur products and the differences 
between them.      

Shop-Window Sticker: 
Leading the way 
Do you love recommending pjur 
because of the great quality and 

because your customers always 
come back happy? Then let your 

customers know that you stock premium 
pjur products in your shop as soon as they 
walk through the door (by placing stickers 
on your windows or near the door). 

customers fi nd what th
your shop.              

Shop-Windo
Leading the
Do you love 
because of t

because your
come back hap

A  c los e r  l ook  a t  th e  p ju r  POS  pa c ka g e exclusive
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Shelf talker: 
Making a mark on 
shelves 
These signs are attached 
directly to shelves. They help 
guide customers through the pro-
duct range and also provide informa-
tion. This additional branding can help 
differentiate between a broad range of 
products and make it easier for customers 
to recognise the pjur brand, ensuring that 
customers looking for pjur products always 
fi nd what they need. 

Prism Display: Small and practical
This triangular table display is the perfect choice for 
limited counter space. It is quick to set up and can be 
adapted fl exibly as it is printed on both sides. The be-
nefi ts of the pjur brand are listed on one side. The pjur 
best sellers are displayed and described in detail on 
the other side. All of which makes the Prisma display 
the perfect, practical aid for sales pitches.

Static Sticker: Easy and fl exible 
Static stickers are ideal for anyone who likes to ch-
ange things up every once in a while. These non-ad-
hesive stickers are made of a special foil with a 
permanent static charge that allows them to stick 
to almost any clean, dry surface. They are easy 
to apply and can be just as easily removed.  

Find out more about the pjur POS 
kit in the pjur dealer lounge: 

https://www.pjurlove.com/dealer-lounge/

Making a mark on 
shelves 
These signs are attached 
directly to shelves. They help 
guide customers through the pro-
duct range and also provide informa-
tion. This additional branding can help 
differentiate between a broad range of 
products and make it easier for customers
to recognise the pjur brand, ensuring that 
customers looking for pjur products always 
fi nd what they need. 

Prism Display: Small and practical
This triangular table display is the perfect choice for 
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 „Everyone knows the ol’ shower head trick 
for incredible clitoral orgasms. How did you 
come up with the idea to re-imagine this con-
cept in sex toy form?
Justine Naiman: I’ve always been interested 
in creating products to make life more effi cient. 
It seemed like a natural transition for me to in-
troduce this as a sex toy, because it produces 
superior orgasms in a remarkably short time! It 
started with wanting to develop an eco-friendly 
solution, as it’s too wasteful to run fresh water 
the whole time.

How did you bring The Femme Fountain from 
an idea to prototype, and then fi nally to a 
shelf-ready product? Was it a diffi cult concept 
to translate to manufacturers?
Justine Naiman: I worked closely with an 
engineer who lead the product development 
from an idea into a prototype. We tested the 
performance of a variety of options and found 
the best parts for our products. BOA toys is a 
new OEM with in-house assembly, so we are 
able to maintain control over manufacturing 
processes. 

Using water pressure for women’s self-pleasu-
re has been popular for decades. Why do you 
believe no one has pursued this idea as a sex 
toy before? How were you able to overcome 
the hurdles to be the fi rst?
Justine Naiman: I honestly believe the world 
was waiting for me to introduce this concept. 
I’m still trying to overcome being fi rst to market 
and there will be bigger hurdles as the compa-
ny grows. It’s unreal that it hasn’t been done 
and I have no doubt that The Femme Fountain 

The Femme Fountain is a sex toy so brilliant and yet so obviously marketable, you‘ll wish you thought of it fi rst – or wonder 
how creator Justine Naiman managed to bring her brainchild to life before anyone else.

Women have been resourcefully self-pleasuring with H20 as long as rushing water existed. Many young girls discovered 
orgasm while running the tap for a bath or rinsing down with a removable shower head. Most claim these are some of the best 
climaxes they‘ve ever had, which leads us to wonder how this idea wasn‘t snapped up by a big-name manufacturer decades 
ago. However, it seems Naiman was just the right woman to turn this renown pleasure concept into reality. Her company, BOA 
toys – an acronym for Better Off Alone – keeps operations local in Naiman‘s home city of Toronto, where she plans to build the 
company into a community-focused effort. As BOA takes off, Naiman hopes to provide transitional employment for women 
seeking a new start in shelters and extra-curricular sex education for young female students and their mothers. Naiman is cur-
rently slinging The Femme Fountain at BOAtoys.com, but this single mom with an entrepreneurial spirit has big dreams for this 
magical tub toy. Naiman thinks we all deserve the best orgasms nature can provide, and she‘s looking to international retailers 
and distributors to help bring water-borne climaxes to the world. Niaman chatted with EAN about eco-friendly masturbation, 
and why The Femme Fountain can convert even the most devoted shower lover into a bath addict.

We want people to feel good about themselves and 
believe everyone has the right to outstanding orgasms

The  Fe m m e  Founta in  m ake s  ba th tub  d rea ms  c ome  t rue  w i th  on e-o f -a -k in d  w a te r  j e t  c l i t o ra l  s t imu la t i on exclusive

“ I  HONESTLY  BEL IEVE 

THE  WORLD  WAS  WAIT ING 

FOR  ME  TO  INTRODUCE 

TH IS  CONCEPT. “
J U S T I N E  N A I M A N

Justine Naiman, founder of 
BOA toys and inventor of 
the Femme Fountaine 
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will be exploited by imposters within a couple years. 
However, I maintain unwavering faith in my product 
and my vision for BOA toys, which helps me stay 
focused on our goals. 

Tell us a bit about The Femme Fountain’s functions. 
How does it work? What would you recommend for 
optimal orgasms?
Justine Naiman: The Femme Fountain is a sub-
mersible pump that suctions to the tub wall, taking 
water in the bottom and shooting it out through an 
adjustable, stay-put tube. Users can change the sen-
sation dramatically by aiming the jet stream directly at 
themselves or use an arc that lands with a pitter-pat-
ter of pleasure. Additionally, the bath water level can 
provide a barrier that varies the sensation. It’s nice to 
‘warm up’ covered by water, then reduce the water 
level to expose the clitoris (and all its nerve endings!) 
when you’re ready to climax. Beyond the trajectory 
and water level, there are also two settings – low and 
high – to further enhance the experience.
Whether you like a little pressure or have a hard to 
please clitoris, The Femme Fountain‘s adjustable 
trajectory and different settings, allows you to put it in 
place, turn it on, then get turned on by hands-free sti-
mulation! It‘s simple design makes it easy to use and 
it‘s discreet style is unassuming and feminine. Anyone 

with a clitoris will be able to achieve a superior 
climax, which is especially appealing to women who 
aren‘t comfortable during intercourse, are self-consci-
ous, or just haven‘t been able to orgasm.

What’s been the consumer response so far? Tell us 
about some testimonials that have really validated 
your mission in bringing The Femme Fountain to 
market.
Justine Naiman: The response has been overwhel-
mingly positive! I remember bringing my original 
prototype to a renowned sex-educator and getting 
praised for the idea. Being hailed as ‚an innovative, 
high-end, sex toy‘ from Carlyle Jansen is a huge 
motivator! Additionally, everyone who touches the 
stream at demos … just smiles. It’s really fun to 
watch the reactions as people imagine their fi ngers 
are their most sensitive parts. My favorite testimonial 
is from someone who had low expectations but was 
offi cially converted after one bath with The Femme 
Fountain. She said, ‚I wasn’t expecting to have the 
orgasm that I had … it was great!‘
 
What needs – whether physical, emotional or both 
– does The Femme Fountain satisfy that the market 
couldn’t previously fulfi ll for women? What makes this 
product and your brand message so special?

Shaped like a small 
potted flower, The 
Femme Fountain’s 
submersible pump 
and motor are 
housed in the 'pot‘ 
while the flexible 
'stem‘ directs the 
water, where it 
shoots out of the 
flower’s 'stamen‘

The 
Femme 
Fountain 
is a unique 
water-pow-
ered clitoral 
stimulator
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Justine Naiman: Our goal is to satisfy both physical 
and emotional needs with The Femme Fountain. As 
many as 35 % of women have never had an orgasm 
and I’d like to offer an alternative to traditional sex 
and toys. This allows anyone who is comfortable in a 
bathtub the chance to experience unfettered pleasu-
re. The user sets the toy in position, then can lie back 
and enjoy the warm water caressing her clit until she 
climaxes as many times as she desires. We want 
people to feel good about themselves and believe 
everyone has the right to outstanding orgasms. BOA 
advocates for solo-play as part of self-care. We aim 
to help shed inhibitions and build confi dence through 
body awareness. 

Will you be getting more involved within the pleasure 
products space this year? Where can interested 
wholesale clients fi nd you to learn more about The 
Femme Fountain?
Justine Naiman: This year we will continue mar-
keting our fl agship product, with additions to the 
product line starting next Fall. We’re always talking to 
people, call us any time to fi nd out how we can meet 
your needs. BOA toys’ website is the best place 
to fi nd a current list of where we’ll be showing The 
Femme Fountain in person.

The Femme Fountain recycles bathwater by pulling water in the 
bottom, then shooting it out the top

This interview is 
contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 
U.S. Correspondent
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 „Sx Tech will have its first conference on the 
1st of July. Before we talk about the event itself, 
could you tell us a bit more about yourself and 
the team behind the conference?
Ola Miedzynska: My knowledge and expe-
rience is grounded in start-up development. 
Before moving to Berlin, I was heavily involved 
in the expansion of deep tech start-ups, working 
closely with incubators and accelerators in 
Poland. On an international level, I have 
cooperated with European funds for eight years, 
supporting start-ups through coaching, concept 
design, and event management - emphasising 
the importance of community and business 
connections.
The Sx Tech team is a great mix of passionate 
and talented people. Some of them are 
business professionals or individuals from a 
tech-centric realm - more importantly, they’re all 
super passionate about Sx Tech and what we’re 
trying to achieve.

Why did you choose to have Sx Tech take place 
in Berlin and why is your team suited to run such 
an event?
Ola Miedzynska: I live in Berlin myself, and the 
reasons why I value it so much is a long list of 
privileges that the city offers in its liberal form. 
The German capital has leveraged its legendary 
climate of cultural experimentation, DIY 
creativity, and free spirit born from repression. 
Berlin is becoming a centre of modern art and 
music which draws young creatives and 
nurtures open-mindedness that pervades every-
day life and makes living here forever interesting. 
I don’t think a conference of Sx Tech’s nature 
would make sense in a city that is more 
reserved and unappreciative or less understan-
ding of human sexuality and freedom of 
expression. It’s Berlin’s diversity that makes it a 
safe and welcoming harbour for bold enterprises 
like Sx Tech.

Sx Tech is a conference for sex tech. How would 
you define the term sex tech?
Ola Miedzynska: Sex tech for me is an open 
gate to all technologies which serve the 
development of sexuality and topics related to it. 
Technologies of the last decade have given 
people access to a form of expression that has 
been under wraps or viewed as taboo before. 
These advancements have affected us all: Just 
think about how our dating lives have changed. 
Today, when dating apps become part of the 
mainstream, nobody considers it to be 
unnatural. Whether you like it or not, the 
development of technology affects our romantic 
life, our perception of being in an intimate 
relationship, the very form of a relationship, and 
it also provides us with undiscovered opportuni-
ties to develop our sexuality. Sex tech is not only 
an innovation in the area of pleasure or 
entertainment. Developments in new technolo-
gies have paved the way to greater contracepti-
ve efficacy and pregnancy planning through 
digital methods. Sex education programmes are 
facilitated by AR gamification, and we have 
machine-learning algorithms designed to 
support sex therapists treat their clients.

The who is who of the sex 
tech community will meet 
in Berlin on July 1 to learn 
about the latest develop-
ments in the market, exch-
ange experiences and ideas, 
strengthen and expand 
networks, and to establish 
new connections. Sx Tech 

founder and manager 
Ola Miedzynska tells 

us more about 
the goals and 

programme 
of the con-

ference. 

The Sx Tech conference will introduce you to 
the role of technology within the sex tech industry

Sx Te ch-O n  Con f e ren c e  2019  to  t a ke  p l a c e  i n  B e r l i n  on  Ju l y  1 ,  2019 exclusive

Ola Miedzynska, CEO & founder of the Sx Tech conference
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What can the visitors of Sx Tech look forward to? 
Could you give us a roadmap for the day?
Ola Miedzynska: The Sx Tech conference will 
introduce you to the role of technology within the sex 
tech industry. The event consists of three pillars. First is 
the Hackathon which will last nine hours and will focus 
on barriers experienced within the sex tech industry. 
The winner of which will be crowned at 6 pm. The 
head of the jury is a well-known individual in the 
industry: Soumyadip Rakshit, CEO of MysteryVibe. 
The second pillar is business masterclasses which will 
be held throughout the day during the conference. If 
you are planning to launch a sex tech start-up, or are 
working in one, these classes will be perfect for you! 
The third pillar is the stage element, consisting of 
presentations and insightful seminars discussing 
dating, sex app design, and user experience as well as 
data secrets and algorithms, cyberporn hacking, 
community building around sex tech brands, and 
much more. In the end, you will be able to visit the 
impressive stands of our partners and get to see the 
very best the sex tech industry has to offer. As an 
attendee, you’ll also be invited to our After Party; a 
chance to unwind with newfound friends and 
connections and celebrate new beginnings in true 
Berlin style!

Sx Tech will include various workshops. Could you give 
us an overview of the different topics that your visitors 
can learn about?
Ola Miedzynska: The masterclass programme 
consists of six themes: marketing, funding, law, 
content, education, and community. Aspects that 
present both challenges and opportunities to anyone 
involved in the start-up sphere. Active participation will 
help develop your understanding of this expanding 
industry, learning from top specialists who can offer 
you a wealth of knowledge. Such an opportunity is 
unique because in the present-day start-up ecosys-
tem, we lack tech incubators or mentoring program-
mes that focus on sex tech start-ups!

Another part of Sx Tech will be a Hackathon. Could 
you explain what a Hackathon is for those of our 
readers who have not heard of this before?
Ola Miedzynska: A Hackathon is a design-sprint 
event in which specialists and others involved in 
software development - including graphic designers, 
interface designers, project managers etc. - collabora-
te on software project solutions. Regardless of your 
professional background, please feel welcome to join 
and share your thoughts! If you’ve been sitting on a 
sex tech business idea and you’re looking for a chance 
to grow it under the wings of sex tech specialists, this 
is the place to be!

Finally, Sx Tech will see several speakers sharing their 
experiences. Which aspect was most important to you 
when you selected speakers for Sx Tech?
Ola Miedzynska: Above all else, we welcome 
pioneers. Those involved in the sex tech scene who 
are pushing the boundaries and challenge the status 
quo. Moreover, many native to the deep tech industry 
will be joining us as well due to the industry overlap 
and shared interests. We want our conference to be a 
bridge between the sex and fem tech industries 
because they can be interwoven with the deep tech 
world in order to support further developments. The 
different perspectives will organically lead to unique 
insights into current challenges, and this is why a good 
mix of like-minded individuals from different backg-
rounds are welcome. The goal of this event is to 
connect people, bringing them closer towards the 
possibility of cooperation.

Besides the event programme you just presented, 
companies / sponsors will have booths at the event. 
Could you tell us more about this? Is there still space 
available?

For more information 
about Ola Miedzynska’s 
event, go to 
www.sxtech.eu 
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Ola Miedzynska: We are a young conference, which 
means that, in a very forward-thinking way, we must 
carefully consider our first steps in the market. We 
have exhibition space for fourteen companies and 
currently, we have seven more spaces left. Beyond the 
visibility that Sx Tech offers, we provide participants 
with an open-minded arena in which they can build 
business relations, promote and discuss visions, and 
of course, take a mentoring position in an industry so 
absent in the buzzing start-up ecosystem of Berlin. We 
are not a typical fair, and we do not want to be 
perceived as an erotic show. It’s a celebration of an 
industry providing self-exploration through pleasure.
You’ll get to see the highest technology products such 
as VR, sensory toys, remote controlled pleasure toys 
for couples, and learn how AI and AR are going to 
shape sexual education.

Is Sx Tech open for everybody or just for industry 
professionals? How much is the entrance fee for 
visitors?
Ola Miedzynska: Whether you’re an entrepreneur, 
industry specialist or a curious bystander, 
Sx Tech conference has something to offer for 
everybody. We try to prepare the programme so that 
every enthusiast can find something of relevance. If 
you think about your sex tech business, this is your 
only chance in Europe to build relationships and share 
advice. If you are a fan of new technologies, you’ll find 
yourself in a unique setting, overflowing with mindful 
people, demonstrating technologies absent from the 
mainstream gaze. If you are interested in the explorati-
on and development of sexuality, then this conference 
will provide a clear glimpse into the future.

In your opinion, what role does sex tech play in the 
erotic market today? How can it define sexuality in the 
future?
Ola Miedzynska: The sex tech market is valued at 30 
million USD. Sex Tech is the most significant branch of 
the erotic market because its foundations are built on 
sexual pleasure. This basic need, fuelled by the growth 
of e-commerce, smartphone apps, and the anonymity 
of the internet has led to the development of several 
sex tech products such as sex robots and webcams, 
where people’s fantasies can come alive. At the dawn 
of a new sexual revolution, it’s good to question how 
technology may change the most intimate area of our 
lives. We are getting to the point when electronic 
devices will transmit not only visual and auditory 
information, but also the sense of touch. The 
taboos of today will eventually become 

absorbed into the mainstream, as individuals become 
exposed to new experiences and develop a more 
rounded and accurate understanding of themselves. 
Let us remember one thing: The development of 
technology is always born from the evolution of human 
life. Technology will only assist us in subsequent 
transformations in our way of living. Technology itself is 
not the deciding factor. It’s our needs and desires that 
fuel the satisfaction of the former.

Will we see another Sx Tech in 2020?
Ola Miedzynska: We will definitely fight for it. Our 
mission is to create a situation in which sex tech is no 
longer stigmatised but can be treated with respect and 
is welcomed in different technological contexts. We 
are building an active international community, and we 
are doing it in the heart of liberal Europe in order to 
create opportunities for business, and to promote the 
technologies that will liberate people from themselves! 
We hope that with the continued support of the 
community, we will be able to implement 
more projects.                       
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we use natural stones with the perfect proper-
ties to balance the energy of each sign.
It also contains an orgasmic clitoral balm, 
scented with a fragrance inspired by your 
zodiac sign’s natural element - Fire, Water, 
Earth or Air. This balm with its tingling effect 
will keep you focused on your body and what 
you are feeling.
The fi nger vibrator is the perfect tool to explo-
re your pleasure areas. Made of soft silicone, 
it has 10 vibration modes, one button, and the 
right shape to be used on the entire body.

When and how did you get the idea for HO-
ROSCOPE?
Elsa: We dedicate our work to women’s 
pleasure and how to break the taboos, myths, 
and fears surrounding our sexuality. In our 
industry, we have so much information and 
still women are afraid to explore their own 
bodies and still not happy about their sex 
lives. We believe that this is the result of years 
of repressing all the shame and guilt around 
female masturbation.
HOROSCOPE brings a very friendly and ho-
listic approach to it, eliminating the initial fear 
and offering the right tools to reconnect with 
our feminine energy.

Astrology and sexual pleasure - do you have 
an explanation for the popularity and success 
of this combination? 
Elsa: We are living in a time of change where 
we question all the established norms and 
search for answers outside the usual chan-
nels. According to WGSN, the world‘s largest 
trend portal, young people aged 25-35 years 
have broken away from tradition as regards 
spirituality.
“Mixing three concepts - faith, health, and 
wellbeing, millennials have developed new 
spaces, experiences and products to 

 We empower women through pleasure
E ls a  V ie gas  t a lks  h o l i s t i c  p lea su re exclusive

Bijoux Indiscrets‘ HOROSCO-
PE collection is truly unique 
as the concept at its core is 
based on the amalgamation 
of two worlds – astrology 
and sexuality. EAN had the 
opportunity to speak with 
Elsa Viegas, co-founder and 
designer at Bijoux Indiscrets, 
to learn more about the pro-
duct line and the elements 
of aroma therapy, astrology, 
lithotherapy, and self-love 
that are incorporated therein. 
And of course, we also asked 
her how HOROSCOPE can 

help in breaking down exis-
ting taboos and fostering 

a free, fulfi lling female 
sexuality.

 „Your HOROSCOPE line is the talk of town. 
What has made this collection so success-
ful? Is it the zodiac sign element? Or is it the 
composition of the individual sets within the 
product line?
Elsa Viegas: The HOROSCOPE collection 
offers a new approach to pleasure products. 
It is a holistic pleasure kit inspired by the 
12 zodiac signs. A 3-step pleasure ritual, 
to reconnect with our feminine energy, that 
includes a gemstone necklace to balance 
your energy, a clitoral balm inspired by your 
sign’s natural element - Fire, Water, Earth or 
Air - to reconnect with your body, and a fi nger 
vibrator to explore your pleasure areas. 12 kits 
to awaken your full physical and emotional 
potential, to fi nd yourself through pleasure. 
Each kit offers made-to-measure orgasms 
according to your sign‘s personality traits, 
your element‘s state of mind, and your body‘s 
desire. Combining aromatherapy, astrology, 
lithotherapy with self-love; HOROSCOPE 
makes for a gorgeous, personal gift for the 

women in your life who embrace astrolo-
gy, self-care, and sexual wellbeing and 

pleasure. 

Could you give us a short sum-
mary of the individual sets and 

the products they include?
Elsa: The HOROSCOPE kit 

includes a necklace with 
your sign’s gemstone. The 

stones are well known 
for their power to 
balance energy with 

many healing pro-
perties associated 

to the different 
kinds available in 
nature. For 
HOROSCOPE, 

Elsa Viegas, co-founder and designer 
of Bijoux Indiscrets

a free, fulfi lling female
sexsexsexualualu ityity..

accac ordin
your er ele
desiree. C.
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Elsa Viegas, co-founder and design
of Bijoux Indiscrets
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disconnect from routine and press pause on the 
fast pace that appears to govern their lives. Ancient 
ancestral practices such as astrology have resurfa-
ced and gone mainstream, with YouGov reporting 
that beliefs in astrology have risen by 24% among 
city-dwelling millennials this past year.”
Women’s sexuality has changed too, but we are still 
afraid of claiming our pleasure and there is still a 
certain fear of trying sex toys. Female masturbation 
is still a big taboo. Knowing this, we mixed two wor-
lds: self-pleasure and astrology. Sexuality has chan-
ged, but we still need to explore more, know more 
and most of all dedicate more time to self-pleasure. 

Astrology is on the rise, we turn to alternative ways 
to cure and pace our doubts and fears. We mixed 
these two worlds bringing the perfect tools to align 
ourselves with the energy of the universe.

Bijoux Indiscrets has defi nitely left its mark on the 
industry since the inception of the brand 13 years 
ago, proving a pioneering force time and again. How 
hard is it to steer that course and keep innovating?
Elsa: It is very hard, especially because we love 
concepts! We develop new concepts every-sing-
le-time. Behind each new launch there is always a 
story. We put a huge amount of creativity, research, 
trend watching, and design time in each collection. 
We are always informed about consumer behaviour 
and macro trends and we develop products that 
match their needs.

The market has changed a lot in recent years. How 
does Bijoux manage to adapt to this changing 
landscape again and again?
Elsa: 13 years ago, when Bijoux Indiscrets was 
created we were focused on couples. Our products 
were developed with couples’ sexual and romantic 

lives in mind. During the past 13 years, the role of 
women in society changed, and it is still changing. 
We saw a new wave of feminism, we talk about 
empowerment, equality, and the pleasure gap. We 
dedicate our work to all these women who claim their 
right to equality not only in work opportunities and 
wage, but also in pleasure. We dedicate our work to 
give women the right products to enjoy their sexuality 
in a playful, healthy ways that are free of guilt and 
shame. We empower women through pleasure.

Your products are available in more than 40 coun-
tries today. Does that make Bijoux Indiscrets one of 
the few real brands in the erotic market?
Elsa: Wow! What an amazing compliment in form of 
a question! We put a lot of passion in what we do. 
Bijoux Indiscrets is not just a brand of products, it 
is a lifetime kind of passion. We really feel and love 
what we do! We do fi ght for what we believe is right. 
We are feminists. We are women. We are aware that 
we can make a difference in people’s love and sex 
lives and that is a huge responsibility that we don’t 
take lightly!

Obviously, a brand is more than a name and a logo 
... What is your defi nition? What is it that makes a 
brand a brand?
Elsa: Real passion and real business! We have an 
amazing team that shares the brand’s philosophy but 

“WE  HAVE  TO  BE 

ATTRACTIVE  TO  THE 

RETA ILERS  AND  TO  THE 

CONSUMERS ,  AFTER  ALL 

THE  MARKET  NEEDS  MORE 

THAN  JUST  D IFFERENT 

FLAVOURS ,  COLOURS  AND 

SHAPES ,  R IGHT?“
E L S A  V I E G A S

HOROSCOPE is a collection of product sets 
that are inspired by the astrological signs
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that is not afraid to share their ideas, even the craziest 
ones. We try to keep faithful to our values and we fi ght 
for them. And along with all this passion, we always 
have the retailers and the consumer in mind, so not 
only do we take our business and taking care of our 
partners very seriously, but we also make sure the 
consumer gets the best in every step of the process.

Vibrators are not the focal point of Bijoux Indiscrets’ 
activities, but I’d still like to know how you feel about 
the current developments in this segment. Are we 
seeing a changing of the guard in terms of stimulation 
technology as more and more brands veer away from 
vibration?
Elsa: I love to have so many women in the sex tech 
industry. Developing products that are female-focu-
sed. This is the biggest revolution and we are part of 
it. We get to live it! 
I adore the new brands such as Dame products, Elvie, 
Chakrubs, to name a few.

On the other side of the spectrum, there’s the sex 
tech trend. Do you feel that this category will change 
the market in the long term?
Elsa: I do believe it is the future of our industry.

Being a brand producer, are you worried about the 
multitude of private labels launched by wholesalers, 
distributors, and retailers? Is there less room for brand 
products in the market?

Elsa: There is space for everyone, but we need to 
take care of our brand in order to get brand recogni-
tion and keep on offering something that the private 
label doesn’t. We have to be attractive to the retailers 
and to the consumers, after all the market needs more 
than just different fl avours, colours and shapes, right?

Some feel that the invasion of producers from the 
Far East was the biggest development of the past 
years, other are more worried about the erosion of the 
traditional supply chain or the power of Amazon in the 
online space. What were the biggest tectonic shifts for 
your business in the past years?
Elsa: It true that business changed. Retailers are 
facing problems as the consumer starts to slow their 
buying pace. The price war is real. The cheap pro-
ducts are also a threat. But every time adversity 

arrives, we need to reinvent ourselves and the busi-
ness.Today, the experience is more important than 
the product itself so we as a brand reinvent ourselves 
too to offer better solutions to the retailers and to the 
consumers. Every single collection is more and more 
about what you could experience and less about the 
product itself. Another change is minimalism. The mar-
ket is slowing down. Consumers tend to buy less and 
better and this is also an opportunity for brands.

What are your plans for the upcoming months?
Elsa: We will have an amazing collection for pleasure 
being prepared for the 2019 eroFame! Fingers 
crossed! It will be a revolution.               

“WE  ARE  L IV ING  IN  A 

T IME  OF  CHANGE  WHERE 

WE  QUESTION  ALL  THE 

ESTABL ISHED  NORMS AND 

SEARCH  FOR  ANSWERS 

OUTS IDE  THE  USUAL 

CHANNELS . “
E L S A  V I E G A S

Twenty One – The legendary, 
diamond-shaped Bijoux Indiscrets vibrator
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 „After working with SHOTS for roughly two 
years, you decided to further strengthen this 
partnership? What were the reasons for this 
step? 
Steve Callow: We feel that by streamlining our 
processes and working closely with one 
distributor, SHOTS, it will enable us to have a 
voice with all our customers and manage our 
supply chain more efficiently. Then we can do 
what we do best, focus on our innovation, 
quality and sexual wellness. 

What are the advantages of exclusive distributi-
on in your opinion?
Steve: We see the value in building a great 
relationship with a single distributor: marketing, 
supply chain management, product knowledge, 
and an informed customers base resulting from 
strong distributor-client relationships. We’d 
rather have the best retailers carrying a lot of 
products then a few of our products at every 
store. It takes a committed sales force and 
distributor to achieve this. 

And what makes SHOTS the right partner for 
this kind of collaboration?
Steve: We believe SHOTS has the infrastruc-
ture, commitment to incentive to bring our 
innovative product line to a level in the EU similar 
to where we stand in the USA.   

Aren’t you worried that a single distributor might 
not be enough to present your brand in all of 
Europe?
Steve: I’m not concerned because I know that is 
not the case. I think our reach may have changed 
but I truly believe that our presence will be bigger. 

Is this exclusive distribution deal between 
Perfect Fit and SHOTS something you would like 
to replicate in other markets and on other 
continents?

Steve: Our global strategy is to take control of 
the brand by registering all online stores 
world-wide, having local fulfilment for Amazon, 
effectively managing supply chain to reduce 
overhead costs, and having more committed 
sales forces.  When one distributor can provide 
all of this, it makes sense to consider this a very 
desirable partner.   

How important is the European market for 
Perfect Fit? 
Steve: Until now Europe has been unmanage-
able to us, but we know it is very important and 
could be much bigger. By simplifying our market 
intelligence, streamlining our ability to address 
issues with one source, and super-strategic 
marketing, I think the retailers will understand the 
strength of our brand, if they don’t already. And 
with improved stocking levels, retailers will be able 
to count on having our products on their shelves. 
We think the EU market for Perfect Fit Brand will 
grow significantly over the next few years.  

What will your partnership look like in the future, 
especially with regard to growing the brand in 
Europe and supporting the retailers to maximise 
sales?
Steve: I think Oscar and I both see the potential 
for a thriving business partnership. This includes 
building the required support infrastructure. We 
will formalise this over the next few months, so 
stay tuned.  

SHOTS and Perfect Fit 
Brand have already been 
working together for roughly 
two years, but now, the two 
companies decided to take 
their successful business 
relationship to a new level. As 
a result, SHOTs will become 
the exclusive distributor of 
Steve Callow’s US brand in 
the European market. In our 
two-pronged interview, Oscar 
Heijnen and Steve Callow tell 
us why the two companies 
decided on this particular 
strategy to strengthen their 
collaboration.

We think the EU market for Perfect Fit 
Brand will grow signifi cantly over the next few years

Pe r fe c t  F i t  B ra n d  a n d  S HOTS  s i g n  exc lus i v e  d i s t r i bu t ion  dea l  f o r  th e  Eu ropea n  market exclusive

Perfect Fit Brand CEO Steve Callow
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Could you give us a preview of Perfect Fit’s plans for 
the rest of the year?
Steve: This will be a stand-out year for Perfect Fit. Not 
only are we changing our distribution strategy 
throughout the world and offering new levels of 
support for retailers, including POS and other 
marketing tools, we are launching two new specialised 
lines that will parallel the notoriety and innovation of the 
Buck Angel FTM Line, the world’s first FTM trans toy 
line.   
The new ROCCO by Perfect Fit Brand line of gay 
products, shipping in April, is an exciting venture for 
me, as I get to design gay sex toys without the need to 
ensure it melds into our more ‚mainstream‘ market of 
Perfect Fit.  This will be a comprehensive line of 
products, though we are launching with 10 SKUs, they 
are very, very cool products, including the world’s first 
wrap-ring (ROCCO 3-way) and the world’s first wide 
mouth thumb grip stroker (ROCCO Jack Daddy). The 
ROCCO by Perfect Fit Brand line will be an easy sell, 
with strong branding, very high-quality packaging, and 
innovations that are category killers.  We also have 
launched the all-new 2019 Fat Boy sheath line with 
beautiful re-usable vertical storage packaging (our 
nicest yet!) and six new models. Later this year we will 
be launching the Nina Hartley Collection by Perfect Fit 
Brand. An adult industry legend, educator and sex 
positivity advocate, our collaboration with Nina 
promises some amazing new product innovations, 
many of which are well into development. And the 
Buck Angel FTM Line will also be launching several 
new products.  

Oscar, Perfect Fit is not a new addition to your range. 
As a matter of fact, you have been working with the 

brand for close to two years. Why did you 
decide to switch to exclusive distribution 

now?
Oscar Heijnen: It was one of the new 

possibilities that crossed our path. 
Perfect Fit drove the idea and 

we thought it was a very attractive proposition to 
continue building the brand faster – a brand which, in 
our view, has great potential. Additionally, we believe 
that in the case of Perfect Fit, we can better represent 
the brand now that it is exclusively in our hands for 
Europe. We are proud that a brand like Perfect Fit has 
entered with us into such an agreement after a short 
two-year partnership.

In the past, you maintained a certain degree of 
scepticism when it came to exclusive distribution 
deals. Did you change your mind or is Perfect Fit 
an exception?
Oscar: On paper, I am in favour of exclusivity if it is in 
the interest of the brand. Perfect Fit suffered a lot from 
price distortions, and that was one of the main motives 
for pursuing a different strategy in Europe. SHOTS has 
proven several times in the past that we are a suitable 
partner if you want to establish your brand and 
develop it in the right way. We are one of the largest 
distributors in Europe and we are going to make 
Perfect Fit a huge brand that will receive the attention it 
deserves.

In your opinion, what are the pros and cons of 
exclusivity-based distribution?
Oscar: There are many advantages and disadvanta-
ges but there are more factors that weigh the scales in 
favor of disadvantage. Is a brand big or small? 

Oscar Heijnen: founder, 
owner, and CEO of SHOTS  
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How many products does the brand have? How 
innovative is a brand? How was the brand represented 
in the past? I think I could write an essay on the pros 
and cons. I’ll try not to get off track but let me mention 
just a few. An important disadvantage of an exclusivity 
agreement may be that the distributor prices the 
products too highly, so the competitive position 
deteriorates. In case of Perfect Fit, we will not change 
the prices by even one cent. In a non-exclusive 
agreement, the drawbacks are often that the brand will 
sell to the large customers directly and that there is so 
much competition in the distribution market that the 
margins become too small, causing the distributor to 
look for other brands or ways to still make a decent 
living. With an exclusive agreement, the advantage for 
both parties is that you have to make a success of it 
together, and if you work together on a project, it will 
become a success much faster than if you had to do it 
alone.

What does this mean for your company? And how will 
it affect your corporate strategy?
Oscar: Perfect Fit will have a preferential position in the 
sales team‘s offer process. We will see a stable growth 
of the brand and we will work more closely with 
Perfect Fit to get the most out of the European market. 
Our strategy remains the same whether we are 
representing exclusive or non-exclusive products for 
the European market and beyond.

What will change for European retailers?
Oscar: There will be one single distributor, one single 
point of contact. The service that our customers are 
already used to and more support for the brand. Plus, 
closer collaboration with Perfect Fit, comprehensive 
stocks, and more stable store prices and strategies.

How much untapped potential do you see for Perfect 
Fit in the European market?
Oscar: I personally believe that Perfect Fit is the best 
brand in its segment, which means that sales have to 
increase to the level of a market leader.  Whether that 
actually happens will depend on many things, among 
others the future innovations of the brand. We have, of 
course, already been able to look a little bit into the 
future of Perfect Fit and we have full confidence in 
them. The brand is going to be launching some 
fantastic new products!

When will this new agreement come into effect? And 
will you offer the entire Perfect Fit range?
Oscar: This agreement has been made official and it is 
effective immediately.

Could you see yourself striking more exclusive 
distribution deals in the near future?
Oscar: It is always difficult to give away 
in advance what we are doing 
behind the scenes, and I can only 
give you a very political 
answer: We’re not ruling 
anything out.              
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 „How did you come up with the idea for the 
American Sex podcast? 
Ken Melvoin Berg: We had talked for a few 
years about starting a podcast that was an 
extension of what we did on Outside the Box 
with Sunny Megatron web series and Sex 
with Sunny Megatron original series on 
Showtime. We wanted something where we 
had 100% control. The networks we worked 
with were great, but we wanted to do things 
our way without it going through a committee 
of people. We wanted it to be about 
alternative sexual lifestyles, sex positivity, 
and better communication.

Sunny Megatron: In our teachings and 
coaching we fi nd shame and misinformation at 
the root of many people’s sexual insecurities. 
That’s directly tied to our culture’s attitude 
about sex, what we were taught growing 
up, the prejudiced behavior we’ve learned 
from friends, the negativity we’ve picked up 
from religious upbringings, etc. Unfortunately, 
sexual shame and judgment are just about as 
American as apple pie. When we came up with 
the concept for American Sex, Ken & I wanted 
to highlight all facets of sexual freedom in this 
country, like sexuality, identity, relationships, 
living authentically, navigating the law & political 

You haven‘t heard sex-ed until you‘ve heard it from Sunny Megatron and Ken Melvoin-Berg, 
a delightfully peculiar pair of sex educators from Chicago. The couple, who‘ve reached 
expert-level knowledge in topics like clown fetish and paranormal history, are a clever, raw 
addition to the sex education and sex toy space. They‘re not afraid to get a little raunchy, and 
in the case of their new podcast, American Sex, they‘re getting all the dirty details on State-
side sex lives. American Sex skips the glossed-over sex-ed of mainstream media and heads 
straight for the juicy stuff, like making queer porn with famous Crash Pad Series Director 
Shine Louise Houston, kink negotiation with rope rigger and sex-ed extraordinaire Midori, and 
the view from inside their own genuinely adorable yet ultra-kinky love life. You can peep the 
podcast yourself at AmericanSexPodcast.com, but fi rst take a look at what Sunny and Ken 
had to say about the state of American sexual freedom. 

We’re relatable to a wide variety of folks 
no matter where they are on their sexual journey

Sunny  Me ga t ron  a n d  Ken  Me lv o in -B e rg  g e t  deep  i n to  th e  h ea r t  o f  Amer i c a n  sex  l i ves exclusive

Sunny Megatron 
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landscape. On the show, our guests have been 
incredibly varied – from a former Surgeon General 
to sex researchers, porn clowns, and the happily 
married spouse of a synthetic sex doll. Listeners 
get a smorgasbord of sexual information. They can 
learn better oral sex techniques one week and 
about the latest legislation affecting sex on the 
internet the next. 

What topics did you think listeners would fi nd most 
interesting?
Ken: Our unique guests, bizarre fetishes, people 
with fascinating jobs, and Queer empowerment, etc. 

So just what are Americans doing in the bedroom 
these days, based on your observations and inter-
views with podcast guests?
Ken: Based on info from our guests, people are 
fi nding more resources with the inclusion of social 
media in their lives. This opens up a lot of doors so 
that everyone is having more sex.

Sunny: Over the last few years pegging has become 
increasingly popular as has any act that challenges 
traditional sexual norms. People are embracing fl ui-
dity more and experimenting with things like gender 
expression, sexual orientation, relationships style, 
and kink. 

What sort of sex toys and bedroom accessories are 
Americans getting into lately?
Ken: For people with penises: The Tenga Fliphole 
line, nJoy pure wand, Aneros prostate toys, Flesh-
lights, and silicone lube of all sorts.

Sunny: Toys that use suction and air pulse technolo-
gy have grown incredibly popular over the last couple 
of years. Long distance Bluetooth app-controlled 
toys are as well. 

Where do you foresee the American sex toy market 
moving in the next year or so? 
Ken: In the next year or so there will be more refi ning 
of how vibrating toys work. Better motor placement, 
longer charges, better ways to charge faster, and new 
ways to make your genitals tingle. Pulsing waves and 
sonic technology is the next step as we have seen with 
the popularity of toys like the Womanizer.

Sunny: I also think we’re going to see a focus on the 
tech side of things over the next few years. Bigger, 
better, faster, and longer lasting toys are what people 
want. I also think toy companies are going to really 
zero in on what exact features users desire most 
and capitalize on that. That’s going to involve more 
market research, focus groups, and bringing in more 
actual users at the R&D phases. 

“BASED  ON  INFO  FROM 

OUR  GUESTS ,  PEOPLE 

ARE  F IND ING  MORE 

RESOURCES  WITH  THE 

INCLUS ION  OF  SOC IAL 

MEDIA  IN  THE IR  L IVES . 

TH IS  OPENS  UP  A  LOT 

OF  DOORS  SO  THAT 

EVERYONE  IS  HAV ING 

MORE  SEX . “
K E N  M E LV O I N B E R G

Ken Melvoin-Berg
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Do you see any modern differences between how 
Americans and Europeans interact with sexual topics 
and understand their sexuality? 
Ken: Europeans are more open to talking about 
sexuality in general. They tend to be more stable and 
have less change. Americans are better at inventing 
new ways to get off through toys or socialization. 
Things are faster paced in the US and we are always 
evolving and using ingenuity. Both are good ways, 
there are just minor differences.

What are Americans fi nally coming around to accept-
ing and even loving in the bedroom that they’ve been 
opposed to before? 
Ken: Eating ass.

Sunny: Non-traditional sex all around. Everything 
from bisexuality to BDSM to non-monogamy. I also 
think Americans are embracing the playfulness of sex 
much more than they ever have. They are also more 
accepting of change and fl uidity – meaning, they 
aren’t as embarrassed to open up and tell a partner 
they want to try something new in bed or to tell a 
partner they no longer enjoy what they used to. 

What’s your career backstory? Tell us a little about 
what you and Ken did before you became America’s 
favorite sexpert team. 
Sunny: Interestingly Ken & I come from very different 
sexual & career backgrounds. Ken has embraced 
and celebrated his kinky side his entire adult life. 
He also started teaching BDSM classes in his local 
community nearly 30 years ago! I, on the other hand, 
repressed my kinky side until my mid-30s and didn’t 
start teaching until I was in my 40s. I had to work 
through a lot of sexual shame, effects of trauma, etc 
before I became comfortable with that part of myself. 
Those differences are what make us a great teaching 
team – we’re relatable to a wide variety of folks no 
matter where they are on their sexual journey.

What exciting stuff is on your agenda for 
the present and near future?
Sunny: We just had a major life change moving our 
family from Chicago to Las Vegas in early 2019. We 
have yet to see how that move will change our career 
path but we anticipate this being a good move for us 
both personally and professionally. We’re doing our 
fi rst live taping of American Sex Podcast in March at 
SXSW and we’re incredibly excited about that! 

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, EAN 
U.S. Correspondent
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 „What inspired the product selection and 
atmosphere inside Chambers of Love?
Attila Dobor: The idea is that you should be 
able to come to Chambers of Love even on 
your fi rst date with someone, without a fee-
ling of it being dirty or wrong – just a natural 
and fun way to learn more and explore things 
together, if you want to. But it is just as much 
to give a safe space where you can ask 
questions and buy things you maybe always 
wanted to try - no matter if you‘re a kinkster 
or if you just want to get new sex toy! We 
want Chambers of Love to feel welcoming 
and comfortable for everyone no matter 
of their age (above 18 of course), gender, 
sexual orientation or preferences. We don‘t 
want to have the old-style dark and gloomy 
basement with creepy weirdos and a vibe of 
the “wrong kind” of dirty – that does have a 
certain type of charm to some people but not 
to us. And when I started the company there 
were much more “dark basements” than it 
is today. There was also a really lousy range 
of products in Scandinavia, so I got inspired 
by the products I saw in Europe. I wanted to 
given Swedes the opportunity to buy equally 
good products in Sweden so they didn‘t 
have to go abroad to get it, and at the same 
time give them a nice place to buy it at. The-
refore we want to give the customers a bright 
and easy place with well-educated staff and 
a really good range for everyone.

Was selling BDSM products just a good 
business idea, or did you have a personal 
passion for kink products that led you to this 
niche market?

Attila: I have been in this lifestyle since 
1991, so I certainly have a strong personal 
passion for kink and really wanted others to 
have the opportunity to buy good products - 
something I couldn’t do in Sweden for quite 
some time when I fi rst got into BDSM. This is 
how Chambers of Love was born.

What‘s the kink scene like in Stockholm right 
now? Do people like to go out to gothic 
clubs and fetish events? Or do they mostly 
keep their kinks in the bedroom?
Attila: The kink scene is defi nitely bigger now 
than a few years ago. We have more BDSM/
Fetish events and many more go to those 
events and clubs now when there are more 

Swedes are a notoriously private bunch. Despite their no-nonsense attitude towards sex, BDSM-centric shops serving 
expert sex-ed and quality pleasure accessories weren‘t always easy to fi nd, but kink connoisseur Attila Dobor is out to 
change all that. Dobor knows the fetish scene like an old friend, though it wasn‘t as friendly when he arrived in Stockholm. 
After a long struggle to secure top-tier fetish gear, Dobor took matters into his own hands and opened the type of kink-
positive boutique he‘d been seeking all along. Now Dobor sees the industry from all angles, and he‘s using his insider 
secrets to create a new wave of kink-friendly, sex-positive Scandinavians. This long-time lifestyler and pleasure business 
owner has successfully crafted a boutique that speaks to all levels of kink without scaring away shy types. Dobor spills the 
latest in trends, toys, and Swedish sex in this exclusive interview with EAN. 

 We always strive to be fi rst in 
Scandinavia with new exciting products
Att i l a  Dobo r  repo r t s  on  th e  s ta te  o f  sex  pos i t i v i t y  a n d  k in k  l i f e s t y le  i n  S toc kho lm  exclusive

Quality products are 
Attila‘s top priority
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happening. But of course there are also those who 
don‘t want to take their kinkiness outside their own 
(or others) bedrooms, playing behind closed doors 
so to speak. So it goes both ways, as I think it 
does everywhere.

How open are Swedes – at least in city areas – 
when it comes to talking about sex? When they 
come into your shop, are they shy and want to 
browse privately, or do they often ask questions 
about products or their sex lives?
Attila: We get all varieties of course, all from the 
shyest and most private to the secure and very 
open ones. Everyone from vanilla beginners and 
to experienced kinksters. But I would say that the 
bigger part are open with asking us questions, 

getting our advice and talking about their sex lives. 
They want to get a better intimate experience and 
want to learn what products are good for them and 
rely on our expertise.

What are some of your top selling products at the 
moment?
Attila: Since we have such a wide range it is really 
hard to point at just one product. But our hand-
made, steel-boned corsets, our leather clothing, 
unique impact play tools and own brand of sex 
toys is defi nitely up in the top! As well as the pro-
ducts we have from our new partner Orgie (aphro-
disiac, lubes, oils, etc). And right now our new 
neoprene collection is also gaining good speed on 
our sales charts which makes us very happy!

When you attend a trade show like eroFame, 
what kind of products do you look for? Is there a 
certain level of quality desired, or a certain type of 
product?
Attila: We always look for unique products with the 
highest quality, products that aren‘t on the market 
here yet. We always strive to be fi rst in Scandinavia 
with new exciting products. So we keep our eyes 
and minds open and when we see anything that 
has the level of quality we want, we make sure 
to talk business and see what kind of market we 
could fi nd for that product.

How much do Swedes recognize brand names 
when it comes to choosing sex toys and kink 
products?
Attila: The Swedes are getting more and more 
interested in brands and searching for high quality, 
and more and more start to understand that it is 
better to buy one more expensive thing with good 
quality than fi ve cheap things that break fast. And 
that makes them more and more interested in 
Chambers of Love too, of course, so we couldn‘t 
be happier for that progress!

Which companies, in your opinion, produce the 
most superior quality sex toys and fetish products 
at the moment?
Attila: When it comes to clothes I would say Mister 
S, Mister B and actually ourselves too – the quality 

“WE WANT CHAMBERS OF 

LOVE TO FEEL WELCOMING 

AND COMFORTABLE FOR 

EVERYONE NO MATTER OF 

THEIR AGE ABOVE 18 

OF COURSE ,  GENDER, 

SEXUAL ORIENTATION 

OR PREFERENCES.“
AT T I L A  D O B O R
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and range Chambers of Love has created is really 
up there in the top layer now and that makes us 
really proud! Same goes for other kink and fetish 
products. And when it comes to sex toys I think 
LoveToy is a really good brand and they have 
a very wide range, something I really think is 
important.

What are your business plans to keep customers 
excited to return to Chambers of Love this year?
Attila: We are designing and developing clothes, 
accessories, toys and gear all the time and 
releasing new items several times each year, and 
that is defi nitely something to return for – 99 % 
of the time, you will come into our store and fi nd 
something new and exciting! And for that reason 
we will also keep attending fairs and fi nding new 
factories and partners to expand and raise our 
quality even more. We are also working hard to 
strengthen our wholesale business in both Sweden 
and Europe so that more customers can enjoy our 
brand – both clothes, toys and gear.

This interview is contributed 
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent

“THE KINK SCENE IS 

DEFINITELY BIGGER NOW 

THAN A FEW YEARS AGO.“
AT T I L A  D O B O R
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 „156 stores across Germany – that is a 
new record in the history of ORION Fachge-
schäfte GmbH & Co KG. How proud are you 
of running such a large number of stores in 
a time when many people are prophesising 
the end of the brick and mortar trade?
Jens Seipp: It is correct that, by the middle 
of the year, we will run more stores than at 
any other time in the history of our company, 
with 156 ORION stores and our fi ve Magic X 
stores across Germany. That is something 
we are very proud of. The brick and mortar 
trade has undergone great changes these 
past years, but it is not dead, and I doubt 
it ever will be. People need to be able to 
choose where and how they shop. There 
are many advantages to online shopping 
but shopping offl ine can add an emotional 
component. However, we need to be able to 
adapt as the market continues to change.

Last year, you took over fi ve stores of Magic 
X Retail GmbH, now you take over ten Beate 
Uhse stores. How do these things come 
about?
Jens Seipp: Last year, we were appro-
ached by the management of the Beate 
Uhse store chain. We had very open, very 
constructive conversations to fi nd out how 
a step such as this could benefi t both com-
panies. All the negotiations were centred 
around taking feasible steps and achieving a 
satisfying result for both parties. Otherwise, 
there would have been no agreement.

Was it always just about these ten stores, or 
were those the only ones that fi t the profi le 
of Orion stores?
Jens Seipp: We were very thorough in our 
research to fi nd out if the stores in question 
matched our profi le, and we took various 
factors into consideration. Ultimately, we ar-

rived at the conclusion that it made sense to 
take over these ten stores and that we could 
achieve lasting success at these locations.

Speaking of which, what are the criteria you 
go by when looking for new locations?
Jens Seipp: Our criteria for new locations 
haven’t changed in many years. We look at 
the part of town that the store is situated 
in, we consider how easy it is to get there, 
how much pedestrian traffi c you have in the 
vicinity. The store itself has to offer oppor-
tunities for external advertisement for our 
brand, i.e. there have to be things such as 
fl ag poles or space for signs. And of course, 
the parking situation also plays a very im-
portant role.

The former Beate Uhse stores are situated 
in Augsburg, Böblingen, Düsseldorf, Han-
dewitt, Leipzig, Ludwigsburg, Mannheitm, 
Pforzheim, Ulm, and Weiterstadt. Won’t they 
take business away from your existing stores 
in these cities and regions? 
Jens Seipp: There are many cities whe-
re we have more than just one ORION 
store. Also, half of these locations – na-
mely Böblingen, Handewitt, Ludwigsburg, 
Mannheim, and Weiterstadt – didn’t have an 
ORION store before, so that is not really a 
problem.

Now that you have taken over the former 
Beate Uhse stores, what is next? Will you 
rebuild them? For instance, many Beate 
Uhse stores have theatre and video booth 
sections. What will you do with those? 
Jens Seipp: There will be a lot to do in the 
upcoming weeks and months. First of all, we 
will focus on integrating these stores in our 
organisational and corporate infrastructure. 
Introducing new systems, new logistics, and 

By taking over ten Beate 
Uhse stores, ORION now has 
a grand total of 156 stores in 
Germany – more than ever 
before. Jens Seipp, head of 
marketing and communication 
at ORION, tells us how this 
acquisition came about and 
we also discuss why the brick 
and mortar trade is far from 
fi nished. 

People need to be able to choose where and how they shop

O R IO N Fachg esc h ä f te  G mbH &  Co  KG  ta kes  ov e r  ten  B ea te  Uh se  s to res  exclusive

Jens Seipp, head of marketing and communication 
at ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH & Co KG
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training the sales personnel will be a big part of 
that. All the departments at our headquarters are 
working hard to make this process as effi cient and 
smooth as possible. With the exception of Hande-
witt and Mannheim, we will take over all the stores 
as they are, including the interior furnishings. The 
two aforementioned stores, on the other hand, 
will get a complete facelift. Of course, we will also 
implement changes in the other stores, but that’s 
something we can do bit by bit. Also, we will shut 
down the theatre areas and video booths at all of 
the stores.

Will you continue to work with the existing 
employees? 
Jens Seipp: Yes, everybody keeps their jobs. 

Standing at 156 stores, ORION defi nitely has a 
strong presence across the whole of Germany. 
However, there are roughly 190 towns in Germany 
with a population larger than 50,000, so … Do you 
see room for further expansion? 
Jens Seipp: There are certainly potential loca-
tions we are keeping an eye on. But at this point, 
we are much more thorough with our location 
analyses, especially with regard to the structural 
changes in the retail segment.

And would you be interested in taking over more 
stores from other companies?
Jens Seipp: Of course, we are always ready to 
discuss such a possibility when someone gets in 
touch with us. But we will take a very close and 
critical look at the situation and the existing po-
tential before we enter into such agreements.

„AT  TH IS  PO INT,  WE  ARE 

MUCH MORE  THOROUGH 

WITH  OUR  LOCATION 

ANALYSES ,  ESPEC IALLY 

WITH  REGARD  TO  THE 

STRUCTURAL  CHANGES  IN 

THE  RETA IL  SEGMENT. “
J E N S  S E I P P Eight of the ten stores will continue to operate largely as they 

were, including the interior furnishings

One of the 
ten Beate 

Uhse stores that 
was taken over by 

ORION Fachgeschäfte 
GmbH can be found in 

Augsburg, Bavaria
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 „What’s your career backstory? Were you un-
knowingly destined for adult like so many of us?
Taylor Means: Funny enough, the only type 
of work I’ve known since I was 18 has been in 
the adult retail industry. The only other work 
experience I had prior was a few clothing retail 
jobs at the mall when I was younger. I often joke 
that I would be in so much trouble if I had to go 
to another industry. My skill set solely consists of 
selling and marketing vibrators and lube! Makes 
for an interesting resume I guess! I did briefl y 
attend college with a major in marketing and 
minor in economics, but left after my freshman 
year to be able to work full time. The couple 
years spent in soft-goods retail really prepped 
me for my start in the adult stores. I learned how 
to interact with customers, began understanding 
the basics of the supply chain, and gained a 
base knowledge of the B2C model. Everything 
else, I picked up along my wild little journey 
through the pleasure products business!

How did you land that fi rst industry gig?
Taylor: In 2009 I had just turned 18 and simply 
just needed a job. An adult store was opening 
nearby and had ‚hiring‘ signs posted so I 

Taylor Means has packed all the most enviable career milestones of a long-time veteran 
into her short – at least by comparison – and accelerated pleasure industry timeline. As the 
co-pilot in sales and marketing at Wet Lubricants, there‘s no telling where Means is headed 
next, but something tells us there‘s only one direction possible, and that‘s up. The tenacious 
Means started in pleasure retail at the tender age of 18, where she began her history of 
quickly outgrowing job roles and creating positions that nurtured her multiple talents. 
Most famously, Means was the face of Nasstoys for over 3 years, where she scored the 
company several award nominations and helped to build out the company‘s updated brand 
vision. Under Means‘ infl uence, Nasstoys joined the ranks of today‘s affordable, innovative 
and sex-positive manufacturers with fresh packaging designs and a more youthful appeal. 
Can Means work the same magic at Wet Lubes this year? CEO Michael Trigg is positive she 
can, hence Means‘ cross-country move from chilly Ohio to sunny Las Vegas to join Trigg‘s 
in-house team of creatives.  In this interview, Means refl ects on the moments that shaped 
her into a force of knowledge and experience in all things pleasure-giving, and the people 
who made it all worthwhile. 

This has been an exciting move and I’m 
looking forward to what the future holds! 
Wet Lubricants‘ newly appointed VP of Sales and Marketing, Taylor Means, talks lube life and industry inspirations  exclusive

Taylor Means is Wet 
Internationals‘ new VP of 
Sales and Marketing
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knocked on the door while they were still bringing in 
the fi xtures, hanging product on the walls; and asked 
for an application. The district manager asked me a 
couple questions and offered me a job on the spot! 
I’d never been in an adult store outside of a Spen-
cer’s, let alone even owned a vibrator, but fi gured it 
couldn’t be much different from the retail clothing 
jobs I’d worked in high school so I accepted and 
started right then and there! It took some getting 
used to; growing up in a small Midwest town, people 
didn’t openly discuss their sex lives so it was a major 
adjustment, but I quickly adapted and fell in love with 
the industry. I did some home parties during this time 
as well, which really taught me how to interact with 
customers and become more comfortable talking to 
women about their intimate needs. What started as 
just ‚a job‘ very quickly became a passion and career.

How quickly did you adjust to the industry?
Taylor: Back when I fi rst started for Synergy Erotic 
in 2012, I for the fi rst time in my life, began to travel 
outside of my little bubble in Ohio. My fi rst trip was 
out to LA for ANME; I hadn’t even been on a plane 
but maybe twice in my life and both times I was under 
the age of 10 so I was a nervous wreck. I was blown 
away by the show; never had I been to a cocktail 
party or even owned a pair of heels, I’d seen pictures 
from ANME fl ipping through industry magazines 
as a retail associate but it always seemed so out of 
reach. Being there felt so surreal, I was like a tourist 
at Disney taking a million pictures, walking past all the 
booths wide-eyed. It was a completely new experi-
ence that little did I know then would become such 
a routine part of my life. After that I was on a plane at 
least once a month, always somewhere new, meeting 
people from all over. I was so fortunate to be able to 
have those experiences and make those memories 
so early in my career and at such a young age.

Talk about your climb up the ladder of sex toy 
stardom. Where have you left your mark throughout 
your career?

Taylor: I started as a sales associate in 2009 at 
Adultmart Stores (GVA). Here I then grew to a 
store manager under the leadership of Rondee 
Kamins, and gained my experience in the 
retail environment and got my fi rst taste of 
management. Working in the retail stores is where 
I learned all of my product knowledge, met some 
of the industry’s best sales representatives at the 
manager’s meetings, and learned the bare bones 
of selling.  
I then went to an Adam & Eve Franchise store in 
Ohio where I did management, purchasing, and 
some marketing. Here I got a lot of freedom to 
communicate directly with vendors and learning the 
other half of the business outside of the consumer 
interaction. From there I was offered a job at Syner-
gy Erotic Novelties where I worked under Bob Wolf 
for 3 years.  
Bob introduced me to the B2B part of the industry, 
took me to my fi rst ANME, and taught me how to 
be successful on the road. In 2015 I joined the team 
at Nasstoys where I feel my career really began 
to blossom. There, I had the ability to spread my 
wings, take on more responsibility, and grow my 
international customer base. I traveled at least twice 
a month, seeing sometimes 40 stores in 7 days; 
getting a true grasp for the industry and perfecting 
my sales skills.  
Elliot and Teddy took my raw abilities and taught 
me the executive side. I began being more involved 
in marketing, product development and press 
aspects of the business whereas before my focus 
had been mainly sales. I took their mentorship and 
worked tirelessly to bring home 3 product awards 
and grew the business to new heights during my 3 
years there.  
It was a tough decision to leave Nasstoy’s, but it 
was time for me to take the next step in my career 
and accept the position as VP of Adult Sales & 
Marketing at Wet International. This has been an 
exciting move and I’m looking forward to what the 
future holds!
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Who has kept you motivated and growing in the 
industry?
Taylor: I met Lisa Hannah, my ‚industry mom‘, 
back when I fi rst started back in 2009. I was in the 
retail stores and she in corporate offi ce. We both 
had left to pursue other ventures and reconnected 
less than a year later when I was doing purchasing 
and management for an Adam and Eve franchise 
in Columbus, OH and she was my sales repre-
sentative at SLS. We began chatting regularly 
and I expressed an interest to her in leaving the 
retail environment to be a sales rep for a vendor. I 
gave her my resume and she helped me get it out 
there and introduced me to my later employer Bob 
Wolf at Synergy Erotic. Lisa took me on the road, 
teaching me the in’s and out’s, do’s and don’ts and 
introducing me to everyone from store associates 
to CEOs. She’s been such a strong female fi gure 
and an inspiration, also being a traveling sales 
representative in the pleasure products business 
and a mom. I wouldn’t have gotten anywhere if it 
weren’t for her help and mentorship. 
Denise Kraft has been my best friend in this busi-
ness for the last 3 ½ years. She’s my go-to, always 
full of good advice and never leads me astray. 
Seriously, this woman keeps me sane amid the 
craziness of work and home while running her own 
business and family as well! We constantly bounce 
creative ideas off each other and she gives me the 
most help on staying organized and on task. No 
one can help me throw together a trade show in two 
weeks quite like Denise! She’s the best under pres-
sure and has been a constant source of support 
during the most stressful times. I’m so fortunate to 
call her my friend and work wife!
Of course, there’s the famous Mr. Elliot Schwartz.
This man had such an incredible infl uence in my life 
and career. He molded me into a better sales per-
son, reeled me in when I needed it, but praised my 
efforts and accomplishments, always told me ‚don’t 
take anyone’s shit‘. I learned how to negotiate and 
take charge from him, always admiring his ability to 
hold Nasstoys together and strive through adversi-
ties. He taught me the history of the industry, from 
back in the days when he was selling Spanish Fly 
out of the trunk of his car on the streets in New York 
and collecting buckets of quarters from the arcades.  
Most importantly, he taught me the value of building 
personal relationships with customers and just being 
myself at the end of the day. I owe a lot to Elliot and 
will always have an enormous amount of love and 
respect for him.

Congrats on your recent move to Wet Lubricants as 
Vice President of Sales and Marketing! What‘s your 
daily grind like now?
Taylor: It’s always full steam ahead over here at Wet! 
We manufacture everything entirely in house at our 
FDA approved facility in Las Vegas, from mixing our 
formulas to the bottling and packaging process. 
Our sales team, marketing, purchasing, accounting, 
graphics, are all in that same facility which allows us 
the ability to get together collectively as a team to solve 
problems and have input from all departments, face to 
face. Michael Trigg himself is present in weekly mee-
tings and incredibly hands on, especially in product 
development and graphics. He quite literally is the Willy 
Wonka of lube; one of the most creative people I have 
ever met, always pushing to keep Wet young, fun, 
and fresh. Most don’t know this, but we have a female 
chemist in house, Michelle, who is constantly working 
to improve our existing formulas and create new 
products. I think most companies fi nd a formula that 
works for them and say ‚eh, good enough‘ … that’s 
never the case at Wet! As new data and resources be-
come available, Michelle takes old formulas and works 
to improve them using the most body safe ingredients 
that give the best experience. She’s also the genius 
behind our delectable fl avors, like our new Warming 
Desserts Chocolate Chip Cookie and Apple Pie a’la 
Mode. We have a fresh sales team that’s working hard 
on the road to showcase our new packaging and exci-
ting new releases. It was a whirlwind planning 3 shows 
in the last couple months, but the Wet family came 
together to put all the pieces in place for success.  

Taylor at her first 
ANME show in the 
summer of 2012 
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Considering your extensive trade show repertoire, 
do you have any humorous stories you can share 
with us?
Taylor: Is this is a trick question? I plead the fi fth! 
Haha, wow, I’ve had so many great stories from over 
the years it’s hard to pick just one, especially one 
that’s appropriate for print!  

What‘s most remarkable about the industry now 
compared to when you began?
Taylor: There are way more women powering the 
industry forward than ever before! When I started 
almost 10 years ago it was still a heavily male domi-
nated business; the sales representatives, buyers, 
CEOs, all men. The ‚boys club‘ mentality heavily 
existed whereas now women are holding more posi-
tions of power. Janet Reynolds, Cathy Ziegler, Nicole 
McCree, Michelle Liss, Kerin De Francis, Mona 
Madrigal, Briana Watkins, I could keep going on and 
on. They’re all such powerful business women who 
are the driving forces behind their brands, all part of 
the change, bringing the pleasure products business 
out of the shadows and into the spotlight. Packaging 
became more feminine, body safe materials began 
to matter more, retail stores became softer, and the 
industry as a whole transitioned from being marke-
ted to men to catering to the female demographic.  
I haven’t been around that long and I still remember 
when the fi rst silicone toys hit the market. Before 
then everything in the store was TPR or rubber; your 
choices for lubricants were water based, silicone, or 
fl avored. That was it. Only 10 years ago, that’s how 
basic things were!  It was only really 5–6 years ago 
that silicone toys even became affordable staples in 
every product line and more like 2–3 since recharge-
able became the standard. Hybrid lubricants? Sugar 
free, glycerin free, paraben free? All still fairly new 

concepts in this 50+ year old business and they were 
all driven with female health and perspective in mind. 
I think the pleasure products industry will continue on 
this path and become more mainstream over the next 
few years, breaking the stigma, and opening doors 
for adults of all walks of life to explore their sexuality. 
We’re already seeing vibrators on the shelves at phar-
macy chains across the country and in the pages of 
Cosmo. The ‚dirty‘ image of the old book store is in 
the past and the business will continue to be one of 
sexual health and education as time goes on.

What‘s got you excited for 2019? 
Taylor: My recent move to Vegas has been ama-
zing, defi nitely a big change from the snow and cold 
back in Ohio! I thought I could do the cross country 
move in two weeks, no big deal right? Well… two 
months later but I’m fi nally, offi cially here to stay!  
Professionally, I’ve been settling into my new role 
at Wet and laying the groundwork for the rest of 
2019 and 2020. We recently released our exciting 
Warming Desserts Heated Lubricants and Vibe 
Wash at ANME in January; I’ve been focusing on the 
marketing and advertising surrounding these pro-
ducts as well as organizing a major, nationwide road 
push. It’s a competitive market and I feel the best 
way to be in touch with the front lines is to physically 
be there. Going into the stores, hearing the retailers 
needs and taking that information back to the distri-
butors to form solid partnerships that benefi t us all.   
There are a few major projects on the horizon, but I 
can’t give away all my secrets now can I? But, I can 
confi rm that we will be launching an exciting new 
marketing campaign this fall that will be sure to have 
everyone’s attention, so stay tuned!

January 2019: 
Team Wet at the 
ANME show 

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, EAN 
U.S. Correspondent
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A healthy vagina is one of the prerequisites of sexual pleasure, says 
Cyo Nystrom, co-founder and manager of Quim Rock. Unfortunately, the 
general view on vaginal health is still skewed, and even in today’s sex 
positivity trend, it only plays a very minor role. Quim Rock want to change 
that, and leading by example, they offer a range of high-quality products for 
a happy vagina, made from organic substances such as cannabis.

It all started with 
two women and their vaginas…
Q uim  R ock  -  B ec a use  h a ppy  v a g in a s  ma ke  f o r  be t te r,  more  i n t ima te  sex exclusive

Die Gründerinnen 
von Quim Rock: 

Cyo Nystrom und 
Rachel Washtien 
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 „You define your brand as a ‚plant-based 
vaginal wellness company‘ – can you tell us more 
about that?
Cyo Nystrom: We make products for the love of 
vaginas and pride ourselves on our commitment 
to using plant-based ingredients to provide relief 
and pleasure to those who need it most. For so 
long, we’ve been conditioned to use vaginal 
health products (douches, lubes, etc.) that 
actually can do more harm than good. At Quim 
Rock, we want to be part of the solution, not the 
problem and create products that create sustain-
able practices of self-care. 

How did you get the idea for Quim Rock?
Cyo: It all started with two women and their 
vaginas… But really, these products were born 
out of our own need for products that weren’t 
readily available to us. I struggled for years with a 
cycle of UTI-yeast infection and couldn’t find the 
proactive vaginal health solutions I needed. So I 
started making my own! As the Head of Sales at 
Meadow, I gained invaluable insight into the 
cannabis industry, working closely with the 

Quim Rock - A 
self-care line for 
humans with vaginas 
and humans without 
vaginas who love 
vaginas

“OUR  PLANT BASED 

PRODUCTS  SERVE  AS 

PROACTIVE  VAG INAL 

HEALTH  SUPPLEMENTS , 

NOT  ONLY  FOCUSED  ON 

SEX  OR  PA IN  REL IEF,  BUT 

INTENDED  TO  PROV IDE 

ONGOING  REL IEF  AND 

VAGINAL HEALTH SUPPORT. “
C YO  N Y S T R O M
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regulations board and forming important relati-
onships within the cannabis community. I quickly 
saw that the need and desire for cannabis-based 
vaginal health products were there and I knew this 
was a product we had to bring to the masses. 
Rachel (my co-founder) and I joined forces to 
bring our home-creations to the community 
around us, and it’s all been a journey from there! 

You state that your mission is to create awareness 
for the topic of vaginal health. Why has this topic 
gone under the radar for so long? 
Cyo: Vaginal health is a topic that people have 
historically been hesitant to discuss even with 
their closest friends / family members, as it has 
been riddled with shame. Vaginal health has been 
left out of conversations surrounding pleasure and 

sex positivity for too long, and the world is finally 
more ready to open up the dialogue. We hope that 
through products and candid conversation, we 
can help chip away at the shame that tends to 
haunt people with vaginas and create the 
opportunity to learn from one another in order to 
better care for ourselves.

Is there a correlation between ‚happier vaginas‘ 
and better sex?
Cyo: Yes! We see vaginal health as the precursor 
to pleasure, and it’s time that we treat it as the 
starting point in the pursuit of better sex.  Nothing 
kills your sex drive like a UTI or yeast infection, 
which is why prioritising vaginal health feels like an 
obvious starting point for creating sex-focused 
products.

What can you tell us about your product range? 
What types of products do you offer, and which 
qualities set them apart from the competition?
Cyo: Our goal is to offer products for the broad 
spectrum of vaginal health needs that are present 
from the first menses to the last fuck.  At the 
moment, we have both aphrodisiac and post-sex 
products on the market. What sets us apart from 
others in our space (although not necessarily 
competitors - there is room for everyone!) is our 
holistic approach to vaginal wellness.  Our 
plant-based products serve as proactive vaginal 
health supplements, not just focused on sex or 
pain relief, but intended to provide ongoing relief 
and vaginal health support.

Oh Yes! Latex-Safe 
Serum is an intimate 
serum designed to 
intensify sensation, 
stimulate the libido, 
and increase natural 
lubrication, and it can 
also be used with latex 
condoms

The main ingredients 
of Night Moves 
Intimate Oil: MCT oil, 
cannabis, tea tree oil, 
and damiana 

The Happy Clam 
Everyday Oil – Quim 
Rock describes it 
as an 'eye cream 
for the vagina‘ - is 
designed to keep 
the vagina healthy 
and moisturised

“OUR  PRODUCTS  ARE 

TRULY  CREATED  FOR  THE 

LOVE  OF  VAG INAS! “
C YO  N Y S T R O M



Lovely-planet-distribution.com  contact@lovely-planet.fr  Tel +33 4 86 26 06 40 

Newtickling
body massage foams

Tickle my body invites you to new 
pleasureful sensations!
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What substances do you work with 
when creating your products?
Cyo: We work with all-natural, plant-
based ingredients in the creation of our 
products.  We know how important using 
high-quality ingredients is and prioritise 
finding the best ingredients possible. 
Right now, our products are cannabis- 
based and include both THC and CBD 
product lines.

Cannabis or CBD has become a popular 
ingredient for this type of product. What does 
cannabis add to a product, what are its effects 
in this context? And does the inclusion of 
cannabis or CBD create more hurdles in the 
licensing process?
Cyo: THC absorbed vaginally acts as a 
vasodilator, increasing blood flow to the 
area and increasing natural lubrication.  
Because of its amazing aphrodisiac benefits, 
we use THC in our libido-increasing products 
- our Night Moves Intimate Oil and Oh YES! 
Latex-Safe Serum.  CBD tends to provide 
more pain relief and relaxation, which is 
why we’ve chosen it as an active ingredient 
in our Happy Clam Everyday Oil.  The use of 
THC and CBD definitely creates licensing 
complications, but it’s exciting to be part of 
a burgeoning legal industry as it changes 
and grows. 

Obviously, your products are geared towards 
women, but how exactly would you define your 
target audience?
Cyo: We define our target audience as humans 
with vaginas and humans without vaginas who 
love vaginas.  We have people of all kinds who 
find relief thanks to our products and we are 
here to serve a need for people of all ages / 
stages of life / genders.  Our products are truly 
created for the love of vaginas!

How do you market your products? Which 
channels of distribution do you use?
Cyo: We market our products as proactive 
plant-based vaginal wellness products.  Our 
cannabis products are available throughout the 
state of California in licensed dispensaries and 
delivery services, and our help products are 
available for sale on our website, as well as 
through retailers across the country,

Are there plans to expand your distribution 
network? For instance, what about the 
European market – would you be interested in 
working with distributors to make your products 
available in that region?
Cyo: Absolutely! The licensing process is fairly 
complicated, but we’re in the process of 
planning for out-of-state cannabis expansion 
and world-wide hemp expansion. Stay tuned! 
We’re working hard to get products to you.      

I N T E R V I E W
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 „The tenth EroExpo will take place on 
November 1, 2 and 3, 2019. Are there special 
plans to celebrate this anniversary?
Alexander Zilberman: Of course, we want 
to infuse the anniversary with a special festive 
mood. There will be an evening buffet with 
a concert programme on November 2 and 
special promotions from our founders and 
sponsors throughout the exhibition. However, 
I will not get ahead of myself and try not to 
disclose all of our plans now.

When you started planning the fi rst show, did 
you expect that EroExpo would have a 
ten-year anniversary in 2019?
Alexander Zilberman: I was part of all 
EroExpo projects, but I started working as 
an organiser on the fourth exhibition. At fi rst, 
it was hard enough - we could not pass the 
threshold of an average of 20 participating 
companies for a long while. It took us a lot of 
time to convince wholesale companies and 
manufacturers of the advantages of participa-
ting in our project. But then the effectiveness 
of the exhibition was no longer in doubt, and 
last year we already had 49 exhibitors.

What is your explanation for this long-lasting 
success?
Alexander Zilberman: There are several 
factors that led to success of our exhibition. 
Firstly, it is the only B2B industry exhibition 
of this magnitude in Russia and the CIS. 
Secondly, the adult market in Russia is quite 
young and it is growing steadily every year. 
Thirdly, new products and brands appear 

every year, and participating at EroExpo is the 
best option to dynamically launch them onto 
the Russian market.

How has the event changed over the course 
of the past decade?
Alexander Zilberman: Our event has seen 
real growth. The main thing, as I have already 
said, is in the number of participants. Foreign 
companies also show their interest and are 
now participating as exhibitors on a regular 
basis. The visitors can listen to useful profes-
sional seminars on the most relevant topics. 
And on the third day of work, we open our 
doors for the B2C audience – and audience 
that is passionate about our industry, follows 
modern trends, attends various thematic 
events, and subscribes to sex bloggers in 
social networks. It is also worth noting that the 
participation of German company Satisfyer as 
a general sponsor last year had a very positive 
effect on the image of the project. All visitors 
of the exhibition remember the bright Satisfyer 
booth, their new products, and wonderful gift 
bags that all guests of the exhibition received.

How many exhibitors and visitors do you 
expect in Moscow come November?
Alexander Zilberman: I would not want to 
plan ahead six months into the future, but we 
can make a prediction based on the dynamics 
of previous projects. So, I’d say the number of 
participants will be at least 50 companies and 
at least 1000 visitors (B2B guests). In recent 
years, attendance has been growing steadily 
by about 15–20%.

EroExpo has steadily gained in relevance and popularity over the course of the past 
decade, as Alexander Zilberman, project manager of the Russian trade event, confi rms. 
In our interview, we speak about the upcoming anniversary and how producers and 
trade members will get to celebrate when EroExpo takes place for the tenth time at 
the beginning of November.

Our event had real growth.
C om e  Nove mber,  E roExpo  i n  Mosc ow  w i l l  c e leb ra te  i t s  ten -yea r  a n n i v e r sa r y exclusive

Alexander Zilberman, 
project manager 

of EroExpo 
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Which segments of the market make up the majority of 
your exhibitors and visitors?
Alexander Zilberman: It is diffi cult to identify the 
most popular market segments. For instance, BDSM 
products and dolls were represented less than other 
products in previous years. Today, in my opinion, the 
whole range of products is presented at the stands of 
our exhibitors.

Is EroExpo predominantly a Russian affair, or are there 
lots of international participants?
Alexander Zilberman: Almost all Russian 
manufacturers and distributors and all of the most 
popular foreign brands are represented in our 
project. As for imported products, they are partly 
presented by Russian dealers, and partly by the 
manufacturers themselves or the owners of 
the brands.

What are the advantages of presenting products at 
EroExpo? Why should no producer pass this show 
by? And why should trade members and buyers visit 
Moscow for EroExpo?
Alexander Zilberman: EroExpo is a unique oppor-
tunity for manufacturers and distributors to present 
their products to the customers, and also to commu-
nicate with each other and assess the position of their 
brand in the market. Guests of the exhibition can see 
almost the entire range of products, get acquainted 
with new products, get comprehensive advice from 
manufacturers and retail representatives, and they 
have the opportunity to discuss the best conditions for 
cooperation.

Is there a fringe programme, or is the focus of the 
event exclusively on exhibitor-visitor
interaction?

Alexander Zilberman: In addition to communi-
cation and work at the stands, guests of EroExpo 
can also attend professional thematic lectures, 
seminars, and trainings, and they can take part 
in lotteries and promotions of the participating 
companies. On the second day of the exhibition 
we will hold a mega-party in a separate pavilion, 
inspired by the hugely popular Oktoberfest party 
which is regularly held in Hanover during the 
eroFame exhibition. This way, our participants 
and guests can communicate with each other in 
an informal setting. That is also one of the 
highlights of the project, and one that everybody 
is waiting for.

This is the age of modern communication. How 
important are trade shows in the days of e-mails 
and internet?
Alexander Zilberman: Internet and emails are 
great! But live communication, emotions, eye to 
eye communication - that is much more important! 
Personal communication shortens the way from 
seeing a new product to purchasing it, and you 
will also see visitors of our exhibition looking for 
new products on the shelves of B2B stores 
much quicker. The insights of marketing 
companies, doctors, psychologists, and 
bloggers are also very useful for manufacturers 
and distributors.

How would you sum up the current situation in the 
Russian market for adult products?
Alexander Zilberman: The Russian market for 
adult products continues to grow steadily, especially 
in these segments: BDSM, toys from the middle 
class to luxury models, intimate cosmetics, and the 
lingerie segment.             
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 „When did you get the idea to combine a 
masturbator and electro stimulation?
Christoph Hofmann: The idea of creating a 
toy with both features – all the advantages 
of a masturbator and the intense sensations 
of e-stim – was not exactly new. As a matter 
of fact, we had already developed a similar 
concept in 2010, and we got the patent for it 
in 2011. However, we never really created 
that patented product, and it never went into 
production. We simply weren’t 100% happy 
with the concept, and we didn’t want to 
compromise, not when it came to things 
such as the look and feel of the sleeve or 
controlling the stimulation current. Over the 
course of the years, we developed several 
concepts, only to dismiss them again. It was 
only about two years ago that we finally 
arrived at a concept that felt right – the 
Opus E concept. And now, several layouts, 
prototypes, and fine-tunings later, we are 
unleashing it upon the market. The feedback 
we received during recent trade shows was 
great, and the sales figures so far prove that 
we have been right to believe in this 
concept.

So, is Opus E the first product to combine 
these two elements? 
Christoph Hofmann: Actually, there was a 
producer who tackled the concept of an 
e-stim vibrator before, but they approached 
it from a very different angle, and the 
products couldn’t be more different. We are 
very proud of the level of sophistication 
inherent in Opus E: Thanks to our Cluster 
Buster and Sultry Sub Black, you can use 
Opus E wirelessly; we have developed a 
high-quality sleeve that is up there with the 
very best (non-e-stim) masturbators in the 
market; and we have conductive areas on 
the inside of the sleeve, made from a 

The first reactions are in, and they indicate that Mystim GmbH has hit the 
sweet spot once again with their latest innovation, a masturbator with 
electro stimulation features named Opus E. As we learn, it took a long time 
for this project to actually get going. The basic concept was developed 
several years ago, but for the longest time, there simply was no way to 
realise it in a way that lived up to Mystim’s high standard. And when the 
team finally tackled the project, it took them two years to put together the 
product that is now hitting the shelves. In our interview with Christoph 
Hofmann, the founder and CEO of Mystim GmbH, we talk about the 
development of Opus E, and he tells us why all the hard work that went 
into the project will pay off. 

We are confi dent that 
Opus E will be a top seller.
O p us  E  –  A  soph i s t i c a ted  ma s tu rba to r  w i th  e lec t ro  s t im  f ea tu res exclusive

Christoph Hofmann, 
founder and CEO of Mystim GmbH
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material that was developed specifically for this 
toy, called Electroskin. That is pretty unique. The 
aforementioned product by our competitor merely 
uses the lubricant and the water included therein 
to create a conductive surface for electronic 
pulses.

What are your expectations regarding Opus E? 
And how did people respond when you first 
presented the product at ETO Show in early 
March?
Christoph Hofmann: We are confident that Opus 
E will be a top seller for Mystim. There is no 
comparable product on the market – a high-
quality masturbator that offers the best of both 
worlds: realistic feeling and intense electro 
stimulation. Also, we believe that this is a 
concept many people have been waiting for, 
and not just the Mystim fans, not just the fans of 
electro stimulation. Opus E is an appealing option 
for any man who wants to experiment with a little 
extra stimulation. Our E-stim vibrators already 
proved that you can get new target audiences 
interested in this world of stimulation that ranges 
from soft and tingling to intense and pulsating. 
And we hope that we will be able to achieve the 
same success with Opus E. The visitors at 
ETO Show were thrilled about the product and 
its features, and the feedback we’ve received 
is overwhelmingly positive – which is always 
great to hear.

How long did the development process take, from 
first idea to finished product? Which hurdles did 
you have to overcome along the way? 
Christoph Hofmann: It was about one and a half 
or two years ago that we first started working on 
the design that is now Opus E. As for the hurdles 
we had to clear, there were many of them. We had 
to find a material that feels real, that is skin-friend-
ly, and that supports electro stimulation. Also, we 
had to work out how to create the conductive 
areas to send the electrical pulses from the base 
of the penis to the tip of the penis. And we had to 
find a simple solution for cleaning the various 
components of our Opus E – which also meant 
finding a way to connect the conductive surfaces 
and the contacts wirelessly because otherwise, 
you wouldn’t have been able to remove the sleeve 
to clean it. Now, we are 100% happy with the 
result, and we are very proud to present these 
three new products to the world.

Why did you pick the name Opus E? Is there a 
deeper meaning behind this name? 
Christoph Hofmann: The name of our masturba-
tor includes the Latin word opus, which means 
work of art, and believe you me, Opus E is 
definitely a work of art! Or at least that’s how we 
feel about the product. And E is for e-stim. Also, if 
you say the name quickly, it sounds like ‚Oh 
Pussy.‘ And we like to add that kind of humorous 
aspect to our product names.

“A  H IGH QUAL ITY 

MASTURBATOR  THAT 

OFFERS  THE  BEST  OF 

BOTH  WORLDS :  REAL ISTIC 

FEEL ING  AND  INTENSE 

ELECTRO  STIMULATION . “
C H R I S TO P H  H O F M A N N 

Opus E successfully 
combines masturbator 
and electro stimulation
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Could you tell us more about the elements that 
make Opus E stand apart from the competition, 
from the design of the outer case to the sleeve 
and the technology, i.e. the electro stim feature?
Christoph Hofmann: Opus E is available in 3 
versions: A lifelike vaginal version, an anal version, 
and a neutral, donut-looking version. All of these 
three models are hidden in an elegant, dull black 
case with crystalline structure. This gives our new 
toys a high-quality look that is very distinctive and 
distinctively male at the same time. As far as the 
case itself is concerned, the dimensions and the 
ergonomic aspect were just as important as the 
design, after all, we didn’t want Opus E to look or 
feel clunky. It needed to fit perfectly in the user’s 
hand. The extremely realistic-feeling, soft material 
of the inner sleeves was made without plasticisers 
or PAHs, and the inside is structured – a different 
pattern for each version of Opus E – to provide 
additional stimulation. The donut and anal 
versions have a nifty pattern of nubs and grooves 
on the inside, and the vaginal version is extra 
elaborate in that regard, as we used materials of 
varying hardness, structures, and shapes. On top 
of that, the shape itself is obviously based on the 
female vaginal canal, making for an uncannily 
realistic experience. And if you want this experien-
ce to be even more intense, you can add electro 
stimulation. The electronic pulses are transmitted 
to the penis via conductive strips on the sides of 
the inner sleeve. When designing the sleeves, we 
also made sure that the stimulation gets more 
intense the deeper the penis is inserted. This way, 
you can control the intensity of the pulses without 
having to change the settings on your 
power box. And if you combine 
Opus E with the 

Cluster Buster and Sultry Sub Black Edition, it’s 
all wireless and you can remote control every 
element of the experience.

The big selling point of Opus E is the electro 
stimulation element. What other Mystim products 
does the consumer need to really get the most 
out of this experience?
Christoph Hofmann: Actually, the user does not 
necessarily need another Mystim product to enjoy 
the e-stim component. The product comes with 
an adapter that can be connected to pretty much 
every power box on the market. And if you prefer 
a Mystim device, you can choose from the 
Tension Lover or our Pure Vibes. To get the 
ultimate experience, we recommend combining 
Opus E with our Cluster Buster and the Sultry Sub 
Black Edition because – as I mentioned before – 
they enable you to use Opus E completely 
wirelessly and remote control the product.

What materials are used in the production of 
Opus E?
Christoph Hofmann: For the non-conductive part 
of the sleeve, we use the same high-quality 
material that is also used by the big, well-known 
vibrator brands. Our priorities were getting an 
ultra-soft, super realistic feel, 
avoiding phthalates and 

I N T E R V I E W

ents that 
titi

Cluster Buster and Sultry Sub Black Edition, it’s 
ll i l d t t l

Mystim’s Cluster Buster 
and Sultry Sub Black 

Edition allow for wireless, 
remote controlled fun 

with Opus E There are three 
versions of Opus E
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PAHs, and only using materials 
that are in accordance with the 
REACh restrictions. The same 
goes for the Electroskin 
material we used for the 
conductive elements, and for 

the plastic of the outer case.

How many versions of Opus E will 
there be, and how are they 
different from one another?
Christoph Hofmann: At present, 
there are three variants of Opus 
E: a lifelike vaginal version, an 
anal version, and a neutral 
version that looks a bit like a 
donut. Obviously, one of the 
main differences between the 
three sleeves is the sleeve hole 
(i.e. vaginal-shaped, anal-sha-
ped, donut-shaped) but the 

interior structure is also very 
different. While the donut and 

anal versions offer an elaborate pattern of nubs 
and grooves, the vaginal version combines several 
materials with varying degrees of hardness, and 
the interior structuring has its own set of patterns 
and shapes. Moreover, the shape matches that of 
the female vaginal canal, so it feels just like the 
real thing.

Who is the target audience for this product? Men 
looking for masturbators that offer more than just 
‚in and out‘? Or electro stim aficionados? 

Christoph Hofmann: When we launched our 
e-stim vibrators a few years ago, many of them 
were bought by customers who already knew and 
loved electro stimulation. But as we learned, there 
were also many buyers who didn’t have any 
previous experience in that area, and our product 
was kind of a gateway into the world of e-stim for 
them. So, we hope that Opus E will also appeal to 
both of these audiences.

Opus E is a very sophisticated product, boasting 
a number of features? How does that affect the 
price of the product? 
Christoph Hofmann: Our retail price recommen-
dation is EUR 89.90. Given the many advantages 
of the product, we consider this to be a very 
favourable price-quality ratio.

What about POS materials? Which tools do you 
offer to retailers so they can create awareness for 
Opus E in their stores? 
Christoph Hofmann: To support the sale of Opus 
E, Mystim has created a number of POS materials 
for interested retailers. Apart from shelf talkers, 
postcards, posters, and roll-ups, there are also 
sales displays including a 7“ video screen for our 
explanatory info video. And if retailers place an 
order for at least 10 Opus E, they even get this 
display for free. In addition to all that, we obvious-
ly offer materials such as product texts, 
images, and videos to support the 
retail trade.                       

The sales display includes a 7“ 
screen for an Opus E product video

This image shows the 
complex inner workings 
of Opus E (vaginal version)
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 „We all know “Ray, the sex toy salesman 
extraordinaire,” but who was Ray Houtenbos 
before he got into the pleasure industry? 
Raymond Houtenbos: I will try to sum it up 
without mentioning years to avoid mistakes, or 
more honestly to deny that I have been around 
for many years already, LOL! Although my 
teacher in 2nd grade elementary school already 
wrote in my half yearly report that I would have 
to take up a commercial position in the future, I 
decided to work for a freight forwarder at Amster-
dam International airport. My fi rst job was to drive 
from one customs offi ce to another to get offi cial 
stamps on offi cial documents to get ‚permission‘ 
to either import or export goods to and from The 
Netherlands. In the years thereafter, I had various 
jobs (yes, including commercial ones, hahahaha!) 
at the airport and I even founded 2 start-up 
companies in the forwarding industry. 
 
So what fi nally pulled you into the sex toy fi eld?
Raymond: When I worked in the freight for-
warding industry, I frequently imported goods 
for the adult industry and one of ‚my‘ custo-

mers at that time was DCL Europe. The owner 
reached out to me and asked me if I wanted 
to become their Sales Director and from that 
moment on, I became one of the many people 
who are addicted to our amazing industry.

How did it feel to make such a drastic transition 
from selling shipping space to – well – dildos?
Raymond: Because I worked with the industry 
for many years, I was already familiar with the 
industry so I knew more or less what I could ex-
pect. What I already noticed from standing at the 
sideline was confi rmed when I became part of the 
industry, namely the informal atmosphere in which 
people work hard with overall mutual respect. 

How did your career progress from that point on? 
What sort of job titles have you held?
Raymond: From Account Manager to Sales 
Director and from there to a (proud) VP of Sales in 
Europe for Evolved Novelties nowadays. Probably 
others should tell what mark I left, but I hope that 
most people know me for being helpful, social, 
driven and most importantly honest.

He‘s one of the pleasure industry‘s most familiar faces, but how much do we really know 
about Ray Houtenbos‘s rise to sex toy sales fame? After reading countless articles boasting 
of Ray‘s plan to take over Europe with the Evolved Novelties team – and wondering how he‘s 
managed to procure the industry‘s largest collection of bling-bling wrist watches – EAN set 
out to get the real story.
As it turns out, Houtenbos has been on the track to a career in sales since elementary school. 
A teacher once told a pint-sized Raymond that his talents showed promise in a commercial 
sales position, though no one could have predicted exactly what he would someday excel at 
selling. Houtenbos is truly a self-made man, and he‘s more than earned that famous collection 
of sparkly watches. After various jobs in the logistics industry and even starting two of his 
own companies, Ray got an offer he couldn‘t refuse: the chance to become Sales Director for 
a large European sex toy business. Fast-forward through Houtenbos‘s unforgettable years 
building Pipedream into a global sex toy dynasty, and now this industry vet has turned his 
sights back to world domination, where he‘ll be doing it all over again for growing manufacturer 
Evolved Novelties. EAN persuaded Houtenbos to give us all a peek behind the curtain of his 
storybook-worthy history in the sex toy fi eld. At the end of this tale, you‘ll be glad that most 
sex shops are doing away with those back-room video booths.

Working in our industry is 
already a motivation in itself
Ray  H oute nbos  g i v es  us  a  peek  i n to  th e  c a ree r  h i s to r y  th a t  ma de  h im a  se l f -made  man  exclusive

In May 2012 Ray 
started to work for 

Pipedream – this 
is the picture of 

the official press 
announcement

2007: Ray joined DCL Europe as Sales Manager 
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Who helped you out on your path to 
success in the sex toy fi eld? Did you have 
any notable mentors?
Raymond: I learned a lot from so many people, 
varying from an employee in the showroom to 
a warehouse employee, from the receptionist to 
sales and account managers, and from a brand 
ambassador to a company owner. They have 
all been a mentor to me in their own way and 
helped me to pave my (career) path.

What drives you to keep succeeding every 
day on the job?
Raymond: I think that most readers of the EAN 
Magazine have the same opinion, and that is that 
working in our industry is already a motivation in itself. 
Besides that, it’s an absolute privilege that I may ad-
vise (potential) customers all over Europe to increase 
sales with our amazing products from Evolved, Adam 
& Eve, and Zero Tolerance with our unique 5 year 
warranty, tester program, and other USP’s. My every 
day goal is to conquer Europe with Evolved Novelties. 

Of all the folks I‘ve interviewed, you‘ve traveled so 
extensively that I‘d be shocked if you didn‘t have a 
hilarious story to share. Tell us your funniest favorite!
Raymond: Actually, during every (working) day so-
mething humorous happens. I make very long working 
days, so having ‚fun‘ at work is important to me and 
the people around me. A day without laughter is a day 
not lived. One of the very fi rst stories I heard when I 
started in the industry came from a shop assistant 
in the Amsterdam red light district. At that time there 
were still a lot of video booths in the shops and this 
shop assistant told me that earlier that week he had a 
customer – clearly a businessman in three-piece gray 
suit – and this customer wanted to spend his lunch 

break in one of the booths. So far nothing special … 
The customer had selected a video with pee and shit, 
and entered the booth. After about 10 minutes, there 
is a loud bang and the customer comes out with his 
pants on his knees and runs out of the store. When 
the shop assistant went to take a look in the booth, he 
found an exploded infl atable doll and the whole booth 
was covered with poo. The store employee took a 
junkie off the street to get rid of the mess. Obviously a 
dirty story, but a story that I have always remembered. 

How much has the market changed since you 
started out? Where do you think we‘re headed?
Raymond: The market is constantly evolving and 
companies must try to respond to it. It is a public secret 
that more and more companies are looking for ‚private 
labels‘ and that is obviously their good right, but … it’s 
not so easy to have Chinese manufacturers fulfi ll their 
commitments, ensure quality, and communicate with 
Chinese manufacturers. Companies like Evolved No-
velties have years of experience and we have our ‚own‘ 
people in China to monitor things and focus on our 
constant commitment to quality. I strongly believe that 
the current market as well as the future market always 
needs brands like Evolved Novelties, Adam & Eve and 
Zero Tolerance. A frequently heard comment is that the 
cake will not get any bigger and that’s a fact but there is 
still space on top of the cake, so let Evolved Novelties 
be the icing on the top of the cake. 
 
What are you looking forward to in 2019 – both at 
work and in your personal life (if you don‘t mind 
telling us the latter, that is)?
Raymond: I am a fairly open book and my private and 
business life are inextricably linked, but I indeed prefer 
to keep what‘s private, private. Most exciting is the 
opening of Evolved Europe BV, which enables us to 
supply the whole of Europe from our own warehouse. 
Opening Evolved Europe BV will give our (potential) 
European customers the opportunity to increase sales, 
order smaller quantities with fast and effi cient delivery. 
Giving enormous gratitude to the Evolved Novelties 
owners and the team for making this possible.           

Ray at one of 
Scala‘s in-house 

fairs in 2017 

At the end of 2018 
Ray started as VP of 

Sales in Europe for 
Evolved Novelties 

This interview is contri-
buted by Colleen Godin, 

EAN U.S. Correspondent
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 „It’s been an exciting ride with Crave! How 
do you feel about how far the company has 
come since you joined the team? 
Jack Morocco: It has! Honestly, when I 
joined Crave in 2015, I couldn‘t have predicted 
the wild ride I would go on over the next 
three-and-half years. I started as one of the 
company‘s biggest cheerleaders, but now I 
think I can firmly say I AM the company‘s 
BIGGEST fan. Crave is made up of some of 
most interesting and incredible people I‘ve 
ever had the pleasure of working with. They 
are diverse, ridiculously smart, innovative, and 
forward-thinking. The products they make are 
so detail-oriented and purposeful, both in form 
and function. I believe Crave is on the 
spear-tip of sexual normalization; designing 
empowering products that are so accessible, 
they can live in the ‚mainstream‘ market.

What initially led you to become Crave’s Chan-
nel Manager? What sort of things did you do 
on the job, both at your laptop and on the 
road, and what did you love the most? 
Jack: I fell into this job a bit unexpectedly. I 
had met Crave‘s founders, Michael and Ti, at 

Can you imagine a Crave booth at eroFame – or anywhere else for that matter? 
- without the company‘s token actor-turned-sex-toy-warrior Jack Morocco? 
Neither could I - until Morocco announced their resignation from San Francisco‘s 
favorite boutique brand at the start of 2019. Morocco became an overnight industry 
favorite, and if you‘ve ever met them, you already know why. Their friendly, jovial, and 
ultimately genuine nature proved an excellent contrast to the company‘s fashionably sleek, 
ultra-techy and luxurious designs. Introduced by anyone less warm and inviting, Crave‘s 
high-end products might have missed the market of LGBTQ+ folks and Millennials that 
ultimately ended up carving out a diverse space for the company. However, it‘s finally time 
for this actor-turned-vibrator expert to transform back into a cinema storyteller. As 
Morocco‘s big-screen childhood dream comes true, they‘ve chosen to step down from 
Crave to shoot for the moon, so to speak, in their acting career. At least we know that if 
they fall and land among the stars – as the old saying goes – we‘ll luckily catch them 
back in the industry someday. Jack Morocco took time out of their busy schedule 
with The Vagina Monologues in Los Angeles to wave one final, heartfelt farewell.

I suppose it‘s safe to say 
you haven‘t seen the last of me!
Crave‘s  longt ime Channel  Manager  Jack Morocco b ids a  b i ttersweet farewel l  to the i ndus t r y  exclusive

Jack Morocco
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an ILS in Las Vegas during their very first year. Two 
years later, Crave needed help at a booth at the SHE 
Expo (now SEX Expo) in LA. I volunteered my time, 
having watched the brand grow from afar. It was a 
match made in vibrator heaven and three months 
later, Crave had carved out a little space for me to 
be their Channel Manager.
Truth be told, my day-to-day was very mild. I worked 
remotely from my apartment in LA. We‘re a 
technologically innovative company, so we operate 
on lots of digital platforms and it was really easy to 
telecommute. I would manage our wholesale 
„channel“ which essentially meant keeping 
established accounts in good standing, finding new 
accounts to open up, and trying to rejuvenate any 
troubled accounts. Phone calls, emails, data-entry, 
sales databases - my friends were always shocked 
to hear how very typical my daily duties were. That 
said, for someone who worked from home, I got to 
travel a lot. I was in SF often to visit the team at the 
warehouse. I wasn‘t a road warrior for store trainings 
very often, but I was the trade show kid. All over the 
US, and even to Europe once a year for eroFame. 
The trade shows and consumer events were always 
my favorite part, - unsurprising given that was how I 
started with Crave. I love being face-to-face with 
folks and talking about the products. It‘s not so 
much an eagerness to sell as it is to share - I truly 
believe Crave products are revolutionary. When you 
discover all of their intricate details, when you learn 
about the thoughtful intention of the design, the 
products virtually speak for themselves.

What lead to your next career leap and the decision 
to move on to the next big thing in your life? 
Jack: Seven years ago I moved to Los Angeles to 
pursue a career in acting. I always kept a bill-paying 
job during those pursuits, usually bartending (which 
I still do!). When I jumped on board with Crave, I had 
to learn how to balance the pursuit of those film 
dreams with a daytime job, as well as a few bar 
shifts a week. While I did that successfully for a 
while, last year there was a lot of momentum 
building behind my film career. I started working 
behind the scenes in Art Department and was 
picked up by an agent. At the same time, momen-
tum was also gathering behind Crave; we launched 
our Airstream Trailer tour last year and are still 
developing new, exciting products. I realized I could 
no longer balance both, and in the spirit of seeing 
everyone succeed, I made the tough decision to 
leave the Channel Manager position.

Who has influenced and inspired you throughout 
your sex toy career journey? 
Jack: My sex toy journey began in 2010, in my 
senior year of college. I threw one of those at-home 
pleasure parties as an ice-breaker for my cast of 
The Vagina Monologues (I was directing and 
thought it was hilarious). I met Pamela Luu, our 
party host, and was totally enamored with her job. 
She sparked the interest that led me to the B&M 
shop in Philadelphia. She was also the one who 
invited me to ILS while she was working for 
Ohmibod. She was the one to introduce me to Ti 
and Michael at the show, she‘s the reason we ended 
up in Crave‘s suite at The Palms until 4am discus-
sing gender theory. Pamela and I are still friends! 
And I would be mistaken not to give a hearty 
shout-out to Passional Boutique & Sexploratorium in 
Philadelphia; that shop, it‘s owner, and it‘s emplo-
yees truly expanded my educational-based 
knowledge of the sex-toy world. They‘re the reason I 
love to learn and share, having seen so many 
consumers remiss of quality information.
And is it ridiculous to name my Crave team as my 
other inspirations? I learned an immeasurable 
amount working with Michael. I am still blown away 
by Ti‘s artistry and concepts. They speak in 
languages I hardly understand and create in ways I 
can hardly fathom. But working so closely with them 
- as well as the other brilliant engineers at Crave (Mr. 
Wizard! Christine! Tad! Kat!) - did give me a glimpse 
into their world. And while I could never claim to be 
an engineer, being around them certainly honed that 
part of my brain.

Jack worked for 
Crave from 2015 
to 2019
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What has been most memorable about your time in 
the industry? 
Jack: The people and the places. For me, it is always 
the people and the places. I love rich experiences and 
sharing them with good people. I‘ve met some of the 
most amazing humans working in this industry. 
I‘ve also hugged crying strangers, gone for 
drinks with Build-A-Vibe customers, and 
cultivated friendships that span 
countries. I have one gent in South 
Africa who only met me once, and I 
honestly don‘t know if we‘ve seen 
each other since, but we email once or 
twice a year just to say hey. I‘ve been from 
Portland to Texas, and even across the pond to 
Germany. I have shared so many incredible 
memories with so many people it would be impossible 
to list without making this article several pages.

What mark did you intend to leave with your 
contributions, both to Crave and to the sexual health 
space? 
Jack: If it isn‘t obvious yet, I‘m passionate about the 
brand and education. I think I‘m very personable and 
approachable. Anyone who knows me knows I can 
and will talk to just about anyone. This renders me 
something of an access point. I suppose that‘s what 
my biggest goal was, and still is; to be a valuable 
resource and access point regarding sexual 
expression. To be such feels like it‘s my own little 
revolution against sexual stigma; to open up or 
encourage conversation, refusing to shy away or shut 
down, to bring the taboo into the light, to strip away 
the fear-based ignorance. All of it feels like tiny, 
liberating steps toward a future free of the various 
kinds of sexual oppression we may experience.

How do you feel about leaving the pleasure industry? 
Is there any chance we’ll catch you around these 
parts in the future? 
Jack: The last time I thought I had left the pleasure 
industry behind was when I left Sexploratorium. We 
see how that turned out! I don‘t think I can leave this 
industry completely, being as passionate about it as I 
am and having the history I have. I still tout Crave; I 
was just raving about it to my new Vagina Monolo-
gues cast (this time, I was in it. That‘s a whole 
other long story). I‘ve offered to help with the 
Airstream as it tours around this year and I‘m based 
in LA, so I‘ve already seen colleagues who came 
through during ANME. So yes, I suppose it‘s safe to 
say you haven‘t seen the last of me!               

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, EAN 
U.S. Correspondent
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 „Michele, before we talk more about your 
lubricant, YoniBliss, and the philosophy of 
your product, could you introduce yourself to 
our readers?
Michele Brookhaus: I am a woman who 
doesn’t like to be defined or boxed in. I have 
this belief that ageism defines us in ways that 
we are not even aware of. And I like breaking 
through the beliefs that get in my way. This 
isn’t always easy because we aren’t always 
aware of the environment that we are 
swimming in. But I have always been one to 
question my own limitations. 
When I was in college, I wrote a paper on life 
extension, and as I look at myself now it’s still 
that same interest. Not extending life for its 
own sake, but extending it for the life it brings, 
for the juicy yumminess of it. 
I worked through an auto immune disease and 
sexual trauma in my body, and while those are 
stories on their own, that process helped to 
form who I am. My experiences have 
influenced my interest in both the body and 
how it heals as well as how our thinking 
affects everything, including our health.
I started studying homeopathy over 25 years 
ago after receiving help for chronic sinus 
infections and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. During 
that same timeframe, my son had an adverse 
reaction to his vaccine and that instigated my 
desire to know more. I have been in practice 
for over 20 years. It‘s been an inspiring 
journey. My clientele is primarily women, 
whom I love working with, and they have been 
my inspiration in the creation of YoniBliss.

Women’s hormones, sex, and sexuality are 
big topics. I share this interest with women as 
we go through the different seasons of our 
lives.  I believe that post-menopausal women 
are truly coming into the powerhouse years of 
their lives. And why wouldn’t I? I am there too.

Homeopathy is based on the idea that “like cures like.” To that end, subs-
tances similar to those causing ailments are diluted to the point where they 
are hardly traceable. And while this school of thought does have its critics, it 
is as popular as ever. YoniBliss also includes homeopathic ingredients, but 
there is much more to this new lubricant, as we learn in our interview with its 
inventor, Michele Brookhaus.

It may be the only lubricant 
on the market that is homeopathic.
Miche le  B r o okh a us  p resen ts  h e r  h omeopa th i c  l ub r i c a n t  Yon iB l i s s exclusive

Michele Brookhaus 
has been studying 
homeopathy for 
more than 25 years
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There are thousands of lubricants out there on the 
market. What makes Yonibliss stand out? 
Michele Brookhaus: It’s true that there are thousands 
of lubricants on the market. When I started on this 
journey around 2010, there weren’t that many “clean” 
lubricants on the market. And by “clean” I mean simple 
ingredients with not many preservatives. In general, 
lubricants weren‘t really mainstream, for example, you 
couldn‘t find them at your local coop or grocery store.
My impetus was three-fold really. Make a lubricant that 
was easy to buy for women. Traditionally there are 
women who are too embarrassed or just simply won’t 
go into a sex shop. Second, make a lubricant that has 
simple ingredients and is clean (meaning not a lot of 
harmful preservatives.) And thirdly, because I am a 
homeopath, I added a couple of homeopathic 
ingredients that can contribute to the health and vitality 
of the vagina, as well as symptoms from aging. This 
lubricant is also slightly acidic to compliment a healthy 
vagina. Many people are not aware that a healthy 
vagina should be slightly acidic, and I desired this to be 
as much of a tonic as it is a lubricant. Back when Yoni 
Bliss came out, I think I was the only lubricant on the 
market that was pH balanced for the vagina. I am 
seeing more companies taking that aspect on. Yoni 
Bliss isn’t really a lubricant in the traditional sense. It’s 
more of a tonic. A healing gel.

Yonibliss is a lubricant that is homeopathic. Could you 
elaborate on this? 
Michele Brookhaus: This is a great question because 
it may be the only lubricant on the market that is 
homeopathic. Homeopathy is a system based on 
micro-doses of a substance that when administered to 
a person based on the principle of “like cures like” can 
stimulate the body back into balance again. 
There are two homeopathic ingredients in this 
lubricant. One is Chamomile, which most people have 
heard of. Traditionally it is utilised as a tea or as a 
remedy for kids who are teething. It has a calming 
effect. The nervous system gets irritated. The person is 
irritated. It has this sensitivity. “Don’t touch me.” And 

Chamomile soothes this. So it’s a remedy that can 
help with this. The other remedy is Natrum Muriaticum 
which is actually salt. And again, it’s a micro-dose. It’s 
not noticeable to the senses. The body recognises it 
though. If you think about salt, we know that salt can 
make the body retain fluid. So the remedy is utilised for 
water tissue balance. In homeopathy, Natrum 
Muriaticum is considered a grief remedy. Retained 
grief, to be specific. And in the work that I do with 
women, I can say that empirically, many of us hold 
grief in our bodies. And when we are holding on to 
grief, we are not often open to sexually expressing 
ourselves, and opening up to another. Natrum 
Muriaticum addresses that.

How did you come up with the idea of creating this 
lubricant? 
Michele Brookhaus: The funny thing is, I came up 
with the idea for the lubricant not when I, so-called, 
“needed it”.  Nor was I necessarily being asked about 
it in my practice. I was actually in a really fun and 
passionate sexual relationship. I was almost 50. One 
morning I woke up to a flash of inspiration. Who knows 
where these ideas come from? God-Buddha-Al-
lah-Universe sometimes just drops something in your 
lap. And I kind of went with it. Even though I knew 
nothing about what it might take to bring something 
like this into the market. I just kept taking the next step 
forward. I still feel like that is what I am doing. Just 
taking the next step.
It actually took a couple of years to get it on the 
market. I played around in my kitchen with the 
ingredients and handed it out to friends and family to 
try. Do you know how many people have asked me if I 
have seen “Grace and Frankie”?  Yoni Bliss arrived on 
the market in 2012. I was possibly riding the wave of 
other healthy lubricants being created at that time.

How would you describe the target audience for 
Yonibliss? 
Michele Brookhaus: This lubricant is for any woman. 
But more particularly for menopausal women. Women 
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in their 40’s to 80’s who value sexual expression. 
Women who have hormonal shifts due to pregnancy, 
menopause, cancer or surgeries that leave tissues dry 
and irritated. Women with pain and discomfort in any 
way are encouraged to use it daily for 2 - 3 weeks and 
then intermittently as needed. It can also be used 
during intercourse or toy play. I have feedback from 
women with no real “problems” tell me that it plumps 
up their tissues and that sex feels amazing when they 
use it. But we are all different and it depends on what 
your body needs. 
I also think my lubricant is for those women who 
wouldn’t normally buy a lubricant. Maybe that sounds 
weird. But I kind of see myself as that voice for those 
women who want to ask for help but can’t because of 
whatever belief or upbringing that might hold them 
back from that asking.

Besides your lubricant, you are also offering consulta-
tions or coaching sessions. What are you teaching in 
those sessions and what can your clients look forward 
to when they book one? 
Michele Brookhaus: I do. Technology is amazing. I 
do homeopathic consultations and coaching mostly 
over the phone or video these days. As a classical 
Homeopath I find remedies for women to alleviate 
symptoms that come up in the body. Headaches, pain, 
hot flashes, anxiety, desire. These are all things that 
can be dealt with in homeopathy. Sometimes women 
need to talk about desire and libido and cultivate some 
strategies. Or they have past sexual trauma that needs 
to be talked about and integrated. 
I have an interesting point of view that we need to 
claim our sexuality as women. That our lives are more 
fulfilling and yummy if we express from there. We have, 
however, fears or symptoms, or thinking that gets in 

the way of that.  And here in the United States, it 
seems women carry a lot more shame and trauma in 
their bodies. And if the #metoo movement has indeed 
gone global, it’s likely everywhere to one degree or 
another. There are studies that show talking about 
what is going on in our bodies or in our emotions 
around desire and sex can stimulate sexual function 
and increase it by as much as 30%. I want to be part 
of that solution. And so, I offer individual sessions and 
an online course and, coming soon, retreats. All of 
these are aimed at women cultivating a positive 
attitude around what feels good.

How important is the mental attitude towards sexuality 
when it comes to a fulfilled sex life and which role 
could or should helpers like lubricants or sex toys play 
in this regard? 
Michele Brookhaus: Wow, yes. Mental attitude is key. 
If your head isn’t in the game, then certainly your body 
is not going to be in the game. I am a fan of whatever it 
takes to get there. Lubricants and sex toys are 
incredibly important in this regard. For some women 
giving themselves permission to “go there” because of 
programming and outdated beliefs can be a barrier. 
And actually, there are still lots of men out there who 
don’t help the cause because of their own outdated 
belief that women shouldn’t “need” a lubricant. They 
think that if I am doing my “job”, everything works out. 
This fixed point of view brings up a quagmire of shame 
for both men and women. And shame is the enemy 
here. Doing whatever it takes to let go of shame and 
outdated beliefs definitely helps with having a fulfilling 
sex life.

Where can retailers turn to if they want to offer your 
product in their shops? 
Michele Brookhaus: If you are a retailer desiring this 
product, just contact me. I am still pretty small, and 
making a call connects you directly with me.

Are you working with distributors? What can you tell us 
about your plans for the future of Yonibliss?
Michele Brookhaus: I don’t currently work with any 
distributors. 
And it’s funny that you ask about the future. In some 
ways, I feel that my start in the States has been a slow 
one. When I began, I understood that homeopathy is 
received more generously globally. I actually have seen 
it doing better out in that market place than it has here 
on the homefront. Presently we are working on its 
acceptance in Canada. And I am quite sure other 
countries will follow.                              

So far, YoniBliss is 
only available in the 
United States, but 
plans are in place 
to introduce the 
product to other 
markets as well
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 „How did you fi rst conceptualize 
Perfect Fit? Tell us about the 
company‘s beginnings and how 

you developed your brand identity 
and mission.

Steve Callow: Perfect Fit was born 
from the experiences I had with my fi rst 

venture, StreemMaster. The Streem-
Master design was a portable and 

safer douche system than the 
offerings at the time. My hope 

and vision was to be the market 
leader in the douche market. What 

I learned through that experience is 
that there is an opportunity to create 

categories and also to be a dominant 
brand in a category. I also discovered that 

my demographic at the time, mostly the gay 
market, could not support a single category 
company. The market was just too small.
I had already started designing other 

products but they didn’t fi t well within 
the StreemMaster Brand. Probably the 
best known is the Speed Shift ring which 
continues to be one of my best selling 
products. Unfortunately after four years, 
StreemMaster was forced to close, and I 
was faced with the challenge of starting a 
new company. Perfect Fit was then created 
to be a multi-category company that would 
serve a broader demographic. The products 
we would develop would be innovative and 
functional. Our mission is the make sure 
that anything we produce “is amazing” as 
“Amazing is our Standard” is our tag line. As 
our products started to become successful, 
we took risks and developed some of our 
more specialized ideas like the Tunnel Plugs. 
Here was a new concept that needed to 
be explained, but it became a very popular 
product and it defi ned its own category. 
Soon after we developed the Hump Gear, 

Steve Callow is something of a celebrity in the LGBTQ+ community. His company, Perfect 
Fit Brand, caters to a market that was nearly devoid of targeted products 10 years ago. 
Now Callow and his army of sex toys for same-sex partners and, most recently, trans 
gender men have stirred up press from the pleasure industry‘s media pages to mainstream 
publications like Vice magazine. While Perfect Fit has played host to a bevvy of expertly-
designed products over the years, his collaboration with Buck Angel has remained a 
shining moment. Before the invention of the Buck-Off, a masturbator made just for Trans 
men, and it‘s sequel, a smaller version called the Kiss-X, female-to-male Trans folks had 
zero options on sex toy shelves. Transitioning isn‘t an easy process, mentally or physically, 
and finding pleasure in a body part that‘s been the source of one‘s life-long emotional 
pain is an experience that‘s impossible to fully grasp – unless, of course, you‘re also 
transgender. Buck Angel‘s own frustration in finding a male masturbator to fit around the 
enlarged clitoris that results from taking testosterone pills – a common side-effect for 
Trans men on hormone meds – led him to Callow and Perfect Fit. Callow and Angel‘s 
product has since been occasionally imitated, but never duplicated for the many trans 
men whose lives were changed by a sex toy that recognized their unique masculinity. In 
this interview with EAN, Callow tells the story of the Buck-Off from homemade prototype 
to life-affirming pleasure device, and why he‘s never been more proud to be a member 
and supporter of the LGBTQ+ crowd.

 We have built a reputation for developing truly 
innovative and functional products that are high quality
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which was wildly successful sold under the Raw 
Dawg name. This again was a new product 
concept for the industry, and it, too, has defi ned 
a new category. Fortunately we learned that we 

needed to protect our inventions, and we 
began to patent our ideas. The Hump Gear 

is a patented design.
We only develop ideas that are aligned 

with our brand reputation: clever, 
functional, comfortable and most of 
all, extremely pleasurable.

How has your product line evolved 
over the years? 
Steve: The company has evolved 
since 2010, adding more 

categories such as strap-ons, 
extenders, and a comprehen-
sive offering of cock-rings. 
We have built a reputation for 
developing truly innovative 
and functional products that 

are high quality. As the brand 
has matured we continued to 
stick to what we believe our key 

success factors have been: bold and 
non-sexualized packaging, high quality 

manufacturing, modern industrial design appeal, 
and performance that exceeds expectations.
Our factory is a believer in our brand and designs 
and works closely with us to prototype ideas and 
evolve our manufacturing processes for an improved 
product. These partnerships are extremely 
important when a young brand like Perfect Fit is 
developing what some may call “cutting edge” 
design. I am forever grateful for the support of our 
factory. This partnership has grown and deepened 
in an important way. This has allowed us to bring 
so many great ideas to the market like our 
Cock Armour and the Jock Armour. These 
concepts have been highly rated and are 
revolutionary for the cock-ring market; 
they have also been the foundation of 
our development of the Zoro Line of 
products and the partnership with 
Timoteo for the Cellblock 13 line of 
Hybrid clothing.

How did Perfect Fit become involved 
with Buck Angel, and how did you 
two develop Buck‘s product 
together?

Steve: Our newest category of product is the 
FTM (female-to-male) sexual wellness line with 
Buck Angel. This has become an amazing 
partnership, personally and professionally. Buck 
is a truly inspiring individual and has been an 
important affi rmation of Perfect Fit’s role in sexual 
wellness. Buck had approached many companies 
before us to pitch his idea, and no one showed 
interest. I think maybe they couldn’t see past their 
concerns about profi tability to see the importance 
of sexual wellness for FTM people. 

One of my employees, Jen Laws, is connected 
with the transgender community and told me 
about Buck’s challenge to develop his idea and 
we set up a call. For Perfect Fit, working with 
Buck was an extraordinary opportunity to support 
the trans community. I proposed a partnership 
within minutes of talking to Buck. 

From conversations with Buck, I began to under-
stand that the trans community now was much 
like the gay male community 30 years ago. That 
was when I’d begun experimenting with sex toys. 
The products were marketed for straight people 
and I felt nervous, embarrassed , even “freakish” 
buying them. Maybe this sounds obvious now, but 
it really makes a difference when you know that 
products are made for you, and available to you 
with no stigma attached.

The upshot for me is that there is no validation of 
your own identity if you have to buy products that 
were designed for another gender identity to fulfi ll 
your needs. Even without this sense of validation, 
at least gay men could buy products off the shelf 
that worked just fi ne. This was not case for the 
FTM community.

For this reason alone, it was enough for me to 
want to make this product with Buck. Buck 

and I met once in LA and sketched out 
the Buck-Off. I provided him with a 

bunch of products I had modifi ed 
in some way for him to play 
with and he gave me valuable 
feedback. Our fi rst design was 
tooled and the samples off the 
mold were used for testing. We 

continued to work on iterations of 
the product mold until it was ready 

for production.
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make sex more spon-
taneous and fun. 

Whether it’s the ease 
and comfort of using 
our Zoro strap-ons, 
or the convenience 

and speed of using an 
ErgoFlo douche, our 

products are quality tested 
and proven to be loved by 

the LGBTQ community. We value our 
customers’ satisfaction with their 
investment in our products and offer 
an unconditional one year satisfaction 
guarantee on all our products.

We have not hesitated to develop partner-
ships with companies that are loved by the 
LGBTQ community. Our partnership with 
Buck is testament to that. We want to bring 
the best designs and thinking to our pro-
ducts and there is no better way to do that 
then to collaborate with the best in those 
communities. 

What are you most excited about for the 
future of Perfect Fit?
Steve: I don’t think I’ve ever been more 
excited than I am at this time during my 10 

years in this industry. We have developed 
some extremely cool products to be 

released in the next few months. 
Watching Zoro and our Xact-Fit 
rings start to get the reviews 
and traction we had hoped 
for has solidifi ed my resolve 
to continue with our design 

vision and to invest in our 
sexual wellness education and 

product development.

On top of that with the exceptional 
revenues we have had over the 
last six months we have funded 
the implementation of a far superior 

technology platform to help support our 
customers and make our business more 
effi cient.                      

This interview is 
contributed by Colleen 

Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent

How has the Buck-Off ch-
anged lives? Talk about 
some of the feedback 
you and Buck have 
received from trans 
consumers.
Steve: Of course 
Buck and I were 
nervous about the 
response we would get 
from the Trans communi-
ty, given that we were breaking new ground. 
It was humbling to receive so much positive, 
constructive feedback. We sent out surveys 
to elicit comments and were pleased with 
the response. I see so many similarities 
between the launch of the Buck-Off and 
the launch of StreemMaster. Here are two 
products specifi cally designed for a niche 
market.

There will always be some who think you 
are just trying to make money from them, 
but then there is the vast majority who truly 
benefi t from your efforts and have great 
experiences as a result. One reviewer say 
that the Buck-Off gave them the “Most 
powerful orgasm of his life” but then rated 
the product 4 stars out of 5. I guess there 
is always room for improvement! The most 
heart warming feedback is the constant 
thank you from the community for 
being recognized and validated 
by having a sexual wellness 
product designed specifi cally 
for their needs. This is the 
best!

Buck has said that this pro-
duct helps trans men become 
more comfortable with their 
bodies, and we continue to get 
feedback that he is right. 

What does Perfect Fit offer the 
LGBTQ market that is unlike 
anything else?
Steve: I’d like to say that our most important 
contribution is the innovative designs that 
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 „So far, the Level brand has been about con-
doms and lubricants. Now, you are adding new 
product categories. Please, tell us more.
Erik Schieffer: Over the last 8 years, we 
have been marketing a range of exclusive and 
high-quality libido stimulating products for 
women as well as men. Recently, we added a 
few libido-stimulating food supplements to our 
range such as Queen Active and Female Libido 
Booster. We developed these new products 
ourselves, and they are specifi cally meant for 
women. Furthermore, we added products to 
our range designed to improve the producti-
on of sperm and we added a new 5-pack to 
the brand King Active for men. For us, this is 
only the beginning. Our goal is to offer more 
and more exciting libido and health related 
products. The new products do not belong to 
the Level brand but to our existing brands. Of 
course, they fi t together well. But in terms of 
design and content, a different path has been 
chosen. With Level, we want the products to 
exude quality, luxury, sensuality, and reliability.

Why did you pick these products as the next 
additions to your range?

Demand for high-quality 
libido-boosting food supple-
ments is on the rise, and Dr 
Lifestyle BV cater to this 
demand with new products 
for men and women. The 
main focus during the 
development and production 
of these interesting new 
products has been on 
product quality and design, 
as Erik Schieffer, founder and 
head of Dr Lifestyle BV 
explains. In our EAN inter-
view, he tells us more about 
the new products, and he 
expresses interest in working 
with more wholesalers and 
retailers so they can share in 
the success of the brand. 

We promise what we do 
and we do what we promise! 

Erik Schieffer: Based on our own market 
research, we recognised an increasing desire 
for high-quality libido-related supplements. 
This desire concerns private customers as 
well as drug stores, erotic shops, and who-
lesale entrepreneurs. We consider it our job 
to fulfi l this demand as far as our reach goes.   

How would you sum up the unique selling 
points of your new products? What can you 
tell us about the quality and the materials 
used in their creation?
Erik Schieffer: Each and every product 
boasts a distinguished and exclusive design. 
We cooperate with several Dutch producers 
of high-quality food supplements. Without 
exception, these business associates only 
accept products that conform with HACCP 
rules, substantiated by an offi cial Certifi -
cate of Analyses. Our experience shows a 
widely spread demand for these high-quality 
products.

The market is fi lled with countless competing 
products. What are your expectations regar-
ding the performance of your new additions?

Dr  L i f e s ty le  BV  p resen t  n ew  a dd i t i on s  to  th e i r  p roduc t  r a n g e exclusive
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Erik Schieffer: Indeed, our market segment con-
tains an enormous number of different products, 
and quite a few of them are pretty much similar to 
each other. It is our main goal to create positive 
differences between our products and our compe-
titors. Specifi cally, product quality and design are 
a major focal point for us.  Furthermore, delivery 
service and discretion are very important to us and 
our clients. As we like to say: We promise what we 
do and we do what we promise!   

What about the pricing? How much will your new 
products cost? 
Erik Schieffer: When it comes to retailers, we 
certainly offer attractive margins and we monitor 
consumer prices in order to stay ahead of the 
market! Concerning exact prices, retailers can get 
in touch with us at sales@dr-lifestyle.com.

How do these products fi t in with the overall ma-
ke-up and philosophy of the Level brand? 
Erik Schieffer: In our philosophy, the new pro-
ducts fi t in excellently with our already existing 
range of products like Level condoms and lubri-
cations. They are challenging, exciting, and offer 
great quality.  

What are the standards that new additions to your 
brand have to meet?
Erik Schieffer: Superior quality, attractive packa-
ging, and high-class service are important reasons 
for clients to order our products repeatedly.  

How would you describe the target audience for 
your new products?
Erik Schieffer: Men as well as women, from all 
segments of society, who either want to bring 
their performance to a higher level or simply have 
grown older and are longing look for a boost to 
their sexual activity.  

Which channels of distribution will you use to 
market these new products? 
Erik Schieffer: Our distribution channels are drug 
stores, erotic shops, web shops, and wholesale 
companies. From day one after the introduction 
of our new products, we were really surprised by 
the widespread attention they received, followed 
almost immediately by a large number of orders. 
Apparently, many private buyers as well as 
retailers, etc. were really excited about the 
new products.

Erik Schieffer, 
founder and head of 
Dr Lifestyle BV  
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Are you looking for more partners in the distribution 
segment? And are you interested in new partners-
hips with retailers?
Erik Schieffer: We are always interested in new 
customers, wherever they are located. Bear in 
mind, we run websites in several different langu-
ages and we might expand even further. So far, 
we have made the observation that, when we 
introduce new products, they get a warm welcome 
and a great deal of appreciation in the market. And 
shopkeepers and wholesale companies are also 
pleased with the margins we offer. 

How do you pick your partners in retail and distri-
bution? Which criteria are you looking for? 
Erik Schieffer: Generally speaking, any potential 
partner is welcomed to get in touch. Right now, we 
are looking for new partnerships all over Europe. 
Private orders, orders from shops and retailers, 
they are all most welcome! 

Are there already plans to further expand the pro-
duct range? Which new product types would make 
sense for the brand?
Erik Schieffer: We are always busy developing 
new products. We will let you know what new 
products we are working on when they are closer 
to launch. For us, giving birth to a new product is 
always great fun and very satisfactory. 

Is your goal to grow Level into a brand that offers 
everything the consumers need for a satisfying 
sex life?
Erik Schieffer: Absolutely! As far as our line of 
Level products is concerned, if the brand requi-
res further expansions, we will not hesitate to do 
so. However, the most important thing for us will 
always be our focus on design and high-quality.

Energising the female 
libido: Queen Active 
and Female Libido 
Booster

Boosting sperm produc-
tion - Sperm Booster 
and More And Better 
Sperm are both part of 
the King Active brand
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 „When did you notice that sex dolls were 
really taking off in popularity?
Matt Smith: I think sex dolls have always been 
quite popular within their own niche, but I have 
defi nitely noticed an increase in 
popularity in the last few years 
as technology, design and 
materials have improved. Sex 
dolls are as realistic as ever, 
so it‘s only natural that the 
demand for them will increase 
as well. This demand will cont-
inue to grow as sex dolls have 
more of a presence at sex toy 
expos and trade fairs and take 
up more space on retailers 
shelves and websites. The stig-
ma behind them seems to be 
slowly fading, as people can 
see what beautiful creations they really are. I 
mean, who wouldn‘t want a life-sized, realistic, 
soft skinned, fully customizable, fl exible and 
bendable love doll of their own?

What were the price points like on earlier versi-
ons of sex dolls? Were they really affordable for 
the average sex toy consumer?
Matt: Realistic sex dolls are defi nitely beco-
ming more affordable on both the wholesale 
and retail side. The earlier versions used to be 

quite ‚expensive‘ as the manufacturing process 
wasn‘t as streamlined and the demand for 
them wasn‘t as strong. In the past they weren‘t 
as affordable for the ‚average‘ consumer 

like they are now. I can only 
imagine how many men were 
dreaming of a realistic sex doll 
like Cherry Dolls but couldn‘t 
quite afford them!

How did you decide to add 
Cherry Dolls to your business’s 
brand family?
Matt: Adding Cherry Dolls to 
the Cherry Banana brand see-
med like a natural and obvious 
move for us. We want to be a 
place where people can ex-
plore all kinds of kinks, so we 

knew it was important to offer a selection of re-
alistic love dolls too. And we couldn‘t help but 
awe at the realism, quality and fi ne attention to 
detail – we knew it had to be part of the Cherry 
Banana family. We defi nitely saw the customer 
demand for them. After building relationships 
with the right manufacturers we made the very 
calculated decision to launch the range. We 
fi rst started with 15 Cherry Dolls, then 30, now 
we have over 80 realistic and fully customizable 
Cherry Dolls on offer!

Matt Smith, CEO and Founder of online retailer Cherry Banana, is clearly on to something with his latest brand, Cherry Dolls. 
Just as EAN predicted the next big industry boom with a blurb on the growing popularity of sex dolls, Smith launched a toy 
line of silicone love ladies unlike any other on the market. As the name would suggest, Smith‘s new product line is – simply 
put – a collection of sex dolls, but this is one new retail release you‘ve got to see to appreciate. Smith‘s silicone dolls can be 
customized down to the tiniest detail, almost to the point of analysis paralysis. How can an excited consumer decide between 
an Asian brunette with dark eyes, small breasts, and an alluring, pouty lip, or a big-boobed, purple-haired punk-rock princess 
with a thick booty? With Smith‘s equally enticing price points, now they can nab both without going fl at broke. After a lengthy 
production process, Smith has become something of an expert in the love doll market – a place new businesses can easily 
get lost if they‘re unsure of how German doll consumers differ from those in Asia. Without giving away too many of his insider 
secrets, Smith gave EAN the story on the past, present, and very-near future of selling plastic babes.

 It‘s a very exciting time for sex dolls and 
I can‘t wait to see what the future holds
C he r r y  Do l l s  CEO  Ma t t  S mi th  f o re te l l s  th e  f u tu re  o f  s yn th et i c  h uma n  sexua l i t y exclusive

Matt Smith, founder and 
CEO of Cherry Dolls 
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What did you feel the Cherry Dolls needed to 
succeed in sales? 
Matt: I think there are many factors that help Cherry 
Dolls succeed in the marketplace. A huge priority for 
us is product quality. Since these are high ticket items 
we understand the importance of providing a doll of 
the highest quality, using the best materials that 
ensure longevity and gives the customer as much 
use as possible. The customer isn‘t just buying a sex 
doll, they are buying an experience. It‘s important to 
have a seamless process from start to fi nish.
Some other key points to succeed are competitive 
pricing, realistic designs, a variety of customizable 
options and fast logistics and production. We also 
offer generous warranty and repairs.
A huge factor for us is being both socially and morally 
responsible. By this we mean only bringing dolls to 
market that have mature features and meet certain 
size requirements.

What is it like to work with a factory to create a line of 
dolls? Is this something everyone will be doing over 
the next few years?
Matt: Trying to fi nd the right factories and suppliers to 
use for our Cherry Dolls was a very tedious process, 
but one that we took very seriously. We visited a 
variety of factories before hand to compare quality, 
materials, design, realism and all aspects of the doll 
process.
We work closely with the manufacturers to help 
design and customize new dolls to bring to our 
market. Building a strong relationship with our supply 
chain is crucial, it helps you to bounce ideas and 
come up with solutions to problems together in a 
more effi cient way.
It‘s an exciting process to be able to see what goes 
on behind the scenes, including worker conditions, 
manufacturing processes, design aspects and even 
less obvious details like how the dolls are stored 
before distribution.
We‘re not sure if ‚everyone‘ will be working with sex 
doll factories to create their own line, but as 
the demand continues to grow I‘m sure we‘ll see 
more retailers and wholesalers exploring this very 
interesting market.

What were you surprised to learn through the entire 
process of vetting doll manufacturers, giving input on 
designs and product attributes, and getting the doll 
line ready to go up for sale?
Matt: It was very interesting seeing the process of 
doll design, from the fi rst initial concept to the fi nal 
stage. There is a lot involved to perfect and get the 
measurements and features to accurately match. The 
software behind it is quite advanced too, and it was 
quite fascinating to see how to create, amend and 
customize a doll before bringing the doll to life.

“SEX  DOLLS  ARE  AS 

REAL ISTIC  AS  EVER , 

SO  I T ‘S  ONLY  NATURAL 

THAT  THE  DEMAND FOR 

THEM WILL  INCREASE  AS 

WELL . “
M AT T  S M I TH
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It was also interesting to see how different markets 
have different demands and needs for certain types 
of dolls. What works in Australia might not work in 
Japan and Germany, for example. Tailoring Cherry 
Dolls to our specifi c market is critical.

What do consumers want from a sex doll in 2019? 
Does this differ from what the market demanded 
5–10 years ago?
Matt: The marketplace defi nitely expects more 
from a sex doll than it did 5–10 years ago. Better 
quality, more innovative designs, more competitive 
pricing. Moving forward I think we‘ll see tech and 

robotics coming into play a lot more. It‘s the way 
of the future. I think we‘ll see dolls with automated 
movements, dolls that can talk, converse and 
interact with you. We’re already seeing 
advancements in this.
We’ll also see dolls that can be tailored to meet your 
certain needs and requirements. Even dolls that can 
learn and adapt to what you like in bed! It‘s a very 
exciting time for sex dolls and I can‘t wait to see 
what the future holds.

How much is the market growing for sex dolls? 
What kind of consumer actually buys a doll?
Matt: It‘s hard to put an exact fi gure on how 
the market is growing, but there is defi nitely an 
increasing demand for them. We‘ve sold dolls to all 
kinds of customers, to single men wanting to take 
the stress out of a relationship, to men wanting to 
improve their performance in bed and to the more 
serious consumer who wants to live with a doll 24/7! 

We‘ve even had couples buy a sex doll together to 
help explore fantasies and kinks.
I really don‘t think you can put a label on the type of 
person who would buy a sex doll. It could be your 
neighbour, your colleague, your friend, your boss or 
even a high court judge!

How can you stay competitive in the sex doll market 
as time goes on?
Matt: There are many ways for Cherry Dolls to stay 
competitive in the sex doll market as time goes on. 
It‘s important to listen to customer demand and 
design dolls based on their needs and wants. Asking 
our customers what they want and what they‘d like 
to see in a sex doll. We are always trying to improve 
the customer experience from start to fi nish.               

“WE  F IRST  STARTED  WITH 

15  CHERRY  DOLLS ,  THEN 

30 ,  NOW WE  HAVE  OVER 

80  REAL ISTIC  AND  FULLY 

CUSTOMIZABLE  CHERRY 

DOLLS  ON  OFFER! “
M AT T  S M I TH

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, 

EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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 „What is your mission and vision for Entice Me? 
Tiffany Yelverton: Entice Me Soirées, Inc., The 
Little Black Dress of Pleasure, was born out of 
the desire to create a classy, upscale environ-
ment to make it a sexier world. My passion is to 
educate and entice women, men, and couples 
to have more pleasurable, fulfi lling, and healthy 
sex lives, either with or without a partner. My 
mission is to improve relationships, boost body 
image and confi dence, and make sex a subject 
that is no longer taboo. It is important to me to 
change the way society views adult toys and 
sex.

What kind of products do you sell, and how 
do you choose what to put on your proverbial 
shelves? 
Tiffany Yelverton:  Our clientele is sophisti-
cated and expects quality products. Most of 
my event guests are women, while most of my 
online sales come from men. The majority of 
our customers are married with children and 
are looking for ways to keep their relationship 
exciting.  Entice Me products are available on-
line, by appointment, at events such as Sexy 
Soirées (high-end home parties), workshops, 
and in several medical offi ces Southern 
California. We create an environment that 
is comfortable to talk and learn about sex, 
sexual topics and issues. I have the strictest 
standards for the products that we carry. 

Our curated product line is carefully resear-
ched because I care about what goes into 
the most absorbent parts of our bodies. The 
products must be both functional and sexy. 
The packaging is elegant. Most importantly, 
all the products carried are free of phthalates, 
parabens, glycols, glycerin, and petroche-
micals. The toys are constructed of medical 
grade materials and carry at least a one-year 
warranty. Most items are also rechargeable to 
reduce battery waste and additional costs.

What kind of impact has it made on your local 
community in Long Beach, California? 
Tiffany Yelverton: Entice Me has made an im-
pact on Long Beach by working with the Long 
Beach Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce, 
The LGBTQ Center Long Beach, and other 
groups to educate and expand the conversa-
tion about sex. I partner with entrepreneurs 
to provide education and resources to the 
community to foster business growth. I have 
touched lives in Long Beach through working 
with these organizations and hosting events 
at our local headquarters. With the help of 
technology, I can work with clients not only in 
Southern California, but anywhere in the world. 
Thousands of customers have had the oppor-
tunity to experience our events and learn about 
product safety, toxic materials, sexual skills, 
and new ways to keep sex interesting.

 For over 20 years I have studied, researched, and 
interviewed men and women about sex and relationships

Entice Me Soirées hosts  sex toy-spiked,  sex-ed events that  act  local ly  and educate global ly exclusive

Tiffany Yelverton, founder of Entice Me Soirées, Inc.

Tiffany Yelverton thinks sex education could use a touch of class, and for this Southern California native, true bedroom elegance 
comes from a shame-free, pleasure-abundant sex life – however you get your kicks. Yelverton is the hostess of orgasms at her 
boutique company, Entice Me, which brings sex-ed right where it‘s needed most: the places people don‘t want to talk about it. 
Her approach is to correct and supplement the often-misguided sex advice given in stuffy doctor‘s offi ces or passed around 
by a group of girl friends.  Like the Batwoman of sex toys, Yelverton dashes to the desperate needs of local citizens in her 
community, bringing honest answers and the occasional vibrator to combat America‘s war of misinformation on pleasure-
based sex education. And all in a little black dress and string of pearls, of course. Yelverton sees global, online education in 
her near future as Entice Me extends beyond it‘s Long Beach roots. The entrepreneur tells EAN about her vision for the future 
of sex toy parties, and why sex topics should always coexist with pleasure. 
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How did you step into the sex toy space?
Tiffany Yelverton: About 8 years ago, I was a gene-
ral manager in a large corporate restaurant chain. It 
got to the point that my health was suffering from the 
high stress of the job. With some encouragement, 
I decided to leave that environment and pursue my 
passion. I started Entice Me with Sexy Soirées to 
create an environment to discuss sex. The more I 
spoke with my customers, the more I realized the 
need for sex coaching. I found customers wanting to 
continue our conversations in private sessions. I have 
honed my skills by working with a coach myself and 
continuing to educate myself. 

When did you become active as a sex educator, and 
what inspired your career direction? 
Tiffany Yelverton: For over 20 years I have studied, 
researched, and interviewed men and women about 
sex and relationships. I have extensive personal 
experience that has provided me with knowledge 
and skills to teach others about sexual health. My 
background is in training and development, personal 
growth, and retail and restaurant management. In 
these roles, I gained experience facilitating trainings, 
and conducting workshops and events. I have 
seen fi rsthand the negative effects that lack of sex 

education has on people in all stages of life. Whether 
it is teen pregnancy, divorce, or lack of confi dence, 
sexuality can be found at the core of many thought 
processes. In my experience, I have found many 
people think they are alone when experiencing sexual 
guilt, shame, sexual disfunction, or have questions 
about their bodies and sex. Many doctors aren’t 
comfortable talking about sex. I want to change 
that. I am a member of The National Association 
for the Advancement of Science & Art in Sexuality 
(NAASAS); Pelvic Floor & Sexual Medicine (PFSM); 
and Sex Therapy, Education and Medicine (STEM). I 
work with medical centers and wellness professionals 
around the country to provide training and product 
resources.

How did you develop Entice Me as a business idea 
based almost entirely in sex-ed? 
Tiffany Yelverton: Sex education has been a com-
ponent of Entice Me from the very beginning. I grew 
up learning about sex in Cosmo, but the information 
was limited and in general, there were very few 

Tiffany‘s mission is to educate and entice men, women and couples 
to have more pleasurable and fulfilling sex lives, in a healthy way

“ I  BEL IEVE  SELF 

PLEASURE  IS  V ITAL  TO 

L IFE  AND  I T  IS  T IME  THAT 

WOMEN AREN ’T  ASHAMED 

TO  OWN IT ! “
T I F FA N Y  Y E LV E R TO N
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educational resources about sex available. I was 
motivated by what Babeland, Dr. Ruth, and Sue 
Johanson achieved with their educational pieces 
and was inspired by their work. Entice Me Sexy 
Soirées are different than typical sex toy parties 
because the focus is on education and discussing 
topics that most people don’t have the opportunity 
to open up about in other settings. We talk about 
issues such as pelvic health, product materials, 
incontinence, sex, relationships, and body image. 
Of course, we talk about the toys too, and how to 
incorporate them into life, whether with a partner 

or on your own. I 
believe self-pleasure 
is vital to life and it 
is time that women 
aren’t ashamed to 
own it! 

How have you 
modernized the 
approach to selling 
sex toys in a group 
setting and focused 
on education alongs-
ide products?

Tiffany Yelverton: I believe I have modernized 
the approach to selling sex toys in several ways. It 
begins with the attire the Sexinistas (independent 
sales consultants) wear to their Soirées. The Entice 
Me dress code is a little black dress and heels, a 
classic look that sets the stage for an elegant expe-
rience. All of our events include an interactive series 
of questions to engage the group in a conversation 
about sex. The questions are about real-life and not 
designed to make anyone feel uncomfortable or 
singled-out. Often, the questions bring up situa-
tions that many of us believe are unique to us, but 
through conversation, we realize many of us have 
similar experiences. The Sexinistas use proper 
anatomical terms and professional, gender-neutral 
language. Facts, statistics, how-tos, and when to 
use certain products are woven into our presenta-
tion. Educating customers about product materials 
and ingredients is an essential part of our work. It is 
enlightening to most participants to see the quality, 
beauty, and technology of the sex toys that we are 
demonstrating.

How are Entice Me events and seminars different 
from typical „sex toy parties“ where the main goal is 
essentially just to sell toys?

Tiffany Yelverton: I collaborate with other speakers 
and educators based on various subject expertise. 
For example, podcaster and a sex educator Ruby 
Ryder teaches the Pegging 101 and Advanced 
Pegging Classes for us. I bring in guest speakers re-
levant to the topics, such as a boudoir photographer 
for the Curvy Confi dence workshop and a para-me-
dical tattoo artist for the Sex, Cancer and Intimacy 
workshop. I like to partner with other women entre-
preneurs in the area to support their work and boost 
our collective exposure to the community.
I also facilitate workshops in a variety of integrated 
medical offi ces, Pilates, and yoga studios, because 
of their focus on healthy living. I have found that this 
showcases the Entice Me brand and provides insight 
and resources for those looking for sexual health and 
vitality, in a space in which they are already comforta-
ble. Many people still feel awkward going into roman-
ce boutiques and sex toy stores. Offering education 
and products where they are at, gives people the 
opportunity to begin to talk more openly about sex. 

How are you evolving your business each year, and 
what does the future have in store? 
Tiffany Yelverton: As for the future of Entice Me, 
we will continue to facilitate workshops, classes and 
Soirées at our headquarters in Long Beach and in 
private homes and locations around the country. I am 
always looking to expand our Sexinista team, net-
work of coaches, and wellness professionals. I am 
constantly evaluating our products and services and 
updating my offerings based on client feedback. I 
also want to advance work with my foundation Sexy 
Survivors (sexysurvivors.org). Sexy Survivors assists 
survivors of Cancer and other traumas reintroduce 
sex and intimacy back into their lives after chemothe-
rapies, body-altering surgeries, and life events. 
I expect to continue to broaden course topics, offer 
more webinar courses, and present at larger venues 
and conferences. I am currently seeking motivated, 
sex-positive entrepreneurs across the country to 
become Sexinistas, brand ambassadors, wellness 
partners and coaches. Please connect with Entice 
Me on social media @enticemesoirees. I love to 
connect with our fans on the journey to making it a 
sexier world!              

This interview is 
contributed 

by Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. 

Correspondent

Tiffany‘s company Entice Me is a direct sales, 
party-plan company based in  California, USA 
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 „What led the founder of Good Relations 
to open up shop and start selling sex toys? 
How did she come up with the mission and 
concept, as the store isn’t just a run-of-the-mill 
sex shop?
Millie Wentworth: Dr. Melinda Myers, a 
licensed clinical psychologist (PSY 22811) 
who also runs a private practice in Arcata, 
California, had always been passionate about 
sex education. She was putting herself th-
rough a doctoral program when she opened 
Good Relations in December, 1983. It began 
as a home-based pleasure-party company, 
and on May 23, 1995, after hosting 2,000 
parties (1,000 of which she did herself), she 
opened our fi rst boutique. A pioneer of her 
time, Dr. Myers saw that most shops of the 
time, especially in Northern California, were 
very heterocentric and male-focused. She 
wanted to create a sex-positive, educational, 

safe space for people of all genders, regard-
less of sexual-orientation or relationship pre-
ference; a place where people can come and 
ask questions without fear of judgement.  In 
addition to running her store, Dr. Myers was 
also a full-time professor at Humboldt State 
University in the department of Psychology, 
where she taught a wide variety of courses 
related to sexuality and gender in addition 
to courses in methodology and statistics. 
She retired from her teaching position in 
December 2017, but still goes back to teach 
weekend seminars for the graduate program 
every now and then. 

Your shop location is an interesting one, 
being far into Northern California and quite 
a ways from San Francisco and other big 
metro areas. What role does Good Relations 
play in the local community?

Past the free-spirited and LGBTQ-proud city limits of San Francisco, Northern California 
turns into the kind of landscape that doesn‘t exactly scream “feminist sex shop.” Good 
Relations boutique in the town of Eureka, however, knew fi rst-hand that the surrounding 
pristine forests held more than seasonal, marjiuana-trimming hippie types out to make a 
quick buck, or country folk conservatives. Caliornia‘s reputation as an open-minded free-
for-all isn‘t all it‘s cracked up to be, especially once you‘re out of the international cities 
and into the woods and hills. The people are often friendlier than in congested, self-ser-
ving city stereotypes like Los Angeles, but they‘re not always as familiar with tenets of sex 
positivity like female-focused pleasure and concepts outside of hetero-normativity.  That‘s 
where Good Relations comes in. As Milandra ‚Millie‘ Wentworth, the shop‘s Marketing and 
Promotions Manager, will tell, this small but mighty mecca of acceptional sex education 
preaches nothing but the honest truth about sexual anatomy infused with a message of 
love. Wentworth gives EAN a peek into Good Relations‘ mission to bring big city sex-positi-
vity to the country wonders of California‘s Northern coast.

Our business attracts people of all ages, 
all genders, all orientations, and all lifestyles
Good Relations boutique brings sex-positive vibes to the rural communities of Northern California exclusive
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Millie Wentworth: Our location was a large part 
of the inspiration for opening up shop in the fi rst 
place. While we are not in a densely populated 
area, we are also the only store like ours in about 
a 100 mile radius. We are also the only store that 
caters to women of all shapes and sizes, carrying 
lingerie from a XS to 8X, and bras from a 28AA to 
50M. Our community knows that if they need help 
fi nding a certain product, getting properly fi tted for 
a bra, or fi nding the perfect lube, they can come in 
or call and we will do everything we can to make 
sure they are happy and healthy. 
Our patrons know they can trust us to 
do our research, and give them unbiased 
and non-judgemental assistance, no matter 
the subject, and that everything we help 
them with will always remain confi dential. 
Because of this, we have people drive 
hundreds of miles to visit our shop, 
and call to order things over the 
phone, and sometimes even just 
ask questions they don’t feel com-
fortable asking anywhere else.

What has been the response from 
both consumers and the pleasure 
industry to Good Relations‘ 
products and mission?
Millie Wentworth: Overall, we 
have been well-received by both 

the community and the pleasure industry. There will 
always be people who aren’t comfortable with this 
type of work, but we are respectful of their beliefs 
and they respect that we are here for the people who 
need us. Dr. Myers has been building relationships 
with people throughout the industry for over 35 
years, and we are a registered seller of many high-
end products, and we are always well-recieved when 
asked about our mission. It honestly makes me very 
excited when we introduce our brand and mission 
to people in the industry, and they get excited about 
what we do. It is becoming more common to run 
educational sex shops, and to see the community be 
so supportive of brick-and-mortar shops like ours, it 
makes me hopeful for the future of this industry. 

What sex-ed questions are most common from 
your customers? Is there a topic that your business 
specializes in?
Millie Wentworth: I must admit, this question kind 
of stumped me. We get asked questions that range 
from ‚Where’s the clit?‘ to ‚What’s the best way 
to fl og someone?‘ I would say our most common 
questions would be a tie between, ‚What’s the best 
one?‘ while the patron gestures to our toy section, 
and ‚What lube is okay to swallow?‘. 
The fi rst question always has the same answer: ‚That 
depends on the person you’re shopping for, because 
what works best for me, is not necessarily going to 
work for someone else…‘ And then we guide the 
person to the toys they may be interested in by 
simply asking questions, listening to their responses, 
and then asking more questions. 

“OUR  NUMBER  ONE 

PR IOR ITY  IS ,  AND  WILL 

ALWAYS  BE ,  THE  PEOPLE 

WE  SERVE ;  WE  WANT 

THEM TO  BE  HEALTHY, 

SEX POS IT IVE ,  AND 

CONF IDENT. “
M I L L I E  W E N T W O R TH
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founder Dr. Melinda 
Myers and Milandra 
Wentworth

Milandra Wentworth, 
Good Relations 
Marketing and 
Promotions Manager





For the second most commonly asked question, I 
usually respond with the ever popular, ‚Well, if you 
can put it in your vagina or butt, you can eat it, but 
that doesn’t go both ways.‘ It might not taste the 
best, but if a lubricant is designed to be safe for any 
internal play, it is safe to ingest. 

Who does your business attract? What is your demo-
graphic like and why do they choose to return? 
Millie Wentworth: Our business attracts people of 
all ages, all genders, all orientations, and all lifestyles. 
We pride ourselves on having something for everyone 
and every body. And I think they choose us because 
provide a uniquely comfortable environment in which 
they can openly explore their desires and relations-
hips without fear of judgement.We also don’t carry 
any pornographic materials, so we also get parents 
bringing in their teens who have questions they don‘t 
feel comfortable answering.

How is Good Relations growing and evolving 
throughout the new year?
Millie Wentworth: We are always growing and 
evolving as the industry grows and evolves, and more 
importantly as people grow and evolve. Our number 
one priority is, and will always be, the people we 
serve; we want them to be healthy, sex-positive, and 
confi dent, and so we are always doing whatever we 
can to ensure that remains possible. We have a 
fabulous team, one that is always open to learning 
new things, and passionate about what we do. We 
have a lot of great classes in store for this year that 
will be taught by myself and my fellow sex-educators, 
and even some by Dr. Myers herself! We are cons-
tantly looking at what is new in the toy industry, and 
update our stock regularly. I see a lot of exciting 
things on the horizon, and I look forward to spreading 
more sex-positivity this year.

I N T E R V I E W

This interview is con-
tributed by Colleen 
Godin, EAN U.S. 
Correspondent

Milandra Wentworth, Marketing Manager 
with Good Relations retail associates
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 „Congratulations on your 10-year anniver-
sary! Will there be a big celebration? 
Andy Green: We have our annual warehouse 
show in June where we will be doing a few 
extra things. But no big celebration.

What was your motivation to start Xgen Pro-
ducts back in the day? Why did you want to try 
your luck in the erotic industry? 
Andy: I had left the industry for a year and a 
half after being in it for 10 years. I needed a 
break.  I went in to a totally different industry, 
but always felt I may wind up back in the adult 
biz at some point. I kept in touch with a lot 
of my former customers and we discussed 
the trends that were taking place, namely the 
decline of DVD and needing to draw in more 
female customers, couples, etc. I was looking 
for things that I could distribute, never even 
thought about manufacturing until later. So 
I started with one line. We were distributing 
Seven ‘Til Midnight lingerie. And everything just 
grew from there.

Please, tell us more about the activities of 
Xgen. What are the strong points of your 
company? 
Andy: We have one of the best sales and sup-
port staff in the industry. We now offer a very 
diverse range of products. Female-focused 
pleasure products, male-focused products, 
couples kits, lingerie, apparel, shoes, jewellery, 
accessories, and more. Our warehouse is also 
located right near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
a major hub on the US east coast. Shipping 
times and costs are well within reason for all of 
our customers.

What do you remember about the early days of 
Xgen Products? How has the company chan-
ged over the course of the past decade? 

Andy: Consumer knowledge and interaction 
has changed dramatically with the inter-
net, social media, etc. I am full on right now 
educating store staff and consumers about our 
items. I hired a person to literally travel the USA 
48 weeks out of the year to do trainings, store 
events, etc. we will spend a week canvassing 
a particular city and teaching anyone who will 
listen!

The market has also changed quite a bit in 
recent years? Was it hard for Xgen to keep up 
with the changing landscape? 

Andy Green started Xgen 
Products in 2009, partially 
in response to the changes 
that were happening in the 
erotic market. DVDs sales 
had already begun their long 
decline, and fi nding new ways 
to get customers into stores 
was a necessity. Speaking of 
customers, women and cou-
ples were emerging as a new, 
exciting target audience, 
which obviously meant that a 
major overhaul of the product 
range was in order. That is 
what Andy set out to do, and 
he did so with impressive 
success. Now, ten years later, 
his company, Xgen Products, 
offer a wide and varied range 
of brands to customers all 
over the world. 

We stay true to our retailers
X ge n  P r od uc ts  c e leb ra te  ten -yea r  a n n i v e r sa r y exclusive

Andy Green, 
founder, owner, 

and Director of Xgen 
Products 
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Andy: We stay true to our retailers. We do not sell 
direct on Amazon or eBay. We do not want to be in 
competition with our customers who have sup-
ported us from day 1. We will continue to train and 
educate and promote.

What is the current status of Xgen? For instance, 
how many people are working at the company? 
What are your capacities in terms of logistics, etc.? 
Andy: While our warehouse and offi ces are located 
in Horsham, Pennsylvania, our sales and support 
team works all over the country. It allows them to 
travel more to customers and sell more effectively.

What can you tell us about your customers? Who 
are your partners in the trade, and what kind of 
service do you offer to them? 
Andy: We sell to anyone from 1 store to 150 stores, 
websites, mail order catalogues, you name it. We 
also have a web fulfi lment business so if you have a 
site and don’t want to hold inventory we will ship on 
your behalf.

Please, tell us more about your current brand port-
folio. Which product categories are covered by the 
Xgen range? 
Andy: We now offer a very diverse range of 
products. Female-focused pleasure products, ma-
le-focused products, couples kits, lingerie, apparel, 
shoes, jewellery, accessories, and more.

How do you go about picking products for your 
range? What are you looking for in new brands?
Andy:  We want to be a ‚one-stop-shop‘ for our 
customers, where they can get everything they 
need. Toys, novelties, apparel, accessories, etc. 
We now have it all with the recent acquisitions of 
brands like Rabbit Company, Baci Lingerie, OVO 
and more!
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INDUSTRY. “
A N DY  G R E E N
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Do you have business relationships in Europe? 
If so, who are you working with? If not, would that be 
something that interests you? 
Andy: Yes, we do. We work with all of the major 
distributors.

What are your plans for this year? What can we 
expect from Xgen for the rest of 2019? 
Andy: All of our major brands have something 
new coming out this year. New items from ZOLO, 
Bodywand, Frederick’s of Hollywood, Teacher’s 
Pet, and more. We are also going to be introducing 
some brand-new collections and brands, so be on 
the lookout!

What are your wishes for the next ten years? 
Andy: We will keep coming out with new and 
exciting products as the markets shift. We 
support our retailers 100%. Our customer 
service and fi ll rates complete the total 
package for the customer.      

The Xgen Products 
headquarters in Horsham, 
Pennsylvania 
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 „For starters, did you ever not exist in the 
pleasure industry sphere? On the off-chance 
that you weren‘t born at a trade show, what 
did you do prior to joining the industry?
Michael Guilfoyle: I attended University of 
Florida and left without a degree after a lot of 
partying living in my fraternity house. I went 
home and I think my parents wanted me to do 
something I’d hate to force me back to school 
– dig ditches in the Florida sun or something. 
Instead, I got involved in my fi rst startup. 
We were among the fi rst to measure PR and 
publicity, working with Wal-Mart, AT&T, and 
several other Fortune 500 companies. The 
company eventually sold to one of the major 
PR fi rms. More importantly, I had the taste for 
entrepreneurship. I liked that the right small 
companies would trust the right person, no 
matter your age or education. After that, the 
wealthy owner of my then-girlfriend’s employer 
asked me to help him prepare one of his com-
panies to sell. We took 18 months and cleaned 
up distribution, supplier agreements, employee 
issues, etc. He estimated that our work made 
him an extra $ 3 million on the sale. He gave 
me an entry level Mercedes as a bonus. I 
was hooked. Over the next ten years, I did a 
couple other similar projects while fi nishing my 

undergrad. I then took some time off and went 
full time to get an MBA. My fi nal project outside 
the adult industry was helping a guy sell his 
long-time main company and then help choose 
between some investment options.

So how did all that eventually lead to your fi rst 
gig selling sex accessories?
Michael: One of the investment options I men-
tioned above ended up being the product I hel-
ped him launch in the adult world. If you were 
around the industry in the time of Masque, you 
probably heard about it. Not because we did 
anything that interesting, but because we spent 
a lot of money on marketing and promotions 
for the time. It was an orally dissolvable strip 
for use during oral sex. The technology worked 
with taste, gag refl ex and other ‚issues‘ that we 
found during market research. The technology 
was legitimate – patented in 40+ countries at 
one point – but we did it all wrong. I quickly fi -
gured out we were doing it wrong, but steering 
someone else’s ship can be diffi cult. We crea-
ted a great brand. We were able to get the fi rst 
full page sex product ad in several major pub-
lications (including Redbook and Marie Claire). 
We had a lot of fun. It failed. Masque still exists, 
but only in a very minor way I believe.

By pleasure industry standards, Michael Guilfoyle‘s employer roster is remarkably small. He‘s only jumped companies three 
times, which came as a surprise considering his lengthy background in business and seemingly endless toy sales expertise. 
Surely Guilfoyle must have perused the offi ces of at least fi ve sex toy manufacturers, hence my curiosity in picking his brain 
about the future of the industry. But no, Guilfoyle‘s hands-on knowledge of investment opportunities, public relations, and 
multi-million dollar company sell-offs – mixed with an awareness of butt plugs and vibrators, of course – was earned with a bit 
of college partying, a lot of failures, and most of all, loyalty each time he‘s set foot into a new career role. Guilfoyle is now at 
the helm of XR Brands‘ international efforts, where he recognizes the most important aspect of working in sex toy sales: if you 
don‘t truly know this industry through expert eyes, you can‘t succeed here. In fact, Guilfoyle was almost ready to head back 
to his mainstream roots before XR recognized this same sentiment and pulled him back into our kinky world for good. Though 
he‘s not the type to toot his own horn, I convinced Guilfoyle to spill the weaving back story that makes up his eclectic history 
as a dynamic businessman and industry class clown of sorts. If you didn‘t know that Guilfoyle once landed a sales connection 
after a colleague claimed he was a gay porn star, you heard it here fi rst in EAN. 

 I’ve lest  for ‚the real world‘ each time I’ve 
lest  an industry job. I’ve always come back

Michael Guilfoyle has fol lowed the winding path of pleasure into one of the industry‘s most notable career stories exclusive

Michael Guilfoyle, XR Brands‘ Director of International 
Marketing & Business Development 
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What‘s been really memorable for you during your time 
here in the industry?
Michael: Some of this world has become family. I’ve left 
for ‚the real world‘ each time I’ve left an industry job. I’ve 
always come back. The people and the fact that one can 
truly be themselves. I do some silly things online. People 
have been supportive of my ridiculousness. 
I’ve really loved watching the female takeover of the 
business. Today there are more than a few leaders in the 
vein of Susan Colvin and other female industry ‚founder 
badasses‘. It’s great for the business.

What sort of job roles have you fulfi lled throughout your 
industry career, and how did you leave an impression 
each time you found yourself in a new position?
Michael: President/COO of Masque – The Masque story 
should be a strong lesson to anyone who thinks they can 
come in and ‚know more‘ than the experts already here. 
We had plenty of MBAs and investment bank types on 
our team and advising us. We didn’t have industry people 
involved.
International Sales with Sportsheets – It was a short 
tenure, so I’d hate to claim any lasting mark. I learned a 
lot, though. Great company and team.
Director of International Marketing & Business Develop-
ment with XR Brands – My focus is on the markets 
outside the Americas. I spend most of my travel time in 
Australia and Europe helping XR grow in those market-
places through standard sales deals and development 
of other opportunities. I’m hopefully leaving my mark as 
part of the team that will grow XR Brands into a global 
industry leader.

Who has helped mentor you throughout your career?
Michael: I look to work for people that will become men-
tors. Ari Suss’ industry knowledge and business savvy 
are second to none. Rebecca Weinberg is one of those 
female badasses I mentioned above. I learn from them 
daily. The people I’d seek out if I needed an important 
opinion? Larry Garland was at the top of that list. Larry 
was the fi rst person who was nice to me when we 
barged into the industry and provided important advice 
every time I saw him. Ed Braunstein has a great moral 
compass and has talked me through some things. Coyo-
te Amrich has the most pure, honest, not-fucking-around 
heart on Earth. We’re not super close, but she has given 
me more advice that has served me well than she could 
ever guess. I love just chatting with her.

What‘s life like today at XR Brands headquarters?
Michael: I love it. The team is amazing. It becomes more 
like a family all the time. But that dynamic only works 

if we’re also all doing our jobs and succeeding as a 
team. We’re very lucky to have found a great combina-
tion. We’re seeing success and having a good time.

Time to spill a juicy travel story! What‘s one of your 
funniest from a trade show or event? 
Michael: My fi rst industry event was AVN 2011 (I 
think). Masque was in development and we knew NO 
ONE in the industry. I came with a young woman who 
briefl y worked for us and one of the partners from our 
ad agency. We bought fan tickets and met who we 
could (no one that could help us). We tried to get into 
the private parties, but had no luck. One night there 
was a party at the Palms that rose another fl oor in the 
hotel every so often to end the night on the roof. We 
were able to get in early, but were fi rmly turned away 
at the door at the 10:00 transition. We stood around 
a bit, pissed and dejected, until the woman we were 
with left us and went to talk to the people controlling 
the door. After several minutes of conversation - and 
pointing to us twice – she beckoned us over and we 
were allowed into the party. As we were getting drinks, 
she told us that she convinced them I was a bear (gay) 
porn star and the ad guy was my boyfriend – we were 
none of those things. We ended up meeting several 
important people later in the night and it started our 
run. 

What are some of the biggest changes you‘ve noticed 
in the industry the last several years? Where do you 
think we‘re headed now?
Michael: New players. High level players. Private 
equity, etc. We’re already seeing some of the fat 
being squeezed out of the system, but it will get much 
worse. For too long, too many companies in our distri-
bution chain touched the boxes without adding value – 
only cost. Effi ciency is coming. It can come from within 
or be forced upon us.

What‘s going on in your world right now that‘s got you 
excited for the new year? 
Michael: I’m working more on the marketing/branding 
piece in my main markets. Most of my fi rst 18 months 
was learning, building relationships, helping lay the 
foundation of the business in these markets. Now it’s 
time to work even more closely with these trusted 
partners and grow our brands.  On the personal end, 
my wife and I moved to California full time this year. 
All these years I’ve been based in Tampa, Florida and 
often spent 50+ nights a year here in LA plus another 
150+ overseas. This is a much better situation, but it’s 
also a big adjustment.            
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 „How many consumers have made you 
happy so far?
Raj Armani: Haha, I hope at least a billion. 
Of that, ½ million after having shopped at 
IMbesharam.com and the rest because they 
know they can shop here when the ocsasion 
comes around the corner.

What was your childhood ambition? 
Raj Armani: To be a Bollywood movie star. I 
have changed my hairstyle so many times to 
match the actors I adored. Now, I am left with 
no choice but Bruce Willis.

How did you get into the sex toy industry? 
Raj Armani: Call it searching for an oppor-
tunity to stand out, or maybe to give back to 
the country and people that brought me up 
but never taught me about sex education.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you 
be doing now? 
Raj Armani: Probably producing crossover 
Bollywood-Hollywood fi lms and spreading 
the same message of democratising sex 
through my content instead of products.

What was the biggest step in your career? 
Raj Armani: When I gave up all my savings & 
shame to launch IMbesharam.com.  

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 
Raj Armani: Playing soccer with my boys 
and cooking a lovely dinner for my wife and 
mom.

How do you envision the future of the sex toy 
industry? 
Raj Armani: This industry is here to stay, 
grow, and disrupt many traditional ways of 
retail and wholesale. I await the day when 
the stigma around sex toys reduces but the 
margins don‘t. 

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Raj Armani: When I cross at least 60% of 
my list or POA (plan of action) which does 
not happen 60% of the time :(

How do you relax after work? 
Raj Armani: My kids bring me the joy of 
fatherhood and give me a great sense of 
accomplishment. So, I like to spend time 
with them and teach them new stuff as well 
as ways of life.

Who would you consider your role model 
and why?
Raj Armani: My Mom is my role model 
at home, and I look up to many success-
ful founders who were the underdogs in 
their markets. What inspires me is to see a 
person succeed in the face of opposition, 
challenges, and criticisms. I feel I am in a 
similar boat most of the time.

Imagine you have been asked to award 
a medal to someone. Who’s the 
lucky winner? 
Raj Armani: I would award it to our fi rst 
customer, who shopped from IMbesharam.
com on July 11th at 6.31pm EST. The 
relief and assurance he brought when 
we went live … I appreciate it till today, 
and I would love to reward him for the fi rst 
leap of faith!

Which personal success are you proud of? 
Raj Armani: My determination. I have come 
to realise that I have jumped so many times 
without knowing how deep the water is, and 
how well will I swim, that I believe now if I 
set my mind and focus to something, I can 
achieve it. This isn’t just my instincts but 
also my experience and it is the events that 
I look back on and am very happy to have 
been a part of. 

Do you still remember your 
very fi rst customer? Raj 
Armani, co-founder and 
COO of Imbesharam.com 
does! Matter of fact, he’d 
even award the man a medal! 
Also, if Raj weren’t making 
the world a better place by 
selling fun and sex toys, he’d 
probably be a producer of 
Bollywood movies today. 
Or maybe – if his childhood 
dream had come true – he’d 
even be acting in them. But 
no matter which course his 
life could have taken, one 
thing would always have been 
close to his heart: 
the democratisation of sex. 

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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What do you particularly like about yourself?  
Raj Armani: I have sharp observational skills and 
great people reading talent, which would be of 
great service to the FBI or CIA so if ever I need a 
job to retire, I will apply there.

Which vice could you never forgive? 
Raj Armani: I have just not appreciated people 
enough in life, I have got upset over things that 
didn‘t matter in the long run and I have not done 
enough for others like my father and grandparents 
have done, so thanks for bringing this up and 
letting me vent out.

What song do you sing in the shower? 
Raj Armani: Before I had kids, I would sing 
various Bollywood songs, but lately it‘s ‚5 little 
monkeys jumping on the bed‘ ...

Who would you never ever like to see naked? 
Raj Armani: Lately, myself. I have to get back 
on an exercise regimen and rigorous badminton 
schedule - that keeps me in shape most times.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and 
what fi lm would you watch? 
Raj Armani: A Bollywood movie with my partner 
Salim; we both share similar interests in movies. 
Or a Hollwyood/Western movie with my wife; she 
has the most amazing analytical brain, so while 
I am wondering what happened in the ‘Orient 
Express’ she fi gured it all out half-way into the 
movie.

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go? 
Raj Armani: Thailand. For a Detox and Health 
Boot Camp. Even though I have no holiday, I am 
headed there in a few weeks!

Which three things would you take with you to a 
deserted island? 
Raj Armani: Mobile Phone, internet, and a toy so 
if the fi rst and second don‘t work ...

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, 
who would it be? 
Raj Armani: My younger self, maybe 10 years 
ago, so I can do things quicker and faster like I 
did then.

Is there anything you would never do again? 
Raj Armani: Yeah, lose 5 years in college again.

Do you have some good advice you want to share 
with our readers? 
Raj Armani: 
• Commit at least 3 years to this. Do NOT expect   
   returns for the fi rst 3 years. 
• 99.99% commitment is NOT going to work. It‘s 
   either 100% or nothing.
• Grow balls fi rst, and a thick skin later. Nothing 
   succeeds like success, just focus on one goal, 
   everything will fall in place then
• Your best investors will be your customers -   
   work for them, around them, and speak to 
   them, you will never be alone.
• Fall seven times, get up eight

“YOUR  BEST  INVESTORS  WILL 

BE  YOUR  CUSTOMERS    WORK 

FOR  THEM,  AROUND THEM, 

AND  SPEAK  TO  THEM,  YOU 

WILL  NEVER  BE  ALONE . “
R A J  A R M A N I





HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Erweiterung unseres BIO Sortiments mit 
ANAL SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE
und XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Biologische 
& vegane, wasserbasierende Gleitgele. 
Besonders angenehm zur Haut. Verleiht 
einen seidenweichen Touch. Eco-Tube 
aus nachwachsendem Rohstoff.

HOT BIO LUBRICANT
Expansion of our BIO range with ANAL 
SUPERGLIDE, WARMING GLIDE and 
XTREME SUPERGLIDE. Organic & vegan,
waterbased lubricants. Especially ple-
asant to the skin. Gives a silky soft touch. 
Eco tube made from renewable raw
materials.
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BIO
lubricants

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través/
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach/
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100ml 3.4fl.oz
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Xtreme Superglide
100ml 3.4fl.oz
Art. No. 44183
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BIOLOGISCHE & VEGANE GLEITMITTEL-SERIE! 
ORGANIC & VEGAN LUBRICANT-SERIES!
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available 
at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre 
grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor 
mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista 
/// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível 
junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes 
hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din 
grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

Welcher Mann will das nicht – 
für mehr Ausdauer & Power 
beim erotischen Liebespiel 
und für ein erfülltes Liebesleben.

What man doesn’t want it? 
For more stamina & power in erotic 
loveplay and for a fulfilling love life.

by HOT

long power

MARATHON
men series

long power 

MARATHON
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long power
MARATHON

drops
men / 30ml

Art. No. 77106

long power
MARATHON 

spray
men / 50ml

Art. No. 77301

long power
MARATHON cream

 men / 30ml
Art. No. 77202
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kombinierbar mit den Brust-Massage-Übungen. Zur Stabilisierung des Erfolgees
ist eine dauerhaf te und tägliche Anwendung empfehlenswert.

A perfect building cream to stimulate breast enlargement with an unique ingredient 
combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with breast massage
exercises. To make the effect last, long-term and daily use is recommended.
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